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'Preface

The USMES Project

0

I

a

v

Unified Sciences ahd Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Social, 'and Communications 1

Sciences in Real Problem Solving (USMES) was formed(in re-
sponse to the recommenaations of the 1967 Cambridge Confer-
ence.on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the
Schools.* !Since its inception in 1770, UlMES has been
funded by the National Science Foundation to develoP and
carry'out field trials Of interdisciplinary units centered
on long-renge inyestigations of real and practical problems
(oencliallenges") taken from the local school/community en-
vironment. School planners can use'these units to design a
flexible curriculum for grades kiridergarten through eight in
which real problem solving plays an important role.

Development and field trials were carried out by teachers
and.students in the classroom with the assistance of univer-

. sity specialists at workshops'and:at occasional other meet-
ings. The work was coordinated hy a staff at the Educatiol
bevelopment Center in Newton, Maseachusetts. In addition)
the staff at EDC coordinated implementation prograns in=
volving schools, districts, and colleges.that are carrying
'out rocal,USMES implementiltion programs for teachers and
schools in their area.

Trial editions of the.following units are current11/
available:

, Advertising
Bicycle Transportation
Classroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for Human Proportions
Design Lab Design
Eating in. School

Getting,There
Growing Plants
Manufaoturing
Mass Communications

Viature Trails

tIrientation

Pedestrian Crossings
'Play Area Design and Use
Protecting Property .

School Rules

/School Supplies
School Zoo

Soft Drink Design.

Traffic Flow
Using Free Time
WaYS to Learn/Teach
Weather Predictions

4*See Goals for the Correlation of E/ementary Science and
Matiwatics, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.

ix
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UME§ Resources In respOnding to a long-tange challenge, the students
an8 teachers 'often have need of a wide range of resources.:

4) , In fatt, all of the'people and materials in the School and
.

. community,are important Yesources for USMES activities. In .

addition USMES provides resources Tor both teachers and stu- .

denta. A complete set of all the written materials comprIse
,

the'UtME6 library, which shotfld Wavailable.in each school,

,using USMES units. These materials include-- t

,

1. The USMES Guide: This book is a compilation

' of materials that may lie used for long-range
.._

planning of a curriculum that incgrporates '

lig

,
the USMES "Fiogram. It.describes the USMES,...

1

*
projecE, reda problem solving, classroom

t?
s

strategies, the Design cLab,' the units, and ,
: the support materials as well as ways that

US S hefps students leaFn basic skills.

. , .

..

2.. Teacher Reselurce Books (one for each chal- ..

lenge): Each of these guides.to using USMES
units describes a broad problem,,explains how

,
. .

students might narrow that problem to fit
,

. their particular needs, retommends claesrqom
strategies, presents edited logs from teachers
whose classes have worked on the unit, and con-

. tains chartsthat indicate basic skills, pio-,

:
cesses, add axeas of study that students may
learn afid utilize.

3. Design Lab Manual: Th& guide, elps teachers

and administratotsAeup.,.runhand use
e
a

Design Lab--a plad6.,with toofeiling materials
in whichthe itudenfe can buiiathings they
need for their Work'on UgMES,lorDesign Lab
may be a corner of apclaSsroom, a portable

. cart, or a separaee room. Because many "hands- .

on" activities may lake plate in the classroom,
every USMES teacher,should have a Design Lab
Manual.

4. "How To".Series: These Student materials pro-

' - vide information to students about speCIfic

probrems that may arise during USMES units.
The regular "How To" Series covers problems
in measuring, graphing, data handling, etc.,

and is available intwo versions--a sekes of

14

ti,
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cartoon-style bookletalAr primary grades
and a series of magazine-style booklets with,

more reading matter for upper grades. The,
Design Lab "How To" Series is available in
two illustrated c4rd versions--one for pri-
mary grades and one for upper grades. A com-
idete list'of the "HoW To" Series can be
found'in the USMES Guide.

5. Backgzound'Papers: These papers, correlated
with the "How To" Series,)provide teachers
with information and hints that do not appear
'in the student materials.sLAecomplete list
can be found in the USARSInide.

.0.
6. Curriculum CorrelaHon G4ide: By.correlating

the twenty-sixUSMES units with other-curric-
ulim materials., ihis bo4 helps teachers to
inteirlate USMES with othir sthool.activities
and lessons.

Ihe preceding materials ate described in brief i.n the
USMES brochure, which can be used by teachers and adminis- t
trators to disseminate information about the program to
the local copmunity. A variety of other dissemination and
implementation materials are also available for individuals
and groups involved in-local implementation programs. They
include Preparing People,for USMES: An Implementation
Resource Booil'the USMES'slide/tape show, the Design tab
slide/tape show, the Dengn Lab brochure, videotapes of
classroom activities, a general,report on'evaluation rr
sults, a map showing the locations of a4kools conducting
local implementation of USMES, a list of experienced USMES
teachers and university consultants, and mewspaper.and
magazine articles. *

Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brand of
,three-layered cardboard at the time the project began, USMES
has used it at workshops and in schools; consequently, ref-
erences to Tri-Wall can be found throughout the Teacher
Resource Books. The addresses of suppliers of three-layered

, cardboard can be found in the Design Lab Manual.

1 1
J



41'Introduce'

Using th qeacher Resource Book

1

When teachers try a new curriculum for the first time,
they need teunderstand the philosophy behind.the curriculum.
The USMES approach to student-initiated investigAions of
real problems is outlined in section A of this Teacher Re-
source Book.

Section B starts wijth a brief overview of possible stu-'
dent art4vities arising from the challenge; comments on pre-
requisite skills are included. Following that is a discus-
sion of the classrooni strategy for USMES real problem-
solving activities, including introducti4n4ofthe challenge,
student activity, resources, and Design Lab use. Subsecfuent
pages include a description of the use of the unit in pri=
mary grades, a flow chart and a composite log that indicate
the range of possible student writ; and a list of questions
that the teacher may find usefdl for focusing the stud4nts'
activities on the..challenge.

Because studentS:initiate all the activities in response
-to tINe challenge and because the work of one class Tay dif-
fer from that undertaken by other classes,,teachers familiar -
wieh USMES need to read only'sections A and B before intro-
ducing the Challenge to students.

Section C of this book is the documentation section:.
These edited teachers'.0gs show the variety of ways in
which students in different slaeseS have worked at fin ihg
a solution to the challenge,

Section D contains a list of th& titles of.relevant sets
of "How To" Cards and brief descriptions of the BackgrOund ;
Papers pertainingto the unit. Also included in sectioh D .

' is a glossary of the terns used in the Teacher Resource,Book
and an annbtated bibliOgraphy.

Section E contains charts that indicate the comparative-'
strengths of the pit in terns of real problem solving,
inathematiesz sciekice, social science, and language arts. It

ralso contains a list of explicit examples of real problem
solving And othenesubject area skills, processes, and areas .

of study learned and utilized in the unit. These charts and
lists are based on documentation of activities that have
taken viiice in USMES classes., Knowing ahead of time which
basic skills and processes are likely to be utilized, teach-
ers can postpone teaching that' part of their regular prograt

4

until later in the year. .At that time students tan study\,
them in the usual way if they have not already learned them
as part of their USMES activities.

A.

1



Rk4,1 Problem Solving and IISMES

Real Problem Solving
.4

A

4

k
1953),,p. 233.

p

3

If life were of such a constant nature that
there were only a few chores to do and they were
done over and over in 'exactly the game way, the
case for knowing how to Solve problems would not
be so compelling. All one would have to do would.
-be to learn how to do the few jobs at the outset.
From then on he could rely on memory and habit..

Fortunatelyor unfortunately depending upon one's
point of view-'-life is not simple and unchanging.
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about all we
can predict is that things will be different in the
future. In suCh a world the ability to adjust and
to solve one's problems is of paramount importance.*

USMES is based on the beliefs that real problem solving
is an important skill to be learned and that manY math,
science, social science, and language arts skills may be
learned more quickly and easily within the context of stu-
dent investigations of real problems. Real problem soping,
as exemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which

,involves students in.investigating and solving real noblem.
'It provides the bridge between the abstractillains of the
school curriculum and the world of the student. Each USMES
unit presents a problem in the form of a challenge that.is

. tin sevenal respects (1) the

interesting to children because it is both piac-
ical. The problem is real

problem applies to some'aspect of student life in Ow school
or community% (2) a solution is needed and not presdntly
known, at least for the particular,case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entire situation with all the
accompanying variables and complexities, and (4) the problem
is such that the work done by the students can.led to some
improvement rn the situation. This ekpectation of useful -

accomplishment provides the motivation for children to carry
out the comprehensive investigations.needed to find some
solution to the challenge.

' he level at which the children approach the.problems,
the invertigations that they carry out, and the solutions

*Kenneth lit Hefeerson and Robert E. Pingry, ";;41em-Solving
in Mathemstics," 'in The Le(irning of Mathematics: Its Theory
and Practice, Twenty-firet Yearbook of the National Counca
-of Teachers of Mathematics (WaShington, D.C. The'Couneil,

/



The USMES Approach

that they devise may vary according to the age and ability
of the childen. However, real problem solving involves
them, at some' level, in all aspects of the problem-solving
process: definition of the problem; determination of the
important factorr_in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of.data; analysis of the data using graphs,
chaits, statistics, or whatever mons the students can find;
discussion; formulation and trial of suggested solutions;
clarification of values; decision making.; and communications
of findings to others. In addition, students become'more
inquisitive, more cooperative in working with others, more
Critical in their thinking, more self-reliant, and more in-
terested in helping to improve social conditions.

To learn the process of real problem solving, the stu-
dents must encounter, formulate, and find some solution to
complete and realistic problems. The students themselves,
not the teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the vari-
ables that should be investigated, search out the facts, and
judge the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.

In real problem-solving activities,the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not an authoritative answer-
giver.

The pioblem is first reworded by students in sppcific 4

terms that apply to their school or community, and the
various aspects of the problem are diScussed by,the class.
The students then suggest approaches to thg problem and set
priorities for the investigations they plan to carry out. f

A typical USMES,class,consists of several groups working on
different aspects of the problem.. As the groups report
periodically to the class on their progress, new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.
Thus, woric on an USAS challenge provide students with. a
"discovery-learning" or "pction-oriented" experience.

Real problem'solving does not reLy solely on the
disc9very-learning concept. In the real world people have
access to certain facts and'techniquesNwhen they recognize
the ne,ed for them. The sameshould be true in the claIsroom..
When the students find that certain factand skills are '

neCessary for continuing their investigation, they learn
willingly and quickly in a morg directed way to acquire
these facts and skills. Conseqdently, the students should
have available different resources that they may.use4as
they recognize the need for them, but they should Still be
left with:a wide scope to explore their own ideas and
methods..

4-0 .



5

Certain information on specific skills is provided by the
sets of USMES "How To" Cards. The students are referred
only to the stt for which they have,clearly identified a
need and only when they are unable to proceedlon their own.
Each "How To" Cards title cleaFly 4ndicates the skill in-
vdtired--"How to Use a Stopwatch;" "How to Make a Bar Graph
Picture of Your. Data," etc: (A complete list of the "How
To" Cards can be found in Chapter IX of the USMES Guidea
- Another resource provided by USMES is the Design Lab or
its classroom equivalent. The Design Lab provides.a cen-
tral location-for tools and materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting other
classroom activities. Ideallye it iA a separate room with
space for all necessary:supplies,ancl equipment and work
space for the children. However, it may be as small at a
corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and
supplies.' Since the benefits of real problem solVing can be
obtained by the students only if they have a means to fol-.

low 4 their ideas, the availability of a besign Lab can be
. 1 'a vqryimportant asset.

ptimally, the.operation of he school's Design Lab
sh 14 be-such as to'make i wajlable to the students when-

- ever they need it. It should be as free as possible from
set scheduling or programming. The students dse the Design
Labto try out theirien ideas and r to design, conStruct,
test, and improve many devices tiated by their response
to the USMES challengas. While t_is optimum operation of
the Design Lab may not always be possible dueA2 various
limitations, "hands-on" activities may take place in the
classroom even.though a Design Lab may not ba available.
(A detailed of the Desigh Lab can be found in
Chapter VI of the S Guide, while a complete list. of "How
To" Cards covering such Design tab skills as dawing, sluing,
nailing, soldering, is contained in Chapter IX.)

Work on all USMES challenges ipinot only sufficiently 6

complex to require thelcollaborafion of the whole class but
also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute
according to his/her Interest andytoility. IHoVevhro
should be noted that if fever thekp,ten to twelve students
from dick class are parrying out the investigation-df a unit
challenge, the extent.of their discovery and learning'can be
expected,to be aegis than. if more members of the class are

A

involved. While it is possible for a class to.work"on two
related units at the same time, in manx classes the students ,

progress better with jus4.one.

The amount of time.spent each Week working on an USMES
challenge is cruclal to a successful resolution of the.

/) .



22) problem. Each challenge'is designed so that the various
investigations will take from thirty,to forty-five hours,
depending on the age_of the children, before some solutidh
to the problem is found and some action is taken on the

6.i-- results of`the investigations. Unless sessions are held At
'least two or three times a week, it is difficult for the
children to maintain their interest and momentum and to be-
come involved intensively with the challenge. The length of
each session depends upon the age level of the children and
the nature.of the chilenge. For eXtmple% children, in the
Vrimary grades may pr ceed better bV working on the challenge
more frequently-for shorter periods of time, perhaps fifteen
to twenty minutes, while older children may proceed better

. by working less,frequently,for much longer periods of time.
Student interest and the overalll accomplishments of the

class in finding and implementing solutions to tfie challenge
indicate when the class'S general participation\in unit
ktivilies should end: (Premature disconti uan4 of wdrk
on a specific challenge is often due more to waning interest

AP on the part Of the teacher thap to that of t e students.)
However, some students may continue work on a voluntary
basis on one problem, while the others begin to identify
possible approaches to another USMES challenge.

I e
g

Ntlf

Importance of the Challenge Although individual (or group) discovery and student 1

initiation of investigations is the process in USMES units,3

4r ,
this does not imply the constant encour4ement of random
activity. Random activity hes an tmportant place in
caIdren's learning, and opWrtunities for it shoult be
made available at various timps, During USMES activities,
however, it is believed that children learn to solve real
problems only when their efforts are focused on finding
some solution to the real and practical ptloblem.presented
in the USMES challenge. It has been found thatitudents
are motivated to overcome many difficuaies an4 frustrations
in their efforts to achieve the goal of effecting some \,----.2

1. ,

4. change or at least of providing some useful information to,

.

,
. ,

.

,

',dr

.
.

,
. .

I

others. Because the children's commitment to finding a
. solution to the challtnge is one of the keys to successful

USMES work, it is extremely important that the challenge be,
introduced so that it is accepted by the class as an im-
portant problem to which they are willing to devote a con-
siderable amount of time.'

The challenge not only motivates the children by stating
the problem but also provides them with a criterion for
judging their results. This criterion--if it works, it's
right (or if it helps-us find an answer to our problem, it's

2 2-



Role of the Teacher

-(

6

a good thing to do)--gives the children's ideas and results
a meaning within the context of their goal. Many teachers
have found this coricept tote a valuable strategy that not
onlyItllows the teacher ty respond positively to all of the
children's ideas but also helps the children themselves to
judge the value of their efforts. .

With all of the alove in mind, it can be said that the
teacher's responsibility in the USMES strategy for open
classroom activities is as follows:

1. Introduce the challenge in a meaningful way
that not only allows the children to relate
it to their particular situation but also
opens up various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a coordinator and collaborator. Assist,
not direct,,individuals or groups of students
as they investigate different aspects of the
problem.

43. Hold USMES sessions at least two or three times
a week so that the children have a chance to be-
come involved in the challenge and carrys out
comprehensive investigations.

4. ProVide ale tools and supplies necessary for
initial htnds-op work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to work in the
Designlab.

5. Be patient in letting the cbildren make their
own mistakes tnd fizd heir own way. Offer
assistance or point out sources of help for
specificinformation.(such as the "How To"
Cards) only when the children become frustrated
in their aPproach to the problem. Conduct
skill sessions as necessary.

6. Provide frequent opportunities for group reports
, and student exchanges'of idea in class dis-
cussions. In most cases,'stu ents will, by
their own critical examination of the procedures
they have Used, improvesor set new directions
in their investfgations.

7



USMES in the TOtal School Program

4

7. If necessary, ask appropriate questions to stim-
ulate the students' thinking so that they will
make more txtensive and comprehensive 'investiga-
tions or analyses of(their data.

8. Make Sure that a sufficient number of studenes
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge soThat activifies do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student success in USMES unit activities is indicated by,
the progress they make in,finding some solution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of investiga-

% . tion nor by obtaining specified,results. The teacher's'
role in the USMES strategy,ii to provide a classroom at-
mosphere in which all students can, in their own way,
search out some solution to the challenge..

Today many leading educators feel that real problem
solving (under different names) is an imagrtant skill to
be learned. In this mode oUlearning particular emphasis
is placed on developing skills to deal with-Teal problpms
rather than the skills needed to obtain "correct" answers
to contrived problems. Because of this and because of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultant investigations, USMES is ideal for use as an impor-
tant part of the elementary school program. Much of the
timd normally'spent in the class.on the ap-
proaches to math, science, socialkscience, and language
arts skills can be safely assigned to USMES activities. In
fact, as mu0 as one-fourth to one-third of the total school
program nfight be allotted to work on USMES challenges.
Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have
each succeeding year successfully assigned to USMES activ-
ities the learning'of a greater number of traditional
skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students
retain for a long time the skills and concepts learned and
practiced during USMES activities.. Therefore, the,iime
normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the
context of real problem solving.

Because real problem-solving activitiescannot possibly
cover all the skills and concepts in the major subject
areas, other curricula as well as other l::;Iptng modes
(such,as "lecture method," "individual st opics," or
progrhmmed instruction) need to be ased in conjunction with
USMES in an optimal education program. However, the other
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instruction will be enhanced by the skills, motivation-, and .

und4standing prpvided by real.,problem polving, and, in
some'cases, work on an USMES challenge provides the context 4
within which the skills and concepts of the major subject
areas find application.

.

In order for real pr41em solving taught by USMES to hAve
an optimal value in the chool program, class time should be
apportioned with reason.and forethough!t, and the-sequence

iof
challenges investigated by students during their years in

elementary school should involve them in a variety of skills
and processes. Because all activities are initiated by Stu-
dents in.response to the challenge, it is imposAible to .

state unequivocally which'activitiea will take place. How-
, ever, it is possible to use the documentation of ctivities

that havd taken place in USMES trial classes to s hedule in-
struction on the specific skills and processes required by
thd school sisteM. Teachers can postpone the tra'ditional
way of teaching the skills that might come up in work on an
USMES cha4enge until later in the 5Tar. At that time stu-.

dents can learn the required skills in the usual way if they
have not already, learned them during their USMES activities.

These basic skills, processes, and areas of'study are
listed in charts and lists contained in each"feadier Resource
Book. A teacher can use these charts to decide on anover-
all allocation of class time between USMES and traditional
learning in the mafbr subject disciplines. Examples of in- ,

dividual-skills and processes are also given so that the 3
teacher can see beforehand,which skills a student may en-
counter during the course of his investigations. Thege '

charts and lists may be found in section E.

c

Ways In'Which USMES Differ4 From Other
' As the toregoing indicates, USMES differs significantly

Curricula from other curricula. Real problem solving develops the
problem-solving ability of students and does it in a way
(learning-by-doing) that leads to a full understanding of
the process. Because of the following differences', some
teacher preparation is necessary. Some teachers may have
been introduced by other Projects to several of the follow-.
ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new stylle of teaching and
learning that real problem solying involves.

1. New Area of Learning--Real problem solving is a
new area-of learning, not just a new approach or
a new content within an'already7defined subject
area. Altflough many subject-matter curricula

d
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,include something calle4_,Rxobleni solving, much'of
his prOblem solvini involves contrived problems

or gments of a whole situation and does not
require the cognitive skills needed for tHe in-
vestigation of,real and practical problems.
Learning the cognitive strategy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds
Of learning.

.1

P
.3. Interdisciplinary EducaiiOnReal problem'solv-

ing integrates the disciplines in a natuyal way;
tbeA is no need to impose a multi-disciplinary
structure. Solving real and practical problems
requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many'disciplinee. The number
and range Of disciplines are unrestricted and
the importance,or eall is demonstrated in'work-
ing toward,the solution of pyactical problems;

3 Student PlannfngTo,learn the provss of prob-,
lem solving, the students themselvespnot the
teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the
variables that should be investigated, seh. le
out the facts, and judge the correctness, of the
hypotheses and conclusions. In real problem-
solving activities the teaCher acts as a
cooranator and collaborator, not as an
authoritative soutte of answers,

4. Learning-by-DoingLearning-by-doing, or discov-
ery learning as it is sometimes called, comes .

about naturally in real problem solving since
the peoblems tackled byjeach class have unique
aspects; for example; dilferent lunchrooms pr
pedestrian crossings have different problem

/

associated with them and, consequently, uni4ie
solutions. The challenge, as defined in ea
situation, promides the focus for the childr n's
hands-on learning experiences, such as coll ting
real.data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvementsynd'(in some units) pre-

) paring reports and presentations of their findings
for the proper. authorities.

1

5. Learning Skills and Concepts as Needed--Skills'
and concepts are learned in real problem solving

0.Wt)
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as the need for themarises in the context
oethe work being done, rather,than having a
situation imposed by the teacher or the text-
book being used.. Teachers may.direct this
learning when the need for it arises, or stu-
dents may'search oui information themselves
from resources provided.

6. Grou ork--Progress toward a solution to a
reaT problem usually requires the efforts.of
groups. of stgdents, not just individual stu-
dents workine.11one. Although some work may
be done individually, the total group effort
provides good opportunities for division of
labor and exchange of ideas among the groups
and individuals. The grouping is flexIble
and changes-in order to meet the needs of the:,
different Stages of investigation.

7. Student Choice--Real problem solving offers
classes the opportunity to work on_problems
that are real to them, not just to the adults
who prepare the currAgulum. In addition,
students may,choose to investigate particular
aspecs of the pt:blem according to their
interist. The v fety of acttvities ensUing
from tlie challenge 41lows eac student to

Irmake some contribution towards the solution of
the problem according to his or her ability and
to learn specific,skills at a time when he ox
she is ready for that particular intellectual
structure.

p.
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B. General Papers on School Zoo

/
1. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge:

Collect and maintalin a variety of
animals to help your cip.rs and others
learn about them.

Posfible Class Challenges:

How can we set up a zoo in our class-
room that wig help others learn abOut
animals?

Children at all grade levels are interested,in animals
and how they live aRd grow. Maintaining a zoo in the class-
room provides an opportun'ity for children to learn about
aWimals and to share their learning with others. The "zoo"
aspect.of the challenge, which implies displaying the ani-
mals to other people, gives the unit a definite purpose and
direction th'at prevent it from becoming a random study,of

,animal behavior.
..

School Zoo might be introduced to a class in several ways.
The challenge might arise when a student happens eo bring
to class an animal he/sHe has found. Another way the chal-
lenge might be introduced is throueRa discussion of how the
students could find out more about living things near the
school. The challenge may also arise.during work on another
USMES unit; for example, students working on the Nature
Trails challenge might decide to learn more about the ani-
mals they find near their trail.by keeping theia in the class-
room.

Durini class diicussions the students may discuss animals
already'in the classroom and decide what additional animals
they would like to bring in to provide the variety necessary
for a zoo. They may realize.the need to choose animals on
the basis of size and suitability for captivity. The chil-
dren may decide to work\in small groups, each group working

?\,e. Thwith a different type o animal. e groups will research
information ou their chos n animals to.find ouC about their
needs and habits. Some groups may decide to 'build or
scrounge suitable containers for their animals before they
bring them in, while others may bring in their animals and
house them in temiaorary containers while they find or con-
struct better ones. In discussing what size containers
they should use, the children might consider what a comfort-
able living space would be. If they construct cages for
their animals and have to decide what materials to use, they
might conduct tests to see which materials.the animals can-
not destroy. They will also need to discuss wHether a cage
is "escape-proof"--can Oe animal jUmp or climb out or
escape.through the crack0

Me of the chosen animals marbe bought, but usually
most are caught by the children themselves in the local
area. Some chi2dren may decide to conStruct collecting

4 \
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devices such abtinsect traps. When the animals are settled
in their containers, the students may decide that they need
to observe their behavior to see.if they seem to be com-
fortable and well cared for. Many Children will realize
the need to make the containers as much like the animals'
natural environment as possible. They may decide that they ,

need to conduct,experiments to diseover the animals' pref-
erences for habitat or food. In this way they will be able
to modify their care or containers in order to keep the
animals healthy and comfortable.

One problem children might discover while planning long-
term care 6f the zoo is the problem of maintaining a con-
stant, inexpensive food supply. During the fall students
will probably fina that they can catch enough flies, worms,
and other creatures to keep.carnivorous animals happy and
well fed. (They might, however, have to devise ways of
'trapping live flies if their animals show a distastejor
dead ones.) During the winter qiis natural food source dis-
appears hnd students may find the need to raise their own
flies; earthworms, guppies, etc., for feeding animals such

1:
Thas amp bians or fish. ey might also raise fresh vege-

tables or herbivorous animals such as guinea pigs. The
students might better predict how much food or water animals
will consume by measuring and graphing food and water con-

.sumption over a given period of time.
,

Other'problems in long-term care might arise, such as /

providing warmth, food, or water over holidays or long week-
ends. Solving these problems might lead to the design of
automatic feeders or to keepipg certain animals in terraria

I
complete with a constant ood, moisture, and oxygen,supply.
Students may need to add eat in the form of a heatitig pad
or light bulb so that animals can survive cold winter
weather.

'Students will enjoy making daily observations of animal
behavior. They will be interested in seeing how animals
play, care for each other, interact with animals of other
species, and figure out their own problems, such as how to
catch'and eat a fly let loose in their container. They'
might try experiments to see how animals react to color, new
objects in their cage, mirrors, or new kinds of food. Chil-
dren may,want to keep logs of their observations so that
they can tell other people about them.

In order to make the zoo available to other people,.the
class may hold an open house for parents or other classes.
The students might make displays about the animals, conduct'
tours of their zoo, or produce.booklets or tapes conveying

13 ,
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2. CLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR
SCHOOL ZOO

q-)

information about theianimals. This aspect could be the

culmination of the ScRool Zoo unit, providing a focus for

all earlier'activities.
To help other people learn how to care for an animal or c'

maintain a zoo, the class might want to convey information
by graphing their data, especially growth rates of young

animals or food consumption. They might record observations

on behavior and care and illustrate their perceptions with

drawings and diagrams to help others understand them. Often,

the class will find it necessary to give away surplus guinea
pigs, gerbils, and other animals which have a habit of mul-

tiplying frequentlyi. Children might want to prepare infor-
Aation on a particular animal to accompany the pet 'when it

leaves the zoo for a new owner. When they decide to end
their activities, the students will have to decide what to

do with the animals. Should they give.the zoo.to other

classes, take_animala home, or letwild-animals loose where

they were found?
Work on the School Zoo challenge may lead to extensive

studies of animal behavior or interest in the animals' nat-

ural environments. While caring for 'and observing their

animals, the children rday become intereated in other USMES

units such as Nature Trails or Gebwing Plants.
Although many of these activities may require skills and

concepts new to the children, there is no, need for prelihr-

inary work.on these skillsand concepts_because the dhildren
can learn them when the need arises. In fact, children
learn more quickly and easily when they see A need to learn.

Consider counting: whereas children usually count by rote,

they can, through USilES, gain a better Understanding of
counting by learning or practicing it within real contexts.
In working on School Zoà, children also learn and practice
graphing, measuring, working with decimals, and dividing

to find averages or percentages.

The School Zoo unit ih centered on a challenge--a state-
ment,that says, "Solve this problem." The success or fail-

ure of the unit depends largely on'(1) the relevance of the

problem for the students and (2) the procesh by which they

definel and accept the challenge. If the 'children see the

problem as a real one, they will be committed to finding a
solution; they will have a focus and purpose for their



The Process of Introducing
the Challenge

activities. If the students do not think he problem affects
//them, their attempts at finding solutions are likely to be
superficial and lacking in directi.on.

. .

The School Zoo challenge--"Collect and maintain a variety
of animals,to help your classand others learn about them"--
is general'enough'to apply to many situations. Students in -

different classes define and reword the challenge ana thus
arrive at a specific class challenge. "Find a way to make'
a zoo in the classroom and share it w h other children in-

the school" might be one class's,,4nt,lrpretation of the
challenge.

Given that a problem exists, how can a teacher, without
being directive, help the students identify the challenge
that they'will work on as a group? There is no set method
because of variations among teachers, classes, and schools
and among the USMES units themselves. However, USMES teacht.
.ers have found that certain general techniques in introduc-
ing the challenge are helpful.

One such technique is to turn.a class,discussion about
animals toward a School ZQO challenge. For example, the
teacher could 4k the children to talk about experiences
with animals, and the children might litt different animals
they have kept as pets or seen at the zoo. The teacher then
might ask which animals could be kept in the classroom..

- The teacher in a kindergarten class brought in'

some color photographs 9.f animals in a goo. She
ked'the class what kinds of homes these animals

needed and whether large animals like those.in the
pictures could be kept in a classroom. .When the
children said that the animas were too big, the
teacher asked if they dbuld make a little zoo in the
classroom and, if so, what kinds of animals theY
would want. The children were tremendously exbited;1
they suggested gerbils, guinea pigs,,frogs, butter- '
flies, and many'others. The following day some of
the children brought in two grasshoppers, three
caterpil .a toad and began finding comfor-
table ontainers for them tb live in.

Frequently, the teacher or a child will bring animals
into thg classroom before the School Zoo challenge is intro-
duced. In such cases the children may observe the animals

r.
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informally, and the challenge may arise,naturally during a
class discussionabout &eir observations.

When one girl and,the teacher in a fourth-grade
class brought animals to school, the class dis-
cussed what animals would be good to keep in the
classroom. Because the children were concerned
aboyt spending money for animals, the teacher sug-
gested that they look on the school grounds for
small native animals. After they listed the ani-
mals they could find on the tyrounds and made plans
for a field trip to a nearby pond, the teacher asked
what would be the point of having animals.in the
classroom. The children replied that they could
"learn a lot" and that .they could tell other chil-
dren about animals "just like the guys at the zoo."

4

Y

A School Zoo challen may arise from the children's work
on another USMES unit, or exampls, chiidren working on the
Nature Trails unit may ecide that they could study the ani-
mals from their area more'closely if they kept them in the
classroom.

When children working on another USMES.challenge encoun--
ter a problem that leads to aSchool Zoo challenge, one
group of children may begin work on this second challenge
while another group continues on the first. However, there
should be at least ten or twelve students working on any one
challenge; otherwise the children's work may be fragmented
or superficial or may break down completely.

The School Zoo challenge may also evolve during a discus-
sion of a specific topic being studied by the class. A
class studying animal physiology or behavior might decide
that they can learn more by keeping animals in the classroom
and observing their appearance and habits>.

Classroom experience has shownsthat children's progress
on a Sch6ol Zoo challenge may be poor if the teacher and
students do not reach a common understanding of what the
challenge is befote beginning workon it. Having no shared'
focus for their work, the children will lack the motivation
inherent in working together to solve a real problem. As
a result, they may quickly lose interest.

,
.
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Initial Work on the Challenge

A thdrd-grade class was not presented with a chal-
lénge; inste.ad the teacher brought several animals
into the classroom, &tong with the cages, food, and
bedding the animals needed. The children divided
into groups to care for the animals.and spent some
time observing them. However, without the motiva-
tion of a challenge to collect and maintain a vari-
ety of animalsto help others learn about them, the
children's activities were very fragmented. They
viewed animal films, classified animals bY sorting
photographs,,and wrote booklets aboutIsuch animals
as,elephantS and horses.

A similar situation occurs if the teacher, rather than
,ensuring that the children have agreed upon a challenge,
merely assigns a series of activities. Although the teacher
may see how these aAtivities relate to an,overall goal, the
children may not.

Another third-grade class discussed animals and d
cided to buy some fish and make an aquarium. Late
other animals were brought in. The teacher asked
the children to keep records of the habits of var- .

ious animals. However, the class had not; discussed
showizig the zto tip other children, and without a

fo6us for,theAr record -keepin§. the students lost in-
.. terest. Although they were still enthusiastic about

the animals themselves, the children were not moti-
vated to give them the proper carewithout continual
reminders frcim the teacher.

When children begin work-on their challenge, they list
various taska that need to be done, Buell as collecting or
Iluylifig animals and making cages. Next, they usually cate-
gorize these tasks and set priorities for completing them.
Most of these tasks were carriea out by small groups of chil-
dren. For example, one group might choose to make price
comparisons of animals found a'various pet stores, while
another might research the diets of the animals the class
plans to keep in the zoo.

As various groups complete their work, their meMbers join
other groups or form new groups'to work on additional tasks.
Us'ually, after the class has acquired several kinds of ani-
mals, a group will form_to care for and observe each type

.c)"1
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of animal. However, if too many groups are formed, work on
the challenge can become fragmented. The teacher finds it
impossible to be aware of the progress and problems of each
group; in addition, having only one or two students in each'
group lessens the chance for varied input and interaction.

As the unit progresses, USMES sessions should be held
,several times a week, but they need not be rigidly scheduled.
The children will need to prepare and follow regular (schea-
ules for feeding animals and cleaning cages, however. (The
teacher may help by suggesting that they try alternative
ways of making sure that these things get done.)

During work on School Zoo, the children's attention
should, from time to time, be refocused on the challenge
so that they do not lose sight of their overall goal. Some-
times children working on School Zoo become so involved with
animal care activities that they forget about plans to show
the zoo to other children in the school. In other cases,
the construction of cages and containers may become a stum-
bling block to progress on the School Zoo challenge. If

students spend a great deal of time building these contain-
ers from scratch before bringing in any animals, the con-.
struction may become_an end in itself. An example of thia
is given below.

In a third-grade class the teacher d.ilscouraged chil1-

dreii from bringing in ready-made containers for

their animals because she wanted them to construct
contalners in the Design Lab. The children became
very involved with-the construction and lost sight
of the eiallenge of 'collecting animOls. The chil-
dren were starting cages without knowing what ani-

-
mal they wanted to put into the cage, and they were
not concerned about the size of the cage or the ma-
terials used. The students became,discouraged at not
finishing anything useful and soon lost interest.

To keep children's attention focused on the challenge,
teachers find it helpful to hold,periodic class discussions
that include group reporti on thair various tasks. Such
sessions help the students review what they still meed to
do in order to complete the zoo and to show it to others.
These,discussions also provide an Opportunity for students
to evaluate their awn work and exchange ideas with their
classmates. r)r)
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ResoUrces for Wtork on the
Challenge
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During the course of the School Zoo unit, a teacher may
become concerned for the welfare of the animals in the zoo.
Then he or she is faced'with the question: Should I inter-
fere? For inst nce, the teacher may feel that the children
are selecting some animals for the zoo that are inappropri-
ate for a classroom, such as dogs or cats.* The teacher. .

might also observe childish cruelty, carelessness, or neg-
lect in students' behavior towards the animals in the'zoo.

Beforethe teacher speaks out, the children themselves
Might change their approach.

When one child in a fourth-grade class suggested
that the class keep a dog in the zoo, many children
thought it would bdlfun. But as the discussion
progressed, more ana more children brought up ob-
jections7 adog would get lonesome, it might make
messes, it might bark during a test. The children
deciaed to make a /iat of things to think about
when they decided on animals so that they wouldn't
get animals like dogs that were top bothersome.

If ei student is treating an animal carelessly or cruelly,
other etudents in th class wili usually notice and will tpr
to protectthe animal.

If the children do not recognize,that their approach or
behavior is haimful to aniMals, the teacher might ask quep-
dons that stimulate the children to think about their values
and sense of responsibility. Sometimes the teacher might
need to ask the class only wilether they think the animals
are healthy and happy-or what things could be done to improve
their lives., At other times more pointed questions asked by .

alert teachers could avoid many animal deaths, injuries, or
illnesses;' for example, a teacher might ask children how
they could tell whether two animals are compatible before
they house them together in a cage for the weekend.

The technique of asking open-ended questions is also use-
ful when children encounter other difficulties during their

*Children may also want"to trap wild birds or mammals.
These animals are usually unhappy in captiviO. Some
states have laws against keeping certain wild animals.
We particularly do not recommend wild mammals as class-
room pets because they occasionally,carry iabies or other
diseases.--ED. r1 1
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investigations or try to decide on solutions before collect-
4.9g enddgh data. These questions stimulate the children to .

Vhink mote coMprehensively and creatively about their work.
For example, instead of telling a student that his conclu-
sions about his guinea pig's preference for carrots should
be retested several times, the teacher.might ask the student .

whether he thought the guinea pig always liked carrots best
and *w he could tell. Examples of.other nondirective,
thought-provoking questions are given at the end of this .sec- , '

tion.
.

The teacher may also refer to the "How To" Cards relating
to School Zoo for:information about specific skills, iuch as '

imaking an animal home or drawing graphs. If many stilents
or even the entire class need help in particular areas,
teachers shspld conduct skill sessions as these needs arise.
(Background Papers on topics relating to SChool Zoo activi-
ties may be helpful.) .

USMES teachers can also A sist students by making it'pos- s!".

i
sible for them to carry out asks involving hands-on activi-
ties. If the children's tas s require them to design and

,

. construct items, such as animal cages, the teacher should
make sure that they have access to a Design Lab. Any collec-
tion of tools and materials kept in,a central location (in
part of the classroom; on a portable cart, or in a sepaiate .
room) may bp called a Design Lab.

Valuable as it is, a Design Lab is not necessary to begin
work on School Zod.. The Design Lab is used only when needed,
and, depending on the investigations chosen by.the children,
the need may not 'arise It all.

'
(.,

.

A third-grade cla§s worked on çliool Zoo activities
without using the Design Lab. They housed ingbcts
in jars,and shoeboxei lined with plastic, used a
child's wading pool for craydish, and made a cater-
pillar house out of cardboard and cheesecloth.

O carry out construction activities in schools without
Design Labs, students may scrourige or bor4ow tools and sup-
plies from parents, local businesses, or ther members of
the cOmhtunity. The extent to which any sign Lab is dsed
varies with different classes because the Childrep theselves
determine the direction df the School Zoo investigations.

4 0



CulLnatibg'Activities

USE OF SCHOOL ZOO IM THE
PRIMARY GRADES

School Zoo activities generally continue until the chil-
dren have collected and maintained a variety of animals and
shown'them to,other people. An ".open house" where zoo ani-

_gals, cages, reports, and drawings may be displayed provides
"an excellent focus4for student activities. ut this
culminating activity, many classes have ble deciding if
or wben they have reached a solution to c llenge. Be-
sides)making displays, students may show films, play tapes,
or give guided tours to teach others what they h ve learned
about animals.

4

Most young children 'like animals and enjoy res
of caring for them. In some clashes, hen an

r.has been part of the class environment for a week or

the teachet,may ask the Children if they would like to4k ep
several aaimala in the classroom. The children usUally re-
sponU-enthusiastically to-this challenge. In-other Classes

nyoung childretring animals ttley have _found (such as grass-
hOPpers, toada, etc.) into the classroom to show the other
children. This may lead to a class discussion about how
they could find other animals and start a zoo.c In one

, school a kindergarten teacber introduced the School Zoo chal-
lenge to her class after a discussion of-public zoos and
what kinds 0 afiimals could-be kept in a small classroom zoo.

rh disclissing wbat should be includeOb kism.Ap class-
room zoo,;childreh search for animals that shoW variety in
their phySical characteristics and behavior, A third-grade
class found,fishtrayfish, snakes, field mice,jand quail to
bring into the'Classroom. Children in a, kindeltarten class

brought toads, grasshoppers, caterpillars, a turtle, a
spider, and a cricket for theft clasdroom zoo. The students

% avoid animals that'are not suitable for captivity Or that
need too much care. Children-in a first-grade class decided
they would choose only animals that they thought would be

,

happy in the classroom.

21

, Primary children m4Y work for many weeks on the School
Zoo challenge as they collect new,animalw.on a regular basis,
prepare coifortable environments, follow feeding schedules,
and observe and record details about the animals' character-
istics aricrbehavion. Young children start spontaneously
to observe their aniials soon after bringing them into the
'claseroom. They watch their animals'eat, play, raise babies,

4 1
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and groom thenselves. A first-grade class watched,a mouse
give birth to its young. Children "experiment° wi6 animals
by placing them in new environments and noticing,their be-
havior, putting two animals together to seb how they react
tO each other, and finding out what kinds of food they pre-
fer. Another first-grade class tested their.gdinea pigs to
see whether they preferred cffrots or celery. A kindergari-
ten class found out that they could get their toads to eat
dead flies only if the flies were floating in water.

If the neecLarises, most primary classes will be able to
construct simple containers for their animals. A third-
grade class built a large hanging cage'for caterpillars and
made homes for worms out of.cardboard boxes lined with the

;plastic and filled with dirt. Children in a kindergarten
class constructed cafdboard "houses" for grasshopf.ers, using
knives fram,the school kitchen..

Measurement skills are learned as primary children mea-.
.

sure or weigh animals to find out which animal is biggest or
how fast their animal is,growing. A first-grade class with
two guinea pigs placed both on fhe balance to see which was
heavier. The children- also-measured how long and how tall
each guinea pig was and weighed crayfish by using washers as
a unit of weighi; Children might also measure the amount of
food or water their animals consume.

Children may record their data.on line griths or tar
graphs. Students in a first-grade class taped.a chart to
the side of thei# fish tank and recorded the water level
each day. After's skill session in graphing they made a
line Braph showing amount of ivaporation over a three-week
period. Children may make simple bar graphs of animal
weights or other data by cutting strips of paper to a,fixed
length and sticking them on papef 9r by piling erasers on .
the cfialkboard tray and drawing lines around,them.

Telling others about their animals and the zoo provides
many good'opportunities for children to practice the lan-
guage arta. A first-grade class began the year bY eictating
experience stories abodt their guinea pigs. Later in the
year they composed booklets on the care of the guinea pigs
that showed careful organization and lannin . A k

s ma a tape recording on guinea pig care and played
it at an open-house for parents.',

Young Children express themselves naturally and easily in
the visual arti-as they paint pictures of their animals and
illustrate booklets or display boards about them.

13
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4. FLOW MART

f 5

The following avow chart presents some of the student
activities--discussions, observations, calculations, con-
structions--that may occur during work on the School Zoo
challenge. Because each class will choose its awn approach
to.the challenge, the sequence of events given here repre-
sents only a few oidlthe many possible variations. In
addition, no pne class is expected to undertake all the

16activities listed.
, The flow chart is not a lesson pla4 and should not be
used as one. Instead, it illustrates bow comprehensive in-
vestigations evolve from the students' discussion of the
School Zoo problem.

23
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Challenge: Collect and-maintain &Variety of animals to help your class and others learn

about them.

.Optiorial ,

Preliminary
ActiVities:

Class pet pr
animal brobght
in by children.

Other USMES Units: Ways to Learn/Teach
Nature Trails
Growing Plants

PoSsible-

Student .

.Activities:

Class Discussion: What is a zoo? Why are

-zbos important? How could we make a zoo

at school? What types of animals can we

keep in the space aliailable? What do the
animals need (homes, food, water, etc.)?

Field Trips: Nature Center
Zoo

Aquarium
Museum

A.few animals are hrought.into'classroom,
housed in temporary containers, and cared

ifor.- Animals are observed informally at
first with schedules for housekeeping and
observation set up later.

F. 4
Discussion of possibility of keep-
ing animals in classroom for longer
periods.

Observation of animals already in
class, to find out what better
care they need.

Collectiqn of animals out-
doors and purchase of ro-
dents at.pet store; housing
in temporary containers.--

s

Researching infor-
mation on what lOcal
animals can be cap-
tured and kept in
the class."'

Purchasing,
scrounging,
collecting food
for ahimald,
Growing of food
(flies, earth- ,

s4orms; plants)
needed.

Class Discussion: What variety of animals ao we want for our zoo? Which

animals will live together?. Haw are these animals different from each other?

What can we learn from that-0

41

Collecting new aninlals.

Scrounging or designing and
building of collecting de-
vices, insect traps, etc..

4 ft
4

Researching neeas of
animals already in
class, other animals
for zoo.

4,

Scrounging: or designing
and builping, cig, contain-

ers for animals, making
them as natural as pos-
sible.

Preparing food and
water schedules for

animals. Arranging
regular food supply.

Jr

Class Discussion: What can we learn from observing our aniMals? What types

of foodivor habitats do they prefer? How-Ao the'animals act'toward each

other? Toward people? How can we improve their lives?

'7'.
-'

4
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Data Collection: Observations
of animal behavior, e.g., feed-
ing and grooming habits; main-
tenance of records, e.g.,
weekly weight records.

Data Collection: Observation
and experimentation to find
out how animals interact with
each other, people, objects,
etc.

' V

Data Representation: Preparation
of.tables, graphs, pictures, etc.,
showing results of experiments and
observations.

4

Data. Collection: Develop-
ment of experiments to
determine animal prefer-
ences for food or habitat,
to teach animals to do
something, etc. Tallying
of results.

Class Discussion: Analysis of results of experiments, observations. How
should care of our animals be modified? Which animals can live together?
What new animals do we need? Do our animals have enough, space? Are their
environments as natural as possible?'

, a
'Modification of care, containers.' Organization of long term care for zoo.

i
Class Xscussion: How can we show outf zoo to other classes?- What informa-
tion can we display? How can we help others learn about the zoo and find
out how to care for the'apimals? .

Growing addi-
tional food
(if needed)

for animals.

Organization of zoo; cleaning
of cages.

ii
Preparation of displays, posters, reports,
booklets', etc., to tell others about animals,
their.habits,)and care required.

Presentation of the zoo to Ihe
Open House, class tours, etc.

demonstration of animals which
running m*zes.

school or community through,an
Oral rtports on zoo animals;
have learned new behavior, e:g.,

Publicizing the
zoo through news-
letter, intercom.

Long-term maintenance of zoo continued. Zoo 4nimals released
or taken home' before summer vacation.

Optional
Follow-Up
Activities:

""r "*.

Other USMES Units: Classroom Design Nature Trails
edp Protecting Property Growing Plants

Advertising Consumer Research

Study of biology
or anatomy.

4 '
.1
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5. A'COMPOSITE LOG

This hypothetical account of an
intermediate-level class describes
mane of the activities and discus-
sions mentioned in the flow chart.
The composite log shows only one
of the many progressions of events
that might develop as a class inves-
tigates the School Zoo challenge.
Documented events from actual
classes are italicized and set
apart from the textp

Shortly after school begins in the fall, one child in
the class brings,in a frog hat she found on the way to
school. As the class gathers to observe and discuss the
animal, the teacher asks if they would like to keep the frog
in the classroom. The children are very enthusiastic about
the idea and start to plan what to keep the irog in and how
to feed it. When the teacher asks if they think there are

.other animals that they could keep in the classroom, one
child listsitheir suggestions; snakes, lizards, mite, rab-
bits, fish, etc., on the board. When children suggest lions
and chimpanzees, the teachei questions them as to whether
they really could, keep such animals in thp tiass and why not.

The discussion focuses on what the animals waild need.
The first thing the children suggest is food. When the
teacher asks if they could feed all the animals the same
kind of food, the students agree that each.animal would have
t'o have the sort of food it needs. Some animals might need/
grass, others insects, others carrots, etc. The students
then list Water, air, a place to sleep, room to run dround,
and "company" as other things animals need.

A fifth-grade class in Boulder, Colorado, discussed
bringing animals.into the classroom and listed the
things they would have to think about before they

41111k

brought an animal in. These included the following:

1. size of animal
2. method of obtaining animal
3. what it can eat
4. what it can do
5. diseases the animal can catch
6. safety precautIons.for animal handlers,
7. conditions for living: (a) temperature,

(b) conifortable surrounding, (c) past

'environment
8. breeding
9. life expectancy

The students set out to find out as much of thif ,

information as they could from library books and
pet shop.materials. (From log by kathleen Schultz.)

The class discusses zoos that the Children have visited
and why toes are important. The children think that people

*Written by USMES staff 51
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enjoy watching animals and can learn lot about them from
a zoo. They decide that a zoo needs variety of animals.
The oacher then issues the challenge, "Collect and keep
different kinds of animals in the classroom. Learn about
them and teach others about them." The children talk about
preparing their zoo for other children to see later in the
year.

, A fourth-grade class in Burnsville,.Minnesota, be -

ame interested inanimals and began to look arounq
outside for insects, snakes, and other animals which
could.be captured and brought into the classroom.

they,ha planned,a trip to a nearby,pond to
loo for mo animals, the teacher asked the chil-
dran a y would like to make their own zoo in the
classroom. The children eagerly said, "Yes," and/
made plans for housing-them and caring for them. One
child guggested that they could'invite children from
other classes to come in "Just like in a real zoo."
The children began designing And constructing homes
for various animals and soon after brought them into
the classroom. (See.log by Marion Twaites.)

.27

When the challenge is given, the children enthusiasti-,

cally begin to decide what aninals they Will have in their
zoo. Some students get books om the library to.find out
about the care of pets and what animals live ilild in the
atea. From their research they get a better idea of the
choices, aVailable to thak. The children dedide that tr
need fo observe the animals in the clatsroom carefully be.-

'cause this will help them to choose other animals to get and
will tell them what their animals need. They deckle to re-
cord every day anything they.notice about their animals, .%

A third-grade class in Lexington, Massachusetts, de-.
cided that the best way to'keep track of things that
happened to theil animals was to take notes. Sev-
eral methods were suggested: (1) each person keep
a notebbok, (2) the whole class keep one notebook,
(3) keep a running list with the date on the board,'
(4) keep a huge calendar which children can fill irt
after they see something. The class decided that '
the calendar was the best method. (From log by
Phyllis Viall.)

t- ,



The clap decides that each animal should be discussed
by the whole class and voted on. One child says he wants
a snake in the zoo, and the other students agree with this
-"so long as it's not poisonous." Other asimala that'are
suggested are gerbils, fish, crayfish, toads, lizards, birds,
and a cat. The class decides that it's "not fair" to.keep
wild birds in captivity because they need room to fly. One
student suggests a parakeet, and the class agrees this would
be all right if they can afford it. The student who has
made the suggestion volunteers to lookAnto the cost. After
discussing the keeping of a cat in the classroom, the chil-
dren decide that it would not be suitable because a cat is
a large animal that needs a lot of attention ana exercise.
The children make'a rule for themselves that no animal as
large as or larger than a cat will be included in the zoo.

Students in a first-grade class in Ganado, Arizona,
talked about bringing,insects they had found on the
playground into the classroom. When the teacher ,

asked them what kinds of animals they could have in
the classroom, the children shouted out all kinds
of animals, including a polar bear, a monkey, and a
Chinese cat. However, the children visited a small
zoo in Window Rock for animals that had been hurt
and could.not survive without help. Upon returning
to the classroom, they decided Ito eliminate from

- their listlamdmals such as cats and foxes that would
not be happy in the classroom.I A few days.later,

4

someone suggested catching an eafle, but one girl
said that eagles should be left alone to have babies
"so there will be some left." l(From log by Barbara
Braun4

The class divides into several groups. Each group is to
,be in charge of one of the sorts of animars chosen to be in-
cluded in the zoo. The children,in each group are respon-
sible for, finding out about their chosen animal, finding or
making a place for it to live, Alaining theanimal, and
looking after it properly.

The group that is in charge of the frog decides that they
want to haVe lots of aifferent frogs and toads. They dis-
cuss whether they should have a separate container for each
different kind and decide it would be easier to make one
large container for all of them. One child suggests that



they keep the frogs in an aquarium full of water because
frogs swim. Othes,argue that since frogs go on land as
Well, there ought to be some land in the frogs' environment.

To resolve the problem, the children look up frogs in the,
encyclopedia and discover that they do indeed need land and
water. The children decide that they can temporarily keep
the frog and any others that they find in a plastic hatbox
with a bowl.bf water in it. The next day one of the group
brings a hatbox from home, and they transfer the animal from
its small jar to the more spacious hatbox. When the frog
promptly jumps straight out of the hatbox, the children re-
alize the need for a covering over the top. One child
points out that the frog also needs air, so the students
punch holes in the box covers Later, they make a,better
cover for the*frog home out of wire screening.

Children in a kindergarten class in Iowa City, Iowa,
found small grass frog-whicp. they decided to add
to4their zoo. One hog used a ruler to measure how
far the frog could jump and then went to look for a
box th4'was taller than.this figure. (See log,by
SusaniMarguis.)

Sixthngrade students in Monterey, California( de-
cided that they should build a'stream box to house ,

the frogs and toads. The box was landscaped with I

gravel, dirt, and sand and had a pond at dhe end
with a water pump to circulate the water to the top
of the "stream." All the frogs and toads and sev-
eral plants were placed in the stream box. (From

?log by Steyen Hansont)

The group of students who have elected to be in charge of
fish are discussing where io purchase them. One girl says
she knows. a creek where yiN can catch little fish. The chil-
dren are immediately attracted by the idea of catching their
own fish instfad of buying them and begin to discuss how to
go about this. They decide that they need a net to catch
the fish. Since none of the students possesses a net, they
decide to make one in the Design Lab. TwesIl'Idents.soon
fashion one using a length of dowel, a coat hanger, and

Rnylon netting made of Old panty hose.
While these students are working, others in the group are

finding books in the library on how to keep aquaria. The
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,children remeMber seeing an empty aquarium in the science
room, And one girl volunteers to ask the teacher concerned
if they can use it. When her mission is succeAsfu2, the
group puts gravef and water in the aquarium right away be-
cause they learn from a book that tap water has to stand
for several days before the animals can be safely put in it. ..<16.

The children Who want to keep crayfish know a creek where
tHty can6find them. They bring four fine specimens tei

, school. They plan to get-a child's wading pool to house
them all, but they temporarily keep each'in a separate bowl
of water.

The third-grade class in Lexington bought two "Blue
Whales"--wading pools approxihately 5' x 3' in the
shape of a fish. They used one to hold their cray-
+fish and the'other for observing fish and crayfish

. during class. (Prom,log by Phyllis Viall.)

Even though they hest found as many animals,as,possible
outside, the children, realiZe thatwany larger animals they
choose to work with, such as gerbils, must be purchased.
They'hold a qlass discussion to figure out a Nay.totatse
money for their zoo, and the class decides to ask the PTA
and try it out cin their class first. The improvements.sug-
gested during thetrial certainly helped; the presentation
is a success. The PTA gives the.class enough money to buy
construction materials for cages, food for animals, some
gerbils, and some,chameleons.

Children in a fiftb-grade class in Chicago,
nois, could not find all the anima.% they wanted A
outside. In order to buy pets such as gerbils, ham-
sters, or guinea Rigs for their zoo', they needed to
raise money. They held a bake sale for the other
fifth graders in the school and then listed the ma-
.terials theV wanted to purchase ivith..the money, in-
cluding guinea pigs, fish, gerbils, watez,bottles
fo.r:.thq animals, wood, and food. Later, the chil-
dren managed to find a store which gave them vege-
tables to feed some of the animals, and other people
gave them bags of grain for feed. (See log by
Cynthia Wychocki.)
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Five children who wan to work with gerbils form a group
for this purpose. They buy.a book on gerbils from a pet
store. A girl in the school has a litter of gerbils, and

.

the children obtain a male and female from her. They also
borrow a cage to house the gerbils in temporarily while they
make a home for the gerbils. Knoing that their animals
,gnaw things, they are not sure which material would be best
to use. They decide to make a test. Using scraps from the
Design Lab, they put one sample piece of material in with
the gerbils each day. The first day they put in a piece of
Tri7Wall, the next day a piece of Plexiglas, then plywood,
and then metal screen. Th4y inspect each sample after a day
to see,htw much the gerbils have chewed it. They find that
the i-Wall is completely shredded, and the wood is nibbled
al around the edge, but the gefbils have not managed to
d troy the Plexiglas or the screen. The children decide to
make a container of Plexiglas taped together with duct tape
and covered with screening. They start drawing their plans
for the construction.

-o

The children in the Boulder class finished their
designs'for caged and cut the pattern out of news-
paper to be sure the cage would fit togfther prop-
erly. They then laid out the pattern to work out
how much wood or other material they would need.
They phoned lumber yards to find the best buy and
had to do a lot of math,to work out the cost per
square foot when prites were quoted per sheet.
(From log by Kathleen Schultz.)

Children in the Chicago class designed wooden cages
for gerbils/ hamstersd and guinea pigs. Working in
groups, the studenterirst desighed their cages
on paper and estimAted the dimensions they needed.
Then they measured, cut, and sawed the wood and
nailed the frame together. They cut out pieces of
wire screening and.fastened them to the sides.
(See log by CyriaTi`Nuchocki.)

To their surprise, the group that wants a snake manages
to capture a small garter snake without much difficulty and
brings it triumphantly into the class. They keep it tem-
porarily in a large catering jar with grass in the bottom
and cheesecloth secured over the top. When they discuss

V If
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the problem of housing the snake, they decide to join forces
with another group which has bought a chamelgon at the pet
store. They decide that,bacause both animalg are reptiles
and need some warmth and some vegetation in which to hide,
they can.probably live together. They plan to make allEage
of wood, Plexiglas, and screen with an incandescent light
bulb for warmth.

In a seventh-grade,Class in Marietta, Georgia, a

grobp of students working with a snake made a hone
for it in another old 'aquarium withscreen wire
taped to the top to prevent escape. They provided

)1

't with tall grass, a branch, and a pool of water ,

d fed it with worms and crickets. (From log by
_artha Jamison.)

The boy0who wants a parakeet telephones several pet
stores to find the pricg of a parakeet, a cage, and the var-
ious supplies.he would need. The class thinks it is too
expensive for their zoo, buf as he is very enthusiastic
about the idea, he buys the parakeet wilh his own money.

The,children decide that they should carefully observe
their animals to decide *hat things they need and whether
they are comfortable. Students keep daily logs of their ob-
servations, written during the period when they clean the
cages and feed the animals.

Children in the Burnsville class kept notes on the
day-to-day progress of their.animals. They tried
several experiments with animals, such as changing
the color of the water in the aquariUm by adding
food coloring and observing how the fish behaved.
The children were also successful at training their
two rats o run mazes and kept records of the amount
of time for each trial. (See log* Ma4on Twaites.)

A first-grade class in Lexington,14ssachusetts, was.
givep several crayfish by children in the third
grade. After observing them for several weeks, the
children dictated these observations to the teacher,
who wrote them down:

L3
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OUr School Crayfish

Our'crayfish live in water. They live in clean,
'shallow water. They live in shallow water because'
they need only enough water to wet their gills to
breathe out of. They need water to swim. A cray-
fish uses his claws to eat. They have two claws,
eight legs, two antenna and one tail. Spne cray-
fish only have one claw because they fought each
other for food and for more room. The crayfish
have twp eyes. They move sort of fast. They move
backwards the best. They have legs to walk with.
They have more legs than us. We have two, they
have eight. .Some only have six. They have no erns
but they have clawssinstead. They sort of eat like
what fish eat. At the bottom of their tails they
have stingers. Crayfish do not hurt. Crayfish are
about two'inches.

he End.

(From log by Judith White.)

As each animal is brought in, the children see about pro-
viding it with the food it needs. Commercial food is bought.
for the gerbils and parakeet, but the other food is caught
by,the children themselves, They catch flies, crickets,
moths, beetles, and earthworns for the chameleon, snake,

.

frogs and toads. (More frogs and toads have been added to
the classroom zoo.) Earthworms are cut up to feed the cray-
fish. The small fish in the zoo are provided with a varied
diet of small aquatic aninals caught with the children's net.

The class in Monterey decided to raise flies to feed
the reptiles and amphibians they were keeping. Adult
flies were placed in a gallon jar with a container
full of a mixture of bran and diluted evaporated
milk. Sone eggs were laid and hatched into maggots.
These'made cocoons but no adults ever hatched. To
feed their frogs, they caught various kinds of in-
sects and placed them in a box from which they could
crawl into the frog container. (From log by Steven

;Hanson.)
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The children in the-gerbil-group,conduCt experiments to
determine their animal's preferences for certain foods. One
day they.give the gerbil a Choice between two foods and see
whiCh.it prefers'. Theft the next day they offer one of that
pair of foods with a different food and thus construct an
order of preferences:

The chi2drep in a first-grade class in Lexington,

.Massachusetts, brought carrots, celery, and lettuce
'to school and placed each vegetable in a pile on the
floor. They put their guinea pigs down and watched
to see which vegetable they ate. The children no -
ticed'that they preferred both lettuce and celery,
which are green and leafy, to carrots. Ehey made a
chart of the guinea pigs' preferences by drawing
happy faces next to celery and lettuce and a sad
face next to the carrot. (See mini-log by Judith
White.)

Various animals continue to arrive in the classroom; a
salamandet sna a newt are found by the frog hunters and are
placed in the container with the frogs and toads. The fish
catchers find two mud puppies (salamanders), which are put
in their aquarium. A tUrtle found by a dhild in another
grade-is given to the class. The turtle is placed in'the
large frog environment.

.101001.1

As the aquarium begins to get crowded, the twer gets
cloudy despite the.water plants the children hre added, and
the class decides this problem needs to 1;.e discussed. Dur-
ing the discussion one student says that tis family's aquar-
ium has an air pump and filter and that maybe the class
should try it. The aquarium group finds that the science
room has a pump and filter and sets it up in, the aquarium.
Fortpnately, this cures the problem before any deaths occur.

The frog and toad group is not so lucky, however, and a
cold.weekend causes the deaths of two small toads. The
children have planted grass, dandelions, and other plants
in the toad container to make it more natural; during a
class discussiOn of what to do about the deaths,, someone
suggests burying the bodies in the container "to make the
plants grow."

G o



Two frogs collected by the Marietta class died
later in the term, probably because of the cold on
the weekends when the heating was turned off. The. .

bodies were buried in the dirt of the container tb
enrich the dbil.for the plants. (From'log by

Martha Jamisonit)

After the children's concern for the animals is height-
ened bp the deaths,of the toads, the class.meets to discuss
the welfare of the animals and the success of their zoo to
date. Each group reporti on its animals--how they are being
housed and cared for and Whether they seem "happy." After
each group's report, the class discusses how the container
could be made more comfortable and more like the animal's
natural environment. In many cases the children decide that
they should add more plants to make it more natural. The
indents decide tq release the garter snake because it has
not eaten for several weeks and looks sick.

During the next class discussion the students talk about
how each group can tell if iheir animal is really healthy.
They decide that a young animal will grow if it is healthy
and that any animal will probably lose weight if it is sick.
They plan to weigh their animal at least once a week and
keep records. If the weight starts to go down, they will
release the animal. The children decide it would be very
difficult to weigh the lish, the mud puppies, or the para-
keet, and so they think of other methods of keeping track of
the progress of these animals. They agree to observe all
the animals very carefully at least once a week and to write
dawn all they can about appearance,and behavior so that they
can notice whethei any animal "looks funny." Another thing
they decide to,do is,to start measuring how much food and
water each animal consumes so that they can tell if an ani-
mal loses its appetite. After collecting data for several
weeks, the children start making bar graphs of both the
daily weight and food consumption of their animals.

thildren in the Marietta class kept records of their
snake's growth by measuring its length every week.
They made a bar graph of their data. (From log by

,Martha Jamison.)

In the kindergarten class in Iowa City, children
used a postal scale to weigh their baby guinea pigs.

1)
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They took two sets of measurements a few days apait
to see how much the young ones had grown. .Tte chil-
dren also had toads of different siZes, and one boy
measured each and recorded the length on a chart.
(See log by Susan Marquis.)

4111The first graders in Ganado, Arizona, made a chart
for measuring evaporation of water from their fish
tank. They taped the chart to the side of the tank
and measured the amount that evaporated each day.
The children began measuring in fractions of inches,
but they switched to millimeters because they were
easier to use. After the teacher conducted a skill
session in graphing, the children made a line graph
showing how'much the water level had dropped over a
two-week period. (From log by Brara Braun.)

As various problems in the care of the animals arise, the
class meets to discuss how they can be solved. Still con-
cerned about the cause of the toads' deaths, they aecide to
measure the temperatures of their various animal containers.
Using a regular,thermometer, they measure the temperature in
all the'containers during the schdol day, but then they real- ,
ize that the main problem occurs at night and during weekends
when the heat is turned off. To solve this problem, the
children uee a maximum and minimum thermometer to find how
cold each of the cages becomes overnight. They find out
that it sometimes gets down to 10°C avnight.

The frog group decides their environment needs heating
when the school heating is turned off. They place a heating
pad under one side'of their frog container and turn it on at
the end of each school day. The animals 'can then choose to
be ne,ar the heating pad if they want warmth or farther away
if they are too hot.

In the Boulder class two boys who were caring for a
.couple of mice read that mice liked the temperature
between 70°F. and 75°F.; so they built a fan, with
the blade mounted on a wooden dowel and powered by
a battery, to cool the mice when it got hot and stuf- ,

fy. However, this was March, and the, temperature was
not high enough.for thq mice,to need the fan, which
the boys found very frustiating. Then, to their con-
sternation, they found the temperature in the cage

Ad
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was only 60°F., and they rigged a light bulb inside
a cardboard box and left it to heat the cage.
(From log by Kathleen Schultz.)

As winter sets in, insects for the turtle, frogs, and
toadS become increasingly difficult to find. The class
tries to catch houseflies to set up a breeding colony but
realize that there are few flies around and that they must
wait until spring to start their colony. In the meantime
they buy mealworms from the pet store.

As the Christmas vacation approaches, the children dis-
cuss what to do with the animals over the lacation. Weekend
feeding has been managed by giving the animals twice as much
food on Friday. However, regular feeding is necessary dur-
ing the vacation. The class decides to take all of the ani-
mals home. Each student who brings in a permission slip
from his/her parents takes one or more animals hoMe for va-
cation.

The Marietta children decided very reasonably what
to do with the animals over the Christmas vacatiod.
The'box turtles and the snakes were all trying to
hibernate, so the students felt they could all he
/eft safely in school with just a supply of worms.
The frog-tadpOle -turtle environment caused more dif-
ficulty as fresh creek water had to be added every
week; however, a student volunteered to come qn
when the building was open to change the water. The
gerbils and the two hamsters were taken home by stu-
dents. (From log by Martha Jamison.)

The students in the Chicago class prepared for each
long vacation by bringing in permission slips signed
.12y their parents wAlch allowed them to take home an.
animal. Just before each vacation, students care-
fully cleaned each cage and groomed their animals
so that they wouldloaW their best at Home. After
vacation, the children spent their first day back
at schobl exchanging stories about how their animals
acted at home. (See log by Cynthia wychooki.)

Aft4r vacation all the animals are returned to the zoo,
and the clasT discusses What they should do next. Most of

0
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the problems of maintaining the zoo have been worked out,
and in January not manylanimals are around to add to the zoo.
The class decides this would be a good tike to start making
the zoo aVailable to other children in the school. The"

class discusses how they can help other children learn from
their animals and talks about what happens at "rear.' zoos.
They decide that each cage should have a label saying what
animal is in it. For those cages containing different sorts
of animals, they decide to draw a picture so that the visi-
tors can tell which animal is whicb. The think they should
make posters about each animal, telling things about how to
care for the animal and haw it Ltves in the wild. Each
group is given the responsibility of labeling its cages and
making a poster about its animal(s).

The first-grade class in Lexington decided to write
books abbut the guinea pigs they were keeping in the
classroom. They wrote one book about how to clean
the guinea pigs' cage and another on how to measure
and weigh the gudnea pigs. The children also made a
slide/tape show to tell next year's first grade how
to look after guinea pigs. (See mini-log by Judyl
White.)

24'

The dlass then discusses how they will show the animals
to other cfiildren. Some studenti don't want to give guided.

tours ("I wouldn't know what to say"), but the entire class
thinks someone should be there to see that the animals are

"hot 'harmed. They decide to "open" the zoo two days a week
during recess and to let other.children come in to see the
animals. Two class members will stay in the room during
recess to be "Zoo Keepers", looking after the animals and
ansWering any questions the children fiave.

The class diligently make their animal posters, and one
girl wfio is good at drawing makeh a poster of their various
animals to advertise the zoo. This is then placed on the
door. They also make an announcement over the school inter-

.
com system.

The fifth-grade class in Chicago advertisedthe open-
ing of the zoo by putting on a "radio show" over the

u
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school intercom system and calling it "W USMES."
They made up stories, poems, and songs about their
animals, played music, and told animal jokes, even
producing their own "canned laughter." The chil-
dren received many compliments on their show, which
also brought a tremendous turnout to their Open House
the following week. (See log by Cynthia Wychocki.)

The zoo is a great success: many children visit the ani-
mals. Whenever a new animal is added to the zoo and seems
comfortably settled, the new animal is announced over the
intercom.and draws more visitors. There is great excitement
when a litter of baby gerbils is born, and visitors have to
be banned from the room for a couple of weeks so that t4y
don't disturb the mother.

The visitors cause some problems. Despite the presenee
of the "Zoo Keepers," some visitors interfere with the ani-
mals and even let some animal? loose so that locks have to
be put on some of the cages. Another problem is that the
parakeet becomes disturbed by the noise of the visitors. To
solve this problem, the parakeet's owner measures the noibe
level in different parts of the room with the "magic eye" of
a tape recorder. He moves his bird to the quietest corner,
away from most of the traffic.

The fourth graders in Burnsville decided to hold
their Open House during the school art fair in
April. The children Made extensive preparations,
including a floor plan of the zoo to help visitors,
information charts.on the animals, and posters ad-
vertising the Zooroom (as they called the zoo).
They also trained several of their animals to "per-
form" for their visitors. Rats, gerbils, and guin-
ea pigs ran mazes, and the rats were instructed to
climb a ladder and go down a slide. The zoo was
so popular that vtgitors to the Open House had to
wait in a long line to see the animals. (See log
by Marion Twaites.)

As spring comes, mote animals are captured and added to
the zoo: turtles, lizards, snakes and tadpoles. Some are
housed alone; others arb added to existing containers if
they can coexist with tfie animals already there and if they

0.4
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,will be at home in that sort of an environment. In some
cases the containers themselves are enlarged to make room
fOr the newcomers. The'class holds a discussion to evaluate
the variety of anithPs in the zoo. They decide their zoo
needs some insects and "crawly th ngs," and small groups set
up an ant farm and an earthworm h use.

The class inl Marietta reported that the zoo contin-
ued to expand throughout the year. Aninols that

'arrived during the spring included another stink
pot turtle, a painted turtle, a tree frog, another, .

ox tUrtle, crayfish, a fence lizard, several Dekay
snakes, a worm snake, a Bull snake, and some small
lizards. (From log by Martha Jamison.)

. .

.

Two cocoons which ch2ldren in the Chicago class had
kept in the classroom all winter suddenly produced
two beautiful moths. The firSt one died before they
could let it go, but the second one was released
after the children had examined andadmired it thor-
oughly. (See log by Cynthia Wychock,i.)

The students maintain their zoo until the end of the
school year, adding animals as they are obtained. As the
summer vacation approachra, the students discuss what to do
with the animals. Those animals captured wild are released .

where they were found, and the other aniMals are given to
certain members of the class.

ovi

After the Open House in the fall, one boy in tht
kindergarten class in Iowa City brought up the-ques-
tion of what to do with the toads during the winter.
Hi was concerned that they be allowed tq ,hiberndte
as they usually do. The children decideä to let all
their,captured animalS go. They released some near\
the school and some at their place of capture.
(See log by Susan Marquis.)
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6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER

INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS

.

'A

4

1

How can we find out more about the living things in the
area around school?

How could we make a zoo at school?

What variety of animals do we want for our zoo?

Are there any animals we couldn!t keep tin ,the classroom?
Why?

What do you need to jcnow before you bring your animals
into class?

What materials should you use foil your animal's container?

What things would your animal like in its home?

How cquld ydu find put which sort of home your animal
prefers?

What kind of food does your animal eat? How could you
te.11 which kind it likes best?.

How can.you be sure you leave enough, food for yonr animal
over the weekend?'

What could we do so that we don't have to keep buying/col-
lectIng food for our animalsl

r

Does your animal need...extra warmth in.the winter? How can
you make its home warmer?

How can we give our animals enough food/water/warmth over
the vacation?

How can you find out whether your animal likes,,people?

How do animals react to others of the same kind in their
cage? ,To other types of animals in their cage?

Could any of our animals live together? Which ones? What
sort of home would they need?

Hew does your animal breathe? ,Do all our animals need air
40co survive?

41
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What does your animal do to have fun? What kinds of toys

can you give it to play with?

Does your animal "talk" to other animals? How do you

think your animals communicate with each other?

How could you find out whether your animal can tell colors
apart? Does it likeicertain colors? Which ones? ,

What are some of the most important differences between
'your animal.and other animals around it?

Could ftur animal survive outside? How would it protect

itself? What food would it eat? Where would it live?

What things would other children want' to learn about your

animals?

What would be the best way to give other children informa-
tion about your animals?

What can we tell other children that would help theml4o

set up a zoo?

,
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1. LOG. ON SNOOL ZOO

by Susan Marquis*

Ernest Horn School (Kindergarten)
Iowa City, Iowa

(September-November 1974)
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ABSTRACT

The children in this kindergarten class worked on the
School Zoo challenge,for two months, spending a short time
each day during "free.choice time." The challenge was in-
troduced during a discussion of animals at a zoo and the
kinds of homes provided for them. Children began building
their own small zoo by bringlng to class gmall amphibians
and insects and housing them in available containers. Con-
struction activities included making cardboard homes for in-.
sects. Students measured and weighed some of their animals
and experimented to see which vegetable theirguinea pigs
liked best. The children also devised a fair method for
distributing two /itters of baby guinea pigs to children
from other classes who wanted them. They made many obser-
vations about animal.characteristics and behavior and, with
help from the teacher, researched infbrmation from library
books on their animals. In the culmdnating activity for the
unit, the children prepared their zoo for the animal Open
House for parents. They made signs for the Open House that .-
identified the animals and told which ones could be hvaled,
and they also prepared a tape on the care of guinea pags to
be played during the event.

My kindergarten class worked on the School Zoo challenge
during "free choice time." This allowed a frEE-tn-and-out
flow of groups for those with shorter attention spans, whkle

cd
other children could work for longer periods. Almost all
of the children chose to 4o USMES f some of the time.

Originally, I had planned to start my zoo unit after the
children had had some time to become accustomed to school'

and"were, to some extent "socialized"--perhaps early Octo- .
ber. However, durin&the workshop week before school opened,

*Edited by USMES staff



City Park offered free guinea pigs. It would have been
great to go with the children to pick them up, but I had to
"get them now or not at all.y' Consequently, our'class began
the year with two pregnant guinea pigs! Over the tabor Day
weekend one-of the guinea pigs gave birth to a litter of
four, and two gerbils from the previous year returned from
their summer vacation at a child's house. decided that

-the time was right to start School Zoo.
!- I showed the class the SVE Picture-Sto y Study Print
/ Sei--Zou Animals. This set of large coldr photographs in-
cludedi pictures of an elephant, chimpanzee, giraffe, hippo-

potamus, rhinoceros, tiger, and mountain goat. The children
identified the animals, and I asked wher:e you could go to
see all of these animals ("the zoo"); "How many ha;.re been
to a zoo?" (Everyone had, or thought they had.) I asked
the children whAt kind of home they would provide for the
mountain goat if they built a zoo. One boy said he would
make a mountain out of wood, and paint'it and then cover it
with small rocks. We talked about the kinds of homes each
of the seven animals in the photographs would need. I asked
who would take care of the animals ("the zoo keeper"). "How
many of you would like to be a zoo keeper?" Almost everyone
did. The kids were very excited. We discussed the size of
the-animals in the pictures, and the children decided that
hey were too big, too wild, or top hard to find for kee'ping
n a zoo at school. I asked them if we Could make a little
z o in our school and what kind of animals we could keep in
i . We Made a list:

Guinea Pigs Rabbit
Gerbils Snake
People - "people'are animals, too" Dog
Frogs Mice
Lightning Bags Toads
Squirrel Goldfish
Butterflies and Caterpillars-. Prairie Dog

e father of the glrl who wanted to bring her dog for
the oo called'me the following mornifig, and I had to reas-
sure him that it was not my idea td have the dog at school.
That day children brought-in two grasshoppers, three cater-

and a toad. I added my ant farm which,' had made
at t e USMES summer workshop, ahd-we sat in a circle arid
pass d the animals around for everyone to see. The animals ;

the children had brought were temporarily housed in a jar,
a co fee,can, a margarine tub, and a bucket. I asked if -

(
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these were good homes for them, reminding the children of
our discussion the previous day about making Homes like the

animals' 'natural environment.
Someone mentioned that it was difficult to see thelrass-

hoppers in the coffee can. One boy, who had d'plan for
everything, suggested that we make a cage like the ones in

a big.zoo. He suggesied that we glue "pencils without
points on them" to blocks on the top and bottom; leaving lit-
tle spaces behind the pencils. The people who had brought

in the animals weren't satisfied with this solution.
The children were becoming restless; so I decided to move

quickly into some activity. -I asked what zoo keepers did

for their animals, and we talked about care such as giving
toys, food and water, cleaning cages, and making beds for
the animals. I told the children that they could now have
free choice time and that anyone who wanted to make animal
homes or help care for the animals could meet, me by the

cages. About two-thirds of the class decided to come.
I reminded the group that a zoo keeper keeps cages clean.

Were any of the cages dirty, I asked. The gUinea pig cage
was, but we decided that the babies and the expectant mother

shouldn't be moved from the aquarium. How could we get the

cedar chips out? Someone suggested a. shovel, but we didn't

have one. I asked if there was anything like a shovel we ,

could use. A. cup, someone replied. Five children retiieved
cups from the playhouse and began cleaning the cage.

The toad was jumping wildly in its plastic-covered bucket.
I asked what kind of home it needed. They decided it should

be tall, and we walked around the room looking for a tall
container. The group of three children discussed using the

waste basket. One boy suggested "a real high box." I hap-

pened to know where there was one; we brought it back to the

classroom and put the toad in it. The toad jumped but didn't
come close to reaching the top of the box.

I asked the children if we needed anything else for the

toad home? The children were puzzled. -"What was the toad's

home like outside where you caught him?" I asked the toad's

captor. He said t the toad lived in grass and rocks,

and we decided to go t the playground to find some. Most,,

of the class came outsi with us, and we quickly gatherecU
what we needed and added it to the box. The children knew
that the toad also needed water, and the boy vho had found
it filled his plastic bucket with water, set it in the box,

and dropped the toad in. The toad jumped around frantically.
I told him quickly to take the toad out. Some of the chil--

dren knew that it was drowning because the bucket was too

I
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deep. Someone brought a pan from the playhouse and the
"owner" filled it with about an inch of.water and set it in
the box.

"What else will the toad need?" I asked. "Food," they
replied. The children knew that it ate little insects, and
so A asked the children where we could find out more about
toaUs. After diatussing this for a long time, they finally
said,"dictionaries ale stuff," and a group of us went to the
library to check out several books.

Meanwhile, another'grOup of children had developed an in-
genious see-through cover for the coffee can. They put to-.
gether two sets of three Crystal Climbers (plastic building
toys). This top,allowedjor visibility and air circulation
(see Figure Cl-l).

During'the following weeks the zoo continued to grow.
The first grasshoppers died, but the children brought in
more. Two more toads.were added tO the toad box. The first
toad eemed happier with company. qns student brought in a
new animal that the'children felt was either a caterpillar
or a snake. They asked whether theyatould look under the
microscope to.see if the.animal had any legs because if it
didn't, they woUld know it was'a snake. When they looked
under the microscope, they sal./ the little stubby legs of a
caterpillar...

At the beginning of each USMES session, the class assL-
bled to discuss new animals that had been brought in for the
zoo. .We would talk about,the needs of'the animals, and then
the class would break into groups to get,books from the li-
brary or to`make a home for the animal. Later in the unit,
when fewer anfm'als yerp being added tp...the zoo, we listed
what needed to be dane in the way of care for the animals
befbre the ghildren broke into activity groups to work on
their projects. The children were usually aware when a cage
needed cleaning. "It's beginning to smell," they said.

Someone mentioned that the baby guinea pigs were getting
big. I asked how we coqld be sure. The children wanted to
put them on a scale. I found a postal scale, and they
weighed the babies. I asked them how we could remember the
weights later on. 'They told me to write down the colors of
the,guinea pigs, and then one girl wrote the number of
ounces next to each.,

Brown - 5
Black and Brown - 5
Black - 5

fr.) r
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The children tried to weigh two toads by putting them on
either end of a balance scale and-adding weights to one side
until the ends roughly balanced. (iil; the student teachtr
had observed this, I didnit find out if this worked.) The
following day, the children again weighed the guinea pigs.
Two'had stayed at five ounces but one had jumped to six.
The students also tried 'to weigh the gerbils, but they would
not stay on th scale.

During planning time at the beginning of an USMES period,
I asked the children whether their animals needed naming.
Many children had named their animals already. The guinea
pigs were mentioned. Several children-suggested names fOr
one of them, which I wrote on the board. I asked how we
could decide which name to choose. -.The children said: "Ask
everyone." Each child in turn told me which name he/she
liked, and I took the opportunity to sive a skills session
on tally marks.N The winning name was "Taffy."

Our guinea pigs were now almost two weeks old. I remind-'
ed the children that they were old'enough to leave their
mother and asked how we could find good homes for them. Sev-
eral children planned to ask their parents if they could
have one. During the next sessiai, one child suggested that
Aley write notes to other children in the school. I told
the children abOut some machines we haveat schdol which
save work'by copyins one note many times. I asked how we
would know how many kids there were. "Count them," the
children suggested. "What if they moved around too much and
we miss sote?" I asked. "We could ask the teachers," they
said. We formed a committee which went around to the teach-
ers and recorded the number of children in each class. (See
Figure C1-2.) The class composed the note to the parents as
a group. I took dictation and wrote the note on the chalk-
board; one child volunteered to copy the note onto a piece
of paper. The note the child wrote is shown in Figure C1-3.

When,we had decided how many copies to make for each
class, another group of children went into the workroom to
run off,the copies. We looked at the first name op ihe list
and saw that we needed twenty-five copies. For each class,
the children counted the number of copies as they came out
of the machine and clipped them together for distribution.
The children delivered the notes to the teachers before dis-
missal time. After the kindergarteners left in the after-
noon, I was besieged by a mob 9f children from other
classes wanting guinea pigs. /n desperation I told the chil-
dren that they needed a note from their parents and placed
an entry box outside the door. The kindergarteners never
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questioned how the guinea pigs were distributed.

before the baby guinea pigs left our zoo, I announced one
morning that something special had happened. The children
immediately guessed that the other guinea pig had given
birth. We talked about how children should act around the
cage so as not to disturb the five new ones. Someone meh-
:tioned that the mother had shrunk. Three children tried to
count the total number of guinea pigs. The animals made it'
difficult by mciving around a lot. Finally, one child said
that there were nine or ten. The others seemed satisfied
with this answer.

One child brought in a new caterpillar and iitmediately
thought of going to the library to find books about cater-
pillars. After looking at pictures in the books, he decided
that hisoterpillar was a Monarch and needed milkweed
leaves p6 eat. Another child discovered that one of the"
\caterpillars was gone. On closet' inspection, the class I

'found a chrysalis. We talked about how caterpillars pr4pare
to bec me butterflies. Towards the end of the period a lit-

(.; )
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tie 0.1..l same up to.me and-said, brou,A.cocoon in that
jar over there, but I think it's dead.,'a I went to look
found a glass jar with a'lid tharhad hpleslpoked ii it.
Inside, on the bottom, was a hot green"pepper!

During all the _xim4 the children handled the animals, I
never noticedthat anyone was afraid or repulsed by any of
them, even when a grasshopper hopped out of a margarine tub
onto someone's head. 'Whenever a new animal was brought,in, /
the childreA spent a long time just watching it to see wtiaE
it did- One caterpillar was brought in on a sprig of pars-
ley and cooperated by eating the leaf.while the children ex-
amined it. After looking at pictures they decided it was a
Black Swallowtail.. Wheti they'rubbed its head, orange horns
appeared. They were.thriTled with this discovery! The same
caterpillar aroused interest by depositing round dark oh-
jectein its jar. The children wanted to look at them under
the'microscope, thinking that they mIght.he eggs.*
' After the children had examined each new find, they broke
into activity groupsNo make,homes for the new animals or to
clean?the existing cages,. Before the first grasshoppers
died) two'boys,made an elaborate home from corrugated card-
board furnished with gxAss and shredded paper. Another boy
made a grasshopper home using corrugated cardboard, a roll
of masking tape, and a sharp knife ,from the school kitchen.
He cut several threi-sided flaps on each side of the box.
When he found an extra piece' of cardboard inside the box, he
made a visual size estimate, then'cut it and taped it into
the middle of the'box to form a shelf. He explained that
his grasshopper hduse had two stdries. Th ight be
dpened one at a time for observation. A agram bf the

1-4,1
grasshopper home is shown in Figdre C1-4. I noticed some.
cracks in the seams and asked whether'th grasshopper could
escape through,them. He said that 14it ought.not. (I dis-
agreed but did not express an opinioti.)

' The chilSren added'water to their insect homes.with an
eyedropp.er and found out from librarY books that I read to
them'what%the insects ite. A boy had brought in some lady-
bugs and a cricket; we reed in a hook that ladybpgs eat in-
sects and that crickets ec grain such as wheat. I asked
him where we could get some wheat. He thought that 'the .

Craekers Licit we have for snacks had wheat in them. Ater I
had read Aloud the ingredients 'on a caner box to be,sure
tha; they had wheat in them, he broke'off a small piece and
added it to his jaf. The cricke.tappeared to like it.-

*The.round, dark objects were droppings, not eggs. Only the
adult (butterfly) lays eggs.--Eb,.

.
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The children had become interested in informative booka
on their animals from our numerous excursions to the library.
One morning, a boy brought in a book from home which had a
chapter on grasshoppers. The boy explained how grasipopurs
rub their legs on their wings to maice a chirping sound. .He
shoWed the other children a diagrarh of a grasshopper from

the book.
During "Show and Tell" one afternoon, a girl exhibited

a huge spider in a margarine tub that she passed around for
everyone to see. We discussed what we needed to find out
about the spider. The children listed three thingk.:

(1) what kind of spider it is, (2) what kind of htlese it

will need, and (3) what kind of food it will needte When I
asked where we could find information on spiders,:someone
suggested an,encyclopedia. Some of the children knew whaf
this meant and described it as a large.book from the library.
One boy said we might check a "spider shop." The student

teacher took part of.the class to the library to look irr
books on spiders. When they returned the children looked at

the pictures in.a book they had found. They identified the
spider as a-"Golden Garden Spider" by comparing.the picture
with the markings on the.spider. Meanwhile, I worked with
another group to find a suitable home for the spider. The

children agreed tIlat the spider needed a home large'enough'
So spin a web. .They decided that it would also need water
and "ants and bugs" for food. The children discussed how

a spider catches bugs in its web and needs a home big enough
to build a web. Our group camd upt with several.options: a

glass jar with holes in the lid, a shoe box, a house made of
'wood, and a tall can. The group with the book had read that
a glass jar makes the best home and that only one spider
should be put in a jar because "they eat each othtr." They

lso read that a damp cotton ball in the jar would give
enodgh water. The book suggested putting gauze over the tot&

of the'jar.. One boy constructed the home for the spider
(see Figure C1-5), while the other chAldren wandered off to
spend time with the other animals. the book on .

spiders said that they can live eigh onths without food,

the Golden Garden Spider di&I after a few weeks in our zoo.
,A boy in bur class brought in a snakeskin which he had

repottedly,found in his yard. He told us of his plans to
try to find the,snake which had left the.skin. We had a
discussion about the skin. The childreh knew that the snake
.11a4 grown too big for its old Skin, I lsked if any of them
had ever shed his,or hFr skip., Many of the O'hildzen laughed.
"Why isn't i.E.ncessary for ptop1e,to shed their hill?" I

IngOired., Many:children yolunteered the information that
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their skin gets bigger as they grow.*,
One student brought a turtle that he had found into the

classroom. The class discussed whether or not it was a

snapping turtle and whether it could swim. The children 'put

the turtle into the sink with a little water and watched it
swim around. A group of children made a "diving platform"
out of a glob of clay sO that the turtle could crawl in and

out of the water. Another group went to the library to find

books on turtles. The children discussed the turtle's hard

shell and its habil of drawing its legs and head in when it
was frightened. They tried feeding the turtle some cooked

hamburger meat but were not sure if the turtle.ate it. Dur-

, ing another sesspn, the children discovered holy to feed

flies to the turtle. One student put his fingers over its

nostrils'. When the.turtle opened its mouth to breathe, an-

other student dropped in a dead fly. The turtlJ-swalloyed

it. The turtle soon became conditioned to this routine and

opened its mouth when its nOstrils were just barely touched.
If the children didn't get the fly into its mouth right away,
it kept its mouth open for a while. WI)en it felt e fly,

it closed its mouth and swallowed. When questioned, the boys'

explained what had happened. "First, Niecouldn't bre the.

Then he otened his mouth because he knew the fly was coming."
The children also discovered that the turtle liked to eat

worms and that it disliked toads for company. Wheft they put

the turXle on a table with the toads next to it, the turtle
retreated into its shell and wouldn't even come out when of-
fered a worm.

The children who had brought in the thiee toads had names

for them. The student teacher,wrote the names on pieces of

paper, and the children tfippd the labels to the toad box..
The student teacher asked how they could tell which toadwas

A which. The toads had conveniently come in-three distinct

sizes. One child thought of drawing pictures of the toads.

He drew large toad,and other children eagerly volUnteered
1g draw the other sizes. _The children taped the pictures
next to their names oh the box.

One child brought a story book from home called Frog.and

Toad,Together. In one s ry Frog makes, cookies for the two.

We talked about the differ ce Vetween real and pretend. I

asked t boy if he thought toads could dress up and cook.

He said "no,' bUt he stilt felt that,toads eat cookies. We

put a vanilla w fer tn the toad box. The toads were unim-

*Actually, people do shed portion's of their skin daily; as

individual skin cells die, they are sloughed off.--ED.

LI I
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pressed; at the end of the period, the cookie was still
there. The boy was not quite as sure that toads eat cookies

I expressed my concern that the toads weren't getting?molt fare."

41 icea.5412. enough to eat.- Could we find a way to feed them live flies?
The children suggested sever kinds of nets and traps that
could be made, and they bro nto groups to solve this

A group of three to four children attempted to make a

problem.

trap by stacking two hollow blocks and standin,g by with a
solid block to trap the fly when it went into?'the-hollow
ones. They spent most of one period moving the trap to dif-,

ferent parts of-the room in an unsuccessful effort to catch
flies. Another group tried to make a net from st5ing and -

masking tape. Theholes between strings were about one inch
S4rin5 square, through which any fly could'have escaped; however,

141
the quantity of tape used helped inAmeducing these holes
considerably! One girl made a newspaper and string handle

ntospo-per

Figure C1-6
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Figure C1-7

attached to a manila paper cylinder. She was so involved
with the process that she gingerly sidestepped my questions
of how she could prevent the fly from escaping out of the
open ends of the cylinder: Another boy ih the trap-making
group used string and tape to make a fly lasso. As he ex-
plained it to me, the fly would go through the hole in the'
middle, and he would pull both ends of'the string, thus
trapping the fly. Some of the fly traps the children made:v,

are shown in Figure C1-6. I began to think that our toads
would have a long wait!

During a later,brainstorming session', a boy had another
idea for catching flies: a venus fly trap! I asked how we
could get the fly from the plant to the toad. He thought
that we could just open the fly trap and take out the'fly.

A workable fly trap was flnally invented by lowering a'
margarine tub attached to a piece of string over a fly to
catch it. (See,Figure C1-7.) However, as far as I know,
the children were never suecessfUl in getting a trapped fly
to the toads. The best approach, they discovered, was to
take the toad out of its, cage and put it'on a table six to

4.

eight inches from a fly.-.The toad scrunched down and sat
very still. When the fly ventured closer, the toad lunged .

and ate it. The children were fascinated by the speed of
the toad's torittee"I bet you can't.do that so fast," one
boy challenged another. Later, the children discovered that
toads would also eat dead flies that were floating in a pan.
pf.water. They swatted the flies,*dropped them in water,
and watched the toads cautiously stalk the floating.objects.

One girl brought to school a bag of lettuce and carrots

r
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that she planned to feed the guinea pigs. I asked the whole
class which of the vegetables the guinea pig would like best.
Some children thought they'd like the lettuce; others, the

' carrots. I asked how we could tell for sure. This was a'
difficult problem for the kids to solve. Someone suggested
that me feed them carrots first, then lettuce. I mentioned %
that the guinea pigs might be full after the first vegetable.
Another student suggested that we vote. We talked about
whether this would tell which vegetable the guinea pigs
liked, or which we thought they liked. Finally, one girl
suggested putting both lettuce and ciarrots on the table and
seeing which the guinea pigs ate first. This sounded rea-
sonable ,to everyone. We tried the experiment, and both
guinea pigs ate the carrots., I asked how we could remember
the results. One student wrote. "Taffy".and "Pebbles" on a
sheet of paper, and another drew pictures of carrots under
the names of the animals. e Figure C1-8)f* The follow-
ing day, the Children re the experiment. This time,
"Taffy" again chose a but "Pebbles" took lettuce.
I asked the children w ts happened. They suggestedtthat
(1) the.carrots that VA brought weren't as good and (2)
"Pebblee was tired oCcarrots.

At thebeginning,of one 1)SMES period, I asked why'animals
are sometimes taken outt of their sages in a regular zoo.

Variout people offered suggestions: (1) to aet the animals
see the world, (2) to'clean tWcages, (3) to feed them out-
side their cages. I asked the children how they Would feel
if they were confined to the same small space all the time.
The children all agreed that they wouldn't like it. "What .

would you feel like doing Oboe you were but tof that"space?"
I asked.. Alhey said that they would like to "run around."'
I.inquired whether it would be good fOr'hnimalS'to get ex-
ercise; too. :There was considerable discubsion. Children.
said that.if Ole animals werg let out of the room, they
might get.lost or stepped on. ,

The children finally decided,that some animals could lie'
eiercised in theegym. They decided to take one set-.,at a

tim4. The,class took the seven guinea pigs to the gym in
empty toy-trays% The.chilaren had a hard time keeping their
'hands off-the animall; they wanted tb prqd,them'to get tlhel,
moving.. One hoy brought some carrots and Served them to the
Winee pigsn'the gym floor. The chilaren counted the ani-.
mais; no one had difficulty reaching seven. A'couple of
boys matter-nf-factly piOked.np the guihea pig droppings

^( from the,gyM floor with paRer:towels. Most of the children
watched the'guinea pigs in the gym untilthe end'of the
session.

1) 1
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Again; it.,wes ilnie to ,think a19ut finding new homes for
youitg guinea'pigs. This time the chgdren were reluctant to
give them 'away.hecause there. were no new ones po take their

' plaCe. I- talked about the "expease of feeding seven guinea
pigs, but the economic eletnent of the, discu;ssion was pure
disasteri: The children:had ito..conCept o'f:paying f or food.
Then, one lloy4tiggested that we could give the guinea pigs

'away. I was afraid that w-woukd tlever'come: to this point'.
An'pther boy suggested a cotapromise7give Lill the ''boyS"

1. asked howwe cotild tell. which were..7boys." One child sai4

Dl
,,.
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we could,check to see if they had nipples. We looked, but

all the'guinea pigs had them. After consulting a book, we

discovered how to press the guinea pigs' stomachs eo check

their sex. We had two males and three females. The terms

"male" and "female" were new to the children. As it turned

out, "Flint," the most popular'of the babies, was a male.
"The children liked him because he had brown and white spots
while the others were all brown. After 'further discussion

and a vote, we decided to give all the baby guinea pigs away
except Flint.

Previously;, the kindergartgners had not been involved in

the final selection of guinea pig winners. Since we had

nine notes left over from'the last time, I wanted to make,
sure tha't they helped Xo pick the people reCeiving the four
guinea pigs. The children thought that there were not

enough guinea pigs to go around. To be Sure, I handed out'
four pencils which I asked them to pretend were guinea pigs

and to match them one to one with the notes. They agreed

that there were not enough. The children managed to track

down five qf the nine dhildren who wanted guinea pigs and
asked them Af they wanted *o share with other people who
wanted one. No one wanted-to share, nor did they feel it

was practical. How could we solve the problem? Finally, a.,

boy suggested: "We cOuld choose four notes." He suggested

putting them ali on the floor and picking four. We spread

them on the floor, he chose one note and three other people
each chose another note. The children located three of
the winners on the playground; norone knew the other person.

1.

How could we find him/her? The children immediately thought
of going to the.librarian, whom they regarded as the keeper

of.all knowledge. One of the sides in the library knew the
boy, and We wrote al note saying "You have won a guinea pig"

and gave,it to his 'teacher.
General discussion at the:beginning of one USMES period

near the end of October focused on finding a better home for

the turtle. Children suggested finding an aquarium or build-
ing a wooden container in the Design Lab, Ink they were con-
cerned about"the wood getting .soggy from the water. The

group finally decided to move the guinea pigs out of their

aquarium snd into a box and o put the turtle in the aquar-
ium. They chose th guinea pigs rather than the gerbils,
because they knewwthat gerbils might chew their way out of a

,-cardboard box. I asked hgw we could find out whether the

aquarium was waterproof. Eleven boys volunteered for a com-

mittee. They agreed to split into groups to do different

tasks. The cedar chips and the guinea pigs were transferred

')
, .
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How many inches
ore The 'toads ?

I 113,0

2%1 3-6.11

Figure C1-9

to a cardboard carton, and six boys began testing the aquar-
ium for leaks. Then they had the problem of getting.the
water out again. They ladled it out until it reached a cer-
tain level, then used large sponges tO absorb the last bit.
The question was raised about which sponge took up the most
water. They wrung the sponges into a javand measured the
water level. When All the water hadlbeen soaked up, they
mopped odt the aquarium with paper'tOwels.

On'Dctober 28 and 29, the annual fall Open House for par-
ents visiting their children's classroomstook place. I re-
minded the kindergarteners that many people would be in the
classroom to see the zoo. This event was perfect.fOcus-
for the School Zoo unit. I had been afraid that the unit
would fade out,.as it'seemed difficult for the kids to see
at any point that they had retched a solution to the chal-.
lehge.* The Open House provided a time reference in which
to work, as-well as-a more definite goal.

The class discussed what people coming to the Open House
might want to know about the animals in the zoo. We made a
list on the board of the things the class could tell people:

1. How to feed the animals
2. How to take care of them
.3. Howtko clean the cages
4. How many animals we have
5. How many inches the toads are (three boys

hafil measured them and wanted to be sure to
inaiude this idformation--see Figure C1-9).

Someone suggested that we could make a tape reco ing to
tell people about the guinea pigs. A group of three oys
got together to discuss the tape and decided to have me take
dictation so that they could remember everything to say.
The children listed'three things that they thought people
should know: (1) how to feed the guinea pigs, (2) how to
clean the cages, and. (3) hOw to pick them up so as not to
hurt them. In order to record the information, I read an'
item, the tape was started, and one of the children re- ,

peated what'I had said. 'On the next 'page is a transcript .

of tke tape:

*The "teaching others" aspect of the challenge was subse-,.-
quently made more obvious by substituting the words "helpv
your class and others learn about. them" for the words "as
a learning.resource."--ED. .1
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How to,Take Care of'Guinea Pigs

How to feed them.

-- Put food in'their bowl.

- When the bottle's empty, put more water in lt.

- They eat lettuce, carrots, dry guinea pig pel-
lets, cucumbers, tomatoes, 6elery, apples.

- They need a salt lick.

,i0W tip clean their cage.

,- Get a cup tha. i is metal and .dig out the .stuff.
Wash the bowl.

- Wash the bottom of the cage.
- fut down newspapei.

- Put wood chips on'the newspaper%

Put a box in the cage so they can\hide.

How o pick them,up.

- Hold them with both hands.
Sit on a chair when you hold them.'

- Be gentle.

- Don't leaVe them out when you're'not playing

The tape wAs played for parents during the Open House nights.-
Th6 group counting the animals firse named all the kinds

of.. animals in the zoo:

-Guinea Pigs

Turtle
Gerbils

Toads
Ants

Grasshoppers
Spider

Caterpillars
Dadgy Long Legs'

. -

Each person in the, group then picked dne,kind,of animal,
counted how many there were, and returned to record the
number next to its name on a list. The list We made is
shown in Figure C1-10. Later, the ckildren recounted the

),
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Animals in Our zoo

Guinea pi5st
Turt1e

Gerbils 2

Toads9

Antsli

shoppers 6

Spider

Caterpillars 5

Daddy Ions le3s1

Snails%)

Fro3

f ^I
V

Figure C1-10

animals because a few had been added and several insects and
the Golden Garden Spider had died. I asked the children how
they could tell if an animal were dead or not. "If it
doesn't move," they said. But they were not fooled by the
cocoons, which they knew should turn into AtOerf.Lies in the
spring.

I asked the class what'would happen if people wanted4o
,pick up an animal during the Open House. They were coA-
Cetned because thiy felt that people might get bitteA or
scratched-if they didn't know how to handle an animal or
that'they might injure one of the animals or let it escape.
They were especially conicerned about one of the guinea pigs
which hatbeen weak after weaning its.young. They made a
list oi animals which could not be picked up:

Taffy (the guinea pig)
Grasshoppers
Ants
Spider

Caierpillar
Daddy Long Legs.

They made another list ofanimals whichcould be handled:

All of the Toads

*Pebbles and Flint (guipea,pigs)
Snails
Turtle.

After some diScussion about whether the gerbils would get
loose if people picked them up, they decided todd them to

- the second list,

Our next question was how to let people know not to touch
some of the animals. We discussed all the possibilities,
inclucUng handing out notes, telling people at the door,'

p,,writing the informationAmt the board, and putting signs on
the cages. Then we voted; the results were as follow,s:
Notes-6, Signs-10, -;f11,-2, and Chalkboasd-1. I wrote down
the information they wanted to include kin.the signs, such
as "Don't touch the ants,," And they copied,it on slips of
paper and taped them to the cages. One child drew pictures .

of the gul.nea pigs so that people could tell which one
could hgpliandied and which one could not. (One.guinea pig
was brown and white, the other'was black and white.)

The daym4 the Open House, a boy brought in a stall frog
which he had found in a puddle behind hib house. Someone
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suggested that,it might be a tree frog. Another ch ld said
that we could go to the library to find a book on Qogs.
(The children had become much more accustomed to going to
the library to look up information in books; I no longer had
to ask questions to get them to think of doing research.) I

went With seven children and the frog to the library. The
librarian found us a book abo# North American frogs with
colored illustrations. The children compared the illustra-
tions with their frog. When they found a picture_that re-
sembled the frog, I read them the description to see if it
fit. At last we found a picture and description that match-
ed our frog; ie was a "Little Grass Frog." Thd book did not
show tket it was found in Iowa, but we found no other kind
that even came close to matching our frog.

We returned to the classroom to solve the frog housing
problem. Since the toads were living in cardboard boxes,
a box seemed the ideal home for the frog. The children had
noticed that the frog was a good jumper. I asked how.tall
the sides of the box had to be so that the frog could.not
jump out. The owner of the frog got a ruler and put the
frog at one end. The frog jumped to the three inch mark.
The boy repeated the experiment several times, while other
children excitedly watched. The children finally decided
that the box must be taller than eight inches. We went into
the hall to check the available 1;oxes. The children decided
on one that was 111/2" high. They covered the inside with
grass and.added a pan of water and the frog. 'ale bag label-
ed the.box with one sign that read "Little Grass Frog" and
another that said "Timmy", the name he had given it. Two
mornings later, after the Open House, my student teache'r and
I discovered that Timothy had escaped. He was never found,
although we all looked for him.

The Open House was a big success. For two nights the zoo
was visited by parents, including many familieS with no
kindergarten children. Elsewhere in the room were other dis-
plays of the children's activities, but 1 think that most of
the families spent at least half oi their time at the zoo.
The kindergarteners came withpleir families to show them
around the zoo.

After the Open House, a parent'brought in a large Auer-
ium which the children decided to use as a home, fot the male
guinea pig. A group of children figured out how to remove
the dirt caked Al the bottom by adding water to softer it.
Then they scrubbed it with a sponge and added cedar chips to
make a home for "Flint"." .

It had been a rainy week. One morning two boys brought
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in a large supply of worms. As usual, the toads would not
tough them but the turtle did. It took all my self-control
not.to say "ick" or !!bleck", but the children were never
offended by the worm-eating habits of the turtle. I noticed
that children of,this age don't seem bothered by the idea of
animals eating each other; they accept the food chain better
than many adults do. However, they can be very compassion-
ate on seeing a picture of a wOunded or sick animal. I had
also noticed that they became increasingly more gentle han-
dling the animals as they grew more and more attached to
them. One giri,even had a habit of kissing her toad, an act
which many adulfs would find offensive.

After the Open House, we had a.social studies lesson.on
Animals in Winter (Halt, Rinehart & Winston: Databank,
Leve K). I also read a library book to the children on
hibern on.

The cla discussed t to do with the animals in the
zoo that usua hibernate ring the winter. I brought up
the prOblem of ding them, since the fly and earthworm
supply was becomin increasi gly smaller. One student felt
very strongly that wouldn be fair to "take animals'
lives away." After t e discuss in, we voted on whether to
release the animals. teen o the eighteen class members
were in'favor of releasing-rnem. We talked about where to
lest them go--near the school where we could find them in the
spring or at the place where they had been found? It was
finally decided that the people who had caught the animals

'would decide where to.let them go. Six toads were released
near the school; three toads and the turtle went home to be
released at their place of capture. The children eagerly
looked forward to spring, "when the toads come out again."
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ABSTRACT

The children in this first-grade class worked on School
Zoo for several hours a week during tile 1973-1974 school
year. They investigated two types of animals, guined pigs
(included here) and crayfish, and began by discussing the
.needs of two pet guinea pigs in the classroom and ways to,
improve the animals' "environment" by providing more com-
fortable bedding and a toy for them. The ildren cleaned
the guinea pigs' cage regularly and cond cted a food pref-
erence test to see whether they preferr d celery, Iettuce,
or carrots. The children wrote several "experience" stories
about the guinea pigs and, with help from the teachers, put
together a book on care of guinea pigs called All About -

Guinea Pigs. Each child in tfie class i//ustrated his/her
own copy of the guinea pig bOok. IlluAtrations from the
best two books were useein a slide/tape show on how to
clean a guinea pig cage. The children made their'own audio-
tape by reading the script aloud. At the end of the school
year, the children presented the slide/tape show to other
first-grade classes.

My tudefits began discussineithe needs of the two guinea
pigs that we had in the classroom. They quickly decided
that food, water, care, a clean cage, and company were neces-
dary. The students then decided that they had gdequately
provided for the guinea pigs, except for bedding. They
promptly cleaned the cage and put in hay for bedding.

After observing the guinea pigs for Several weeks,. the
children experimented to discover their preferences for food.
Placing celery, carrots, and lettuce.in separate piles on
the floor, the students then placed the guinea pigs in front
of each of the piles in turn. They' liked the celery and ate
the lettuce but wouldn't touch the carrots. The children
recorded these results on the chart reproduced inVigure
C2-1. They further decided that the guinea pigs preferred
green, leafy, juicy vegetables and that these should bs used
for their food.

<

*Edited by USMES staff

u
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Later, I asked the class whether they would be interested

in making books about our guinea pigs, and they were very

'Pus/ 44 e
enthusiastic about the idea. One student spggested illu-

i 114W if?

s

trating the books by placing a guinea pig on its side and

tracing around it, but the class vetoed this suggesiiOn. We

discussed a math book that we could make with equations,
addition, And subtraction sets and a science wildlife book

about weighing and measuring guinea pigs. When I asked what

guinea pigs needed, the class responded, "food and water,"

The class decided that they wanted to find out how the

guinea pigs behaved outside. When plaaed on.a grassy area,

the guinea pigs moved around and ate grass and leaves.

Placed on the pkved area, they staed still and didn't move.

The children recorded their obsertrations in the experience

story shown below.

October 17, 1973-

Guinea Pig Action

We took the guinea pigs outside. We made a circle

around them in the grass. They ate grass and leaves.

They eally ate. They moved around. The guinea pigs

liked the grass because they like to eat it because

it is sweet and softc Then we switched from the grass

to the cement. They)didn't move around that much. So

we got a pile of-leaves and they trawled ower and ate

them. Then we took them in the school.
The' End.

f tc 71-
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and agreed that these should go in a "Care" book. The chil-

dren also suggested a book on how to clean guinea pig cages

and how to build a cage. However, the class decided not,to

write about building a cage because they had never made a-

fc,r, cage and'didn't know much about stit.

I asked the class what they would do first while working

on their books. Some of the students said that they would

think of a ti51e., then think of the story, the words, and

illustrationi. The dlass divided into groups, each,group to'

work on a different book. Each group had a recorder to take

Suggestions. One group's work is shown in Figure C2-2.

At the next session one member of'the class suggested'

that perhaps we should just write one great big book with

everyone helping. The class decided'that they could write

a book called All About Guinea Pigs. They decided that this

should be the main title and then they.suggested various

6 9e7`.60
tr.
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Figure C2-2
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Figure C2-3

subtitles: "How to Clean a Guinea Pig's Cage," "Holeto
Care for Guinea Pigs," "How to Weigh and Size Guinea Pigs."
One child asked whether guinea piSs were rodents, arid we
bqrrowed a book from another class to find out. When this '
didn't help, we decided to look up "rodent" in the dictio-
nary. After sounding out and spelling the word, they found
it in the dictionary, It defined a rodent as any gnawing
animal with a short tail. The children objected, noting
that guinea pigs don't have tails,land I had to find another
book whIlk said that guinea pigs werftodents.

We then decided to start with the section, "How toxClean
a Guinea Pig's Cage." The class members called out differ-
ent sentences and I wrotethem down:

Open the cage.
Take out the guinea pigs.

Take off the top before you dump the trash.

Put newspaper on the bottom of the cage.
Put hay or wood chips, not potato chips, over

the newspaper.

If it'is hay, pack it down...put the suinea pigs
in.

Put the top on, and then you have cleaned the cage.

I suggested that the clAss follow the steps in the book-
let to see whether they had a clean cage. I reread the
steps in the story as they carried,them out1.- We discovered
that they hadn't said what to do with the guinea pigs when
they were taken out of the cage. The class decided the best
idea was to take them out and play with them. The class
then decided it took four people to clean the guinea pig
cage: two.to look after the guinea pigs while two cleaned
the cage. The children also decided to add what to do with
the trash.

I typed each sentence onto a page and duplicated tfie
pages. Each child was given a booklet to illustrate. Page,

. 1 of cile booklet is shown in Figure C2-3. We decided to
place several copies of the booklet in the school library
tq be signed out by other classes.1

Next we worked on the boOklet, "How to Care for Guinea
Pigs." The children decided that they should start the book
by describing what it was about. The'story they wrote and
illustrated in the booklet is shown below. -

a

6,3
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3ulnea pigs are rodehli without tails.

Figure C2-4

Flow to Ca e for Guine, Pigs

This book is abo how to care for guinea pigs.
Guinea pigs are odents witkut/tails.
Clean their ca twice a week.
T y eat carr s, lettuce, cabbage, apples, pellets,

a,. paOr.
Do not make a Cage out.of paper or they'll eat it

and escape.
They drink water.
You need to love them by pettint and not hating them.
Do'not kiss 'them or you might get germs.
And that's how you care for guinea pigs.

The children typed the stoXy themselves on the primary
typewriter, each sentence on a new page. When we had dupli-
cated it, the children illustrated the pages. Page 2 of
this booklet is shown in Figure C2-4.

We then composed the eext for a third bbok (shown below).
However, we did not have time to duplicate and illustrjite
this book.

How to Weigh and Size a Ggined Pig

This,story is about how to weigh and,size a guinea pig.
You need a balance scale thit has two bowls.
You put one guinea pig in one bowl and the other guinea

pig in the other bowl.
The bowl that is lower has the heavier guinea pig in it.
You could use a yardstick or a ruler for measuring

guinea pigs.

You put the guinea pig along the side of the ruler or_
<yardstick to see how many inches it is.

Near the end of the school year the class decided to Make
a slide/tape show for the other first-grade classes on how
to clean a guinea pig cage. We took apart the two best
booklets to use the drawings for the slides, and other stu:-
dents drew extra paintings.

Wevphotographed the'paintings and, while the slides were
being developed, worked on the andiOtape to go with them.
I encouraged everyone to take part, and all the students
practiced reading one of the sentences aloud. When we had
choien the speakers; one for each sentence, we recorded the
script. Our first recordinglhad too much background noise
and some of the students read too fast. We decided to prac-
tice-the script and then repeat the taping.

i -1I
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)1hen the slides were returned, they came as a film strip,
and the students cut theM up td put into Lndividual slide

Q 'holders. The children were really deligfted with the slides.
It took twd more sessions to.complete the recording of

the script. We,then presented the.sli /rape show to the
other firstgrade classes at thp end çrt he school Year.

K3'
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LOG ON SCHOOL ZOO

by Marion Twaites*

Vista View School, Grade 4
Burnsville, Minnesota
(September 1974-April 1975)

a

I I
t../.

ABSTRACT

The children in this class (half of whom were ineaggond-
grade level reading groups) were very interested in aninals
and eager to start their own zoo. They worked on 'the chal-
lenge for most of the year and spent an average of three
forty-five minute sessions each week. In the fall the chil-
dren collected animals in the area around the school, but
as the weather turned colder, they bought fish and other
animals with their own money. Sone animals were housed in
cages and aquaria purchased by the children, others in modi-
fied pickle jars, and still others in cages made by the
children in the Design Lab. The children also wrote brief
logs each day about what they had done. When the groups of
children had their animals comfortably housed, they made
plans for' several investigations. These took the form of
experiments to find the animal's food or color preferences,
races and training the animals to run mazes or perform
tricks. When the class made plans to open the zoo to viai-
tors during the spring fair, the children decidea to post-
pone the remainder of theil experiments and keep the zoo at
a maintenance level until a month before the proposed open
house. "In the last month the children worked hard improving
cages, building mazes, training their animals, and making
charts and posters about them. They organized all the de-
tails of their exhibit themselves, and it was a great suC-
cess.

During the first two weeks of school the class talked%
about animals several times, and one girl brought her pet
rabbit 'to school for a day. When the children were-showing
a lot of interest in animals, I brought in my two gerbils
and my hamster and we all sat around discussing out experi-
ences with these animals. This led to further discussions
about exiieriences with all kinds of animals. The children
were very excited by these exchanges of stories and at the
next session they were eager to discuss animals again. I
asked them what kinds of animals vould be good to keep in
the classroom, and they immediatelY suggested the gerbils

*Edited by USMES staff. 1. A )
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and hamster. The next idea was a snake. This provoked
'some discussion because a snake had escaped from the kinder,-
garten room last ygar. The children decided that the cage
would have to be strong and that the snake should be non-
poisonous. Another animalmuentioned was a dog, and this

. *
instigated some thoughtful comments. At,fir4( the children
thought that this would be fun, but as the discussion pro-
gressed, more and more problems were foreseen. The class
finally decided that a dog was too big and bothersome to be
kept in a classro6i.

One boy suddenly suggested that we make a list of things
to think about when we decide on arlimals for the classroom.
This idea was well-received, and somdone else quickly ..i..nalun-

qteered to write the list on the board. The children were
very sensible about making their lisf anediscussed eath
point carefully. A child's copy of the4ist is shown in
Figure C3-1. 4

The children were worried about whether or not they would
have enough maney to bUly the"animals and feed them.. When_
they had finished their lists, I Suggested that we look
around outside to find animals that were available without
spending money. The children thought that this.was a good
idea and_divided into small groups to search the school
grounds for animals. After fifteen minutes of careful
searching--turning over rocks arid leaves and examining
plets--the children came back with long lists of animals
thgt they had seen. These included butterflies, ticks,

) crickets, bees, spiders, Squirrels, and birds. The children
were impressed with the'great variety of animals around.
One girl suggested that we also look at a nearby ppnd, and
we arranged to take a field trip there the following week:

At this point I asked the children what wbuld be the
point of keeping all these animals in our room, and what we
could learn from it. Their answers left no doubt_that they,
felt they could learn a lot about the animals, how to take
care of them, how to help them, and how to make'cages for'
theM. One student 'suggested, "We could let other kids in
to see our animals and tell them a1,1 about them just like
the guys at the Zoo." As the children had arrived at the
challenge themsepes, I had only to repeat it to them: "Do
you really want to build up our very own school zoo?" The
answer was a resounding, "Yes!"

Our field trip to the pond was very successful, and the
children again recorded all the animals they saw. As they
had discussed things to consider before bringing animals
into class, no one tried to collect animals before we were
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reddy for them. MAst of the animals seen were trisects, but

a couple of snakes were spotted, too. One boy, Tony, found
some interesting caterpillars which he decided to bring

to the classroom and watch. A few older children decided
what animal they wantAd to keep, while others were still un-

i decided.
Tony was so keen on his project that he had plans for a

.caterpillar house ready to show me by the next lesson. Two

other boys decided to help him with it, and accompanied by
the student teacher, they went off to a spare room where I
had set up a few tools and materials (our Design Lab wasn't
ready yet)., Tony had drawn a diagram of each side, the top,
and the boetom of the cage and had stapled them all together.
'They used a ruler and a marker to mark the correct size for
the top

,
10" x 7 3/4", on wire mesh. When they had cut out'

the top, bhey compared it to the front side to be sure the
pieces would fit together before they cut out the sides.
The cage was much admired when they returned to the class-

room with three sides-cut out. Unfortunately Tony moved

away a few weeks later, but he donated his completed cage
to one of his helpers.

Older children began forming groups and choosing animals

with which to work. They used resource books that I had
. borrOwed from the media center and the public library io

' help them. The animals chosen by the children inclu8ed gup-
pies, turtles, snakes, worms, caterpillars, frogs, and gold-

fish. Some children started to draw plans for containers
for their animals and,to list materials that they would need.
Rick and John made the followinglList of materials for their
frog cage:

P

screen

wire
glass

water
stind

little bits of grass
wood
little rock

A diagram of Cindy's caterpillar cage similar to the one shecUo LoV60Ph, drew is shown in Figure C3-2.
By the next session two more boys were ready to uSe our

improvised Design Lab to make wooden supports to stop a jar
put on.its side from.rolling. Three children started making
catching nets for guppies, and others went to the kitchenFigure C3-2
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.to scrounge large jars. The rest of the class continued
choosing animals, making plans, and listing supplies needed.

The first animals started appearing the next day. A
group of girls housed two fish-AP a large commercial-sized
jar and began learning how to dechlorinate water, and one
boy brought some crickets into class. During the next month
most of the children acquired an animal and a home for it,
aftd some started investigations to find out more about their
animals:

One boy made a cage for grasshoppers out of wire mesh,
bound together with wire at the corners, and soldered in a
few places. After a few days he discovered that some of the
grasshoppers had escaped, and he hadAto repair the gaps in
the cage by lacing them with wire. He made a chart to re-
cord how many babies his grasshoppers had in the spring, and
planned to see how high each animal could jump. Unfortu-
nately, all.the grasshoppers died one weekend. He thought
that this was either because he didn't spray the cage with
water, or because it got too cold with the heating off over
the weekend.*

A group of three girls started with two fish in a large
pickle jar. One df the girls took,the fish home over the
weekend so that she could enjoy them at home, too, and de-
cided not to bring them back to school. The group did some
research on grasshoppers and then became interested in fish
again. 'They planned what supplies they would need for gold-
fish, including a tank, filter; and bubbler, and they also
considered getting a catfish io ieep the fank clean. When
the goldfish were purchased, the girls planned to investigate
what effect colored lights had on thelish.

A group of two boys started making a home for a frog in
a commercial-sized pickle jar." However, one of the boys
brought a bruised frog to school in a small cardboard box
before the container was ready. The other Children in the
class took pity on the Irog and persuaded ine boy to let it
go. Since frogs bgcame scarsebbecause of the cold fall, the
boys' interest in fxogs waned and they bought some goldfish.
Thertried an-exieriment to find out how much the goldfish
would eat in five minutes, but two of their three fish died
of overfeeding before this was established.

Tteo girls started working independently ohslcages\for
worms. Their plans involved putting two sheets of glass
close together with dirt arid the worms between them. Both

*Another possibility is that the grasshoppers would have
died at this time of year 4nyway4 The children.might try,
to find a book'on the life 'cycle of grasshoppers.--ED. "
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girls hid difficulty cutting the glass to size and construct-
ing the cages. One girl, Heather, was told by her father
that it Was too difficult for her, so she kept her worms,in
a large jar half-filled with dirt. ,She tried to race her
worms but discovered that they do not'move in a straight
line. Vilförtunately, after a few weeks she overwatered the
dirt and ihe worMs died.

The other. grl,' Molly., abandoned altogether tht idea of
keeping woriO and instead kept goldfish in a large glass jar.
She and Heather wprked together to find out how much the
fish would eat..%Witl the cold,fall, animals wete 'becoming
very scarce Ouiside,vand most children began Purchasing
animks with their own money.

tne boy planned to keep a snake, and built an elaborate
'cage at,home witEhis father's help. When the cage was
ready,...he couldn't f.ind any snakes, and instead he bought
five chameleons'..,,The chameleons were kept in a small aqua'r.-
"ium inside thg snAke cage and had a ightbulb for warmth, a
therm6n4ter,.a:humidity gauge, plastic plants, and a dish.of
wate.r. Altot.igh the boy put a lock on the cage to protect
hls anAtYals and attiChed a list of rules to the side, he was
enetOu.S'abouvietting other children handle the chameleons.

They were,mery popular with other children in the class, who
were partikatrly interested in their ability to change
color. The boy observed that the chameleons were brown in
thecage but green outside "c use it's cooler." They turned
gray wheR,it Was too cold or. en they "didn't feel good,"

' He planned to make a chart t show how much the chameleons
tateeach day. He also began to construct mazes for them.

One gia began working with a caterpillar in a coffee can,
'but when the caterpillar died for lack of water, she kept
crickets in a restaurant jar. She put dirt on the bottom,

P,spi-inkled hamster litter on top "to keep it clean," and
'added gerbil seed, a bottle cap full of water, and a crum-
pled paper:towel. She dld a lot of research on crickets and
made'a.lise'of the following information to put on her cage:

1. A.leaping orthopterous insect. Having long
'antenna. The male makes the chirping sound by

%.friction of the fore wings.
2'. They are yagetarian.
3. they like grain because of that. They destroy

farmers crops.
4. They'eat holes in material.

In Japan they are considered good luck.
6. We are trying different foods to see which

they will eat:



Bugs - No
Grass - No
LealPs - No

Cereal (Oatmeal) - ?
Weeds (seed) ?

IBread - ?

?Seeds - ?

Gerbil Crunch (cornmeal) - yes

As,

71'

Other animals that were brought in were a salamander
housed in an ice cream pail with dirt and weeds, more grass-
hopPers, and a baby hamster. The salamander did not live
long ? possibly because his home was too dry.

I asked the children to write.logs at the end of each
lesson so that t4y could remember what they had done and I
could keep track of all the different groups. At first
their logs were very short, but they improved with practice.
Two examples of early logs are given below:

Chris,_Oct. 9th: Me and Cindy have been planning
how weare going to cut our wire for the cage.

Matt and Rick, Oct. 16th: We are trying to remember
our food and animals. We are reading about fish.

During this period Of setting up our zoo we had an Open
House for parents after school. The children were very
proud to be able to show their work to their parents, though
some of the parents weren't very eager-to touch the animals.

When some of the ,Children wanted to start investigations
with their animals, ligavA small group skill sessions on
graphing and handed out duplicated sheets to suppleient the .

"How To" Cards. The children had not done any'graphing be-
fore and seemed interested in the idea. Most of the chil-
dren were too impatient to keep careful records, howeVer,
as they wanted to get on and work with their animals. Much
of our USMES time was spent cleaning the cages and feedine
the animals, and the children also got a lot of enjoyment
from cuddling and playing with their animals.

At this point I discussed the possibility of making a
joint display with a teacher whose class was working on'the
USMES unit "Growing Plants." Our principal suggested that
we both put on displays duiing the school-wide Art Fair in
the spring. 'I passed this suggestion on to the class, re-
minding them of their earlier decision to make their zoo
available to other children. They were very enthusiastic

3
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about the idea and eagerly went to work, their goal rede-
fined.

Many children began devising experiments that they could
do with their animals. During one clais session I called
the students together and we made a chart on the board of
some,of the experiments that were being planned. The chil-
dren enjoyed seeing their activities on a chart. A,copy of
the chart is shown below.

Person Animal Possible'Expeiments

Mike B. hamster dark and lightpreference-
Jeff

Molly goldfish food
Heather
Cindy cricket jumping
Mike K. .chameleons maze
Steve
Curt goldfish food
John
Mark guinea 'pig tricks and amount dt food
Cindy N. goldfish going through hoop
Sharon
Dawn goldfish colored lights "

Theresa
Brenda gerbil (Ger) food choice, wheel, tricks
Kris
Rick gerbil (Bill) stair and maze
Scott
Matt rat (Slurp) climb ladder and go in jar
Marc

Brad rat,(Burp) jump over pencil
Kevin

In addition, eitht dhildren show,d- interest in bringing
wild birds to our zoo by hanging bird feeders outside our
windows. Vour of the children hrought bird feeders, that
they had made at home. These Sre illustraied in Figure

We asked the custodian about drilling holes in the out-
side brick to run wires across each of our windows. The
custodian thought that he should do this himself, and we had
the wires ready the 'same day. *We had some problems hanging
the.feeders, however. One made from popsicle sticks was
unstable, and iefell off the wire and broke. The girl who
had made it repaired.thefeeder and decided to hang it frot

.v
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a nearBy eree. This was probably a better idea since we
had some trouble attracting bir-ffrio the feeders. One boy
suggested laying'a trail of sunflower seeds from'a flock of
birds he.had seen in the yard to our feeders, but no one
tried out this suggestion.

. . .

Throughout November the chipren continued to work on
their animal experiments. Some of the experiments were not
too well thought out and did not prOvide useful information
but many of them were interesting and taught the children
somerhing about animal behavior: For instance, the chil-
dren learned that some animals, such as rats, are much
easier to teach than others, such as fiSh.or chameleons.
(Experiments with different animals are described below.)

One girl tried to train her goldfish to go through a hoop
when she whistled. When it did performkorrectly, she re-
warded it with,a bit of fish food. However, she had togive
up when She discovered that the fish was a slow learner and
did not behave consistently% She kept-records of all her
observations in,her daily logs. Two examples are'given be-
lOW:'

Cindy, NA 20: Today I named my fish Shelts
(the skinny one) and Arnold (the fat one). I

whistled and I took the hoop and Fent argund and
around a few times. Now ,T atagoil4g to buy'some
wire for a new hoop. And now the fish are get-
ting the idea of going through thd hoop, but
Arnold thinks that he's not supposed to go
through the.hoop so I'm gding to ask my mom if
I can buy a bigger tank because the tank is too
small for the fish are getting bigger.

Nov. 2.1st: today me and Heather worked oh the,
fish and we found out tggt the fish can't hear
people whistle.so we put the food in front of the
hoop so now they are going through the hoop. Also
Arnold is getting fatter and Sholtsls getting
skinnier so I have a problem. We are gettihg a
fish tank because the fish are getting bigger and
fatter.

Wo groups working with goldfish added food coloring to
the water and observed the reactions of the fish to see

4" 4.
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whidh color they preferred.*, Curt and Joluktested the fish
in red and green colored water.and reported: "They like red
better than green, because in red they're calm and in green
they swim around.." Heather. and Molly added green, red, and
brown food coloring and had the follawing results with each:

Green:" Fish are nervous, open their mouths a lot,
and wiggle.

Red: Fish did.same as in green, but not as much.
Brown: Fish stayedtggether and at top of tank

and liked 'it-lots-better.
41.

Another goldfish group tried to find out if their fish pre-
ferred to be in the light or in the dark. They'darkened one
part of the tank with a cardboard box and watched where the
fish went. The_children_noticed that the fish swam,in the ,

corner which was darkest and concluded that fish like dark '

better.

Several of the children working-with guinea pigs tried
experiments to see what kind of food they ,Oreferred:** The
most successful experiment is documented in one boy's log
which appears belaw:

i
(- Richard, Nov. 25: We did an experiment. We got

lettuce and apples and pellets. '1.18 put some of

these things in both sides of the cage and we
want106,tn_8ee what kind of food he wou10 eat.
He Irat to one side of the cage and he ate all
the lettuce. He ateall of,it and so.we found

, that guinea pig liked the lettuce.

*The dhildren miskt try taping sheets of colored acetate
to the sides of the aquarium.

**During the maintenance period the children could keep a

record of tht.amount of water the animals drink each day,
the amountand type of food they eat, frequency of-cage
cleaning, etc. The data can be used in making booklets -

on the dere bfthe animals. It can also be used to calcu-
late the amount of food to be collected, how often a water
bottle needs to be refilled, how often water has to be
added to an aquarium, etc.

The children can alsoekeep records on the size, length,
or weight of their animals. Graph& showing growth oier a
period of several months can be constructed iatet. Chil-
dren can compare the growth rate& for'several animals by
making slope(aiairams.--ED.
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"A.

The group working with chameleons tried to construct a
maze for them, but they were not successful at teaching them
how to run in it. However, they did figate out a way to
race the chameleons. When they put them at-the bottom of a
large flannel-board held vertically, they found that the

A chameleons would run quickly toward the top. Here is one
boy's record of one of the races:

Mike K., Nov. 21: Lewey vs. Hewey. Winner was
Lewey. He sat and he zoomed way up and Hewey
laid there. Lewey moved more and he won.

The chameleon races were very popular with the other chil-,
dren. A chameleon named Henry seemed to be quicker than the
others and won most of the races.

Two boys taught one of the rats to go up a small ladder,
down.a slide, amd into a jar. The children were quite proud
of their accomplishment and were amazed at the rat's intel-
ligence. Another group of boyg started constructing a.ger-
bil maze but did not complete it.

We had two tragedies during this time. Molly put her
1;!11N gOldfish in with a large snail she had been given, and the

fish died in about two minutet. There was a lot of discus-
sion about what could have'caused this sudden death. The
fish were buried in the yard. Also one of our gerbils got
very thin and began losing hair% and despite all our efforts

- with doses of vitamins it,died. We had a elass discussion
about the cycle of nature, and the class decided to bury the
gerbil in the yard in a cardboard box that would decompose.
We talked about how the gerbil would slowly change into a
part of the soil to help other things grow.

The children felt better about the death of the gerbil
when three baby guinea pigs were born,the same day. They
felt that the cycle of life-had been completed by having
births follow ,A7death. -

After the Thanksgiving vacation when the animals were
taken home, the class realized that all the special events
leading up to Christmas were going to take up a lot of,
thelr time. We decided to leave our,experiments for the
tinie being and to keep the zoo just at a maintenance level
until the beginning of March. At that time we planned to
start preparing a presentation for the school fair to be
held at the beginning of April.

During the maintenance period we had a calen4r posted
showing who wouid be looking after the two gerbils dnd two
rats which were our class animals.. Two children had the job
for three dayg at a tittle. Usually the children remembpred
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their chores, and, if not, they were helped out by children
looking after the privately-owned animals. Even though we
were not working with the animals, interest in them was
still high, and the children played with them at every op-
portunity.

Quite a few children had' made plans for their animals in
preparation for our return L) USMES activities. The chil-
dren were very eager to get going again and were Axcited by
"the prospect of making a display.for the school fair. We
started by listing all the animals in our zoo and who was
working with each animal. This was neces8,ary because some
of the children had switched animals and alio because we had
several new additions to the zoo: three mice, a hamster and
three goldfish. Our list came to twenty-one animals, twenty-
five children and me! We decided that the 'guinea pig that
had been given to the class needed a bigger cage, and we dis-
cussed the possibility of enclosing the zoo area of our room.
By now our zoo had taken over one whole'end,Of the classroom.

The children wanted to put on a good display for the
school fair, and most wanted to do this by having their ani-
mal perform a trick. Much of our preparation time was there-
fore spent training the animals as we had been doing before
Christmas. The children had been working on the gerbil
maze before Christmas nish it for the Open House. Their
maze had rooms as we as tunn . A sketch of the maze
made by one of the children appears in Figure C3-4.

The children built more complicated mazes for hamsters,
other gerbils, and guinea pigs. They also built tunnels and
elaborate homes for several of theenimals and improved
existing homes for others by painting them and building ad-
ditions.

The boys working with chameleons made houses out of card-
board box lids taped together with shutters on the doors to
control the light. They put the chameleons inside so that
they could "run around and stuff, inside."

The 6hildren working with the hamster made a "three-wa
apartment" consisting of a box with legs and a wire me
tube which connected the box to a covered aquarium. (See
Figure C3-5.) They taught the hamster to hang by its legs
from a stick. Another trick they tried was to place the
hamster in a plastic exercise ball. As the hamster ran, the
ball rolled along.

The cHildren working with two guinea pigs made amaze out
of a row of boxes taped together with holes on the sides for
air. They put food in some of the boxes to encourage the
guinea pigs to go through the maze. The children timed how

77
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long it took the guinea pigs' to run the maze and found xhe
best time to be about two seconds.

The rat group made a house for one of the rats with a
ladder coming out from the top. A log of one boy in this
group which documents this activity is shown in Figure C3-6.

Withfjutt a week to go we gathered for a disculsion of
our schedule up to the sthool fair. Things that had to be
completed were listed:

1. outside bulletin board
2. hallway direction signs,
3. individual charts of experiments
4. individual knowledge charti
5. room layout and demonstration times
6. zoo beautification

The last week passed very quickly in a flurry of activity.
Cages and/4mazes were finished and reports on animals such as .

the one below were written out as posters.

Chameleon's Reports

Chameleons are lizards, but they have a family
of their own. They turn grey when they're sick.
Chameleons eat bugs such as mealworms, flys,
spiders. They even eat black widow spiders.
They become very tame. They will stay on any-

owe's shirt. They'll sit on your hand if it is
warm. Chameleons are hard to train. It's easy
to teach their names. I

Some children also drew pictures of their animals, such as
. the one shown in Figure C3-7.

.

, The children were worried about tiring the animals at the
fair, but they wanted to be sure that there was-always some-
'thing for the visitors to see. One boy volunteered to plan
a schedule for demonstrating the animals throughout the
fair/. He tried to get a variety of animals at each time.
His schedule is shown in Figure C3-8.

One girl volunteered to find out how much room everyone
needed for their display. She then planned a laYout for
the.--rloom so that people could walk through and see every-
thing. As we were going to use the whole room for the zoo,
we had abandoned our idea of enclosing the zoo area. The
floor plan she drew up iS shown in Figure C3-9.' On the day
before the far we had a trial of this'layout. We sound it

1
;
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In the-lesson after the fair the children expressed theirpride in themselves and their delight with the success ofthe unit. When I asked them what they liked and didn't likeabout USMES, they had many positive comments. The only neg-.ative comment was: "The only bad thing ig that an USMES
unit has to come to an'end ilometime."

'
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4. LOG ON SCHOOL ZOO

by Cynthia Wychocki*
Horace Mann School, Grade 5
Chicago, Illinois
(SepteTber 1974-May 1975)

ABSTRACT

.Students in this fifth-grade class Worked two to five
days a week on School Zoo, averaging approximately five
hours per week. They began talking about bringing animals
into the classroom in September. After a classidiscussion
the children decided to hbld a bake sale to raige money to
buy animals, food, and materials for making cages. Most of
the animals were purchased in pet stores, and the children
divided-into groups'and made elaborate plans for housing
them in cages. Cage construction was htil the Desig
Lab opened in midyear, bit the children di anage to build
some things in the classroom with materials which they
bought or scrounged.o'The children also observed their ani-
mals and kept careful watch on-their-habits.---Various groups

devised simple experiments and kept records to see what
foods the animals preferred, how much they ate or drank, and
how they reacted to new environments, objects, and other ani-
mals. When animals occasionally escaped, the children were-
very ingenious about findingyys to recapture them. Chil-
dren working with different animals dlso.read dbout their
animals in library books and made reports on their readings
and observations. In the spring the class had an Open !louse
for other classes in the séhool. They prepared reports,

charts, posters, and oral presentations on Vie vdrious
mals in the zoo. To advertise the Open HouSe, a group of
students put on a "radio show" over the intercom system dur-
ing which they read stories and poems and sang songs that
they had written. The children received many compliments on
the show and the Open House was well received by most of the
visiting classes./

On the first day of schoo1.4h.e'children in my class began'

discussing the,idea of collecting animals and keeping them
in the classroom. This idea apparently arose because we had

. an empty aquarium and cagePin the room. .1 asked the chil-
dren what their idea of a school zoo.44ild be. Their com-

.1*.ments included--
"Why canIt we let the animals run around?"
"Can T bring my pet monkey from home?"

*Edited by USMES stbff
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"Can we have a turtle?"
"How about an elephant?"
"I have bees at my house. I can bring some in a jar."
"We can go out and catch butterflies!"

"How can we keep them in our room all year?"
"I hope our pets have babies."
"Where ere we going to put these animals?"
At our first meeting we discussed how we could raise

money to start a zoo. Suggestions for fund-raising activi-
ties included "a bake sale," "a raffle," "a bookfair," and

("collecting.money from each child."
After this initial enthusiastic discussion, I issued this

challenge to the class: Find animals that you would like as
pets, bring them to school, and raise them in our classroom
for the school year. The children left for home that day
with gr,eat enthusiasm.

In a later class discussion te students made a list of
the materials needed to house the animals that they planned
to keep. They decided that theY would need to, raise money
noleonly for food and hpusing but also to buy many of the
animals. The next day they made plans for holding a bake
sale the following week to which they would invite the other
fifth grades. The children made a list of what each child
would make for the sale. Part of the class broke into
groups to make signs fos advertising the sale. They decided
that the following information should be included on their
signs: time of the sale, date, place, cost, and pictures of
baked goods'. In later sessions soie of the childien wrote
messages to be read in the classes invited to the sele;
others rearranged the room for the sale.

The bake sale was a big success. The class made $56:49
from the goods that had been baked. After the sale the chil-
dren discussed what they needed to buy with this money and,
maae the following list of animals and materfals:

bird'and cage
gerbils
rabbits
gulnep. pigs

fish

water bottles
ant farm

food
wire'

ood

hammer
nails'

white Sice

Meanwhile, several animals were addeA to the zoo. The
children brought a but;erfly and a grasshopper (which sub-
sequently died). Thred girls added a total of six fish to .

134
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the zoo. Two hamsters were brought inbut one created
havoc for a fgw days by escaping into the heater soon after
its arrival. (The children never discovered how it got out
of its cage.) A few days later, someone came.to clean the
heater and found the hamster inside, hungry and thirsty.
Two girls coaxed it out with sunflower seeds.

During the weekend following the bake sale I ran across
a one-day sale on rabbits, gerbils, and guinea pigs at a
pet store. I purchased a rabbit, two gerbils, and a guinea
pig with the Clau money and brought them tO school on Mon-
day. The childrtE were tremendously excited and immediately
set to work finding houses other than cardboard boxes for
the new members of the too. _They housed the rabbit/I a
wire milk box, the gerbils,in an aquarium convertedginto a
cage with chicken wire over the top, and the guinea Pig in,
an emlity cage in the r om.

Each type of animal had A group of ch i caring for it.
One group of students who did not yet ha et to care for
wrote a StOry about the School Zoo.to be Wished in the .
school newsletter. Theistory explained the class activities
and added a plea for enationg of old cages, aquaria, wood,
wtre, and tools to our cause. They also offered a 25o award
to anyone donating an animal.ao the zoo.

When the newsletter was circulated, We received several
new a4mals fromother children in the school,. One child
brotight four baby frogs and one small toad, and two boys
volunteered to care fbr them. Thgy found a small aquarium,
filled the bottom with dirt, and added a'few large rocks and

ie-three cups of Water. A child,from *other class donated a
gardem snake, which One boy mhose '01care for. The only

\, home he could find for the, snake-was a large coffee can with-
a lid.' Tie mother of a Orst-grade child read.the newslet-

. ..t.f.tr4tory and brought in a huge turtle. .

'One boy who had prevfously shown little interest in
School Zoo was excited,by the challenge of feeding and hous-
ing the,turtle. He carefully cleaned the garbage can,

, placed the turtle inside, and then.found to his surprise
that his animal was too large for the cant He left the tur-

f' tle in a large cardboard box over the.weekencU.
Onee-±11

111 I

animals, 4.11,ey began researching information on their needs
for food and space. Every da'y each .group worked either-on
cage construction, library research on animal needs, clean-
ing cages and feeding their ,animals, or observing the behav-
ior of their animal and its interaction with other animals.

The group working with hamsters found that one of their
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pets segmed not to like being held or fondled. Although
they didn't know what sex,the two hamsters were, some of
the children discussed mating them. The group observed how
hamsters can store large.amounts of food in their pouches.
Some of the girls tried to train the hamsters to "stand tall"
to receive a raisin or a sunflower seed; however, they had
trouble with other students eating the raisins brought for-
the hamsters.

The gerbil group spent much of their time observing their
ani,mals, which they discovered were very active during the
day. they set up rolls of paper and tried to "train" their
pets to walk through them. When they put a gerbil and a
hamster in a'cage together, a fight ensued, but neither ani-
mal was injured.

Children in the rabbit group learned in one day that rab-
bits need more room than a milk crate *and that theY are very
messy and eai and drink a lot. They needed to feed the rab-
bit twice a day. Some children in the group brought wood,
a hammer, and nails from home. They began making a new cage
for the rabbit. While they were working in the classroom
(Iwe had no Design Lab then), the rabbit was hopping around.

-The group heard a strange gnawing noise and-discovered that
the rabbit was chewing on the wood to be used for his cage.
They'quickly decided that they would need to build the cage
frah some material other than wood, and they redesigned
their plans for the cage. The group spent post of one USMES
period cleaning up after the rabbit. They began.calling it
a "vacuum cleaner" becauseit ate everything around.

The fish group decided to put all six fish inside an ,

aquarium rather than keep them in individual bowls. They
placed the tank on h stand, arranged plants and gravel in
the bottom, and carried buckets of,Water from the girls'
washroom to the tank. They decrdid to let the water set a
few 'days before adding the fish. During the next session
they put the fish in the tank and started the pump. They,
had trouble keeping the filter going. One student also
cracked the plead& clasp that field the heater in position.
Over the weekends water evaporated from the tank, causing
the puhp to stop. When they got it working again, they had

Other children joined the boy caring for the turtle.. The
group read in library books that turtles eat small water
animals and vegetables. They felt that it was a cross'be-



tween a snapping turtle and a large land turtle.* *The chil-
dren put various objects in front of the turtle to see if it
responded, but it did not snap at them.

One of the boys in the group wrote a report on "Tuffy
the Turtle" and included the follawing information:A,

JPIF
1. Turtle's shell is made up of many overlapping

Ascales,

2. His shell is not.easy to tear apart.
1 3-4- 'His shell is made of calcium.

4. He does not have'outside ears, but he can
bear well.

5. He eats lettuce, frogs, carrots, and other
vegetables.

6. He has webbed feet.
7. He can hold'his breath for a long time.

A few days later ihe group found the turtle dead. Chil-
dren in the group felt that he had Aied of old age. In the
afternobn of the same day, a boy brought a box turtle for
the group to care for.. The,turtle group examined their new
turtle and noticed his small size aud his ability to pull
his head in and close up.his shell in front fo protect it.
The group decided to keep this turtle in a grape crate until
theY cOuld build him a new cage. They used newspaper as
temporary bedding.

One girl in the class wanted to buy "sea monkeys" (brine
shrimp) and raise them, but the other students'Aiscouraged
her because they had discovered from prior expetience that
this type of animal was difficult to keep alive.0When some-
one brought in two crayfish to add to the zoo, the class
agreed to give them to the girl. She made some initial ob-
servations of the crayfish and housed them in an empty bowl.
The bowl had to be cleaned frequently because the water be-
came dirty and smelly. The crayfish subsequently died over
our first vacation because they were not properly cared
for.**

*The children might look in a lield guide for feptiles and
amphibians to find out the group to which the:turtle be-
longed. There is no such "cross".as they desóribed, sinee
"snapping turtle" and "land turtle" species da not inter-
breed.--ED.

**The children might discuss the natural surroundings 1:d
crayfish and try to set up a similar environment with
rocks and shallow waer17.7ED,

.Lkij
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' Another huge toad was brOught in and added to the toad
and frog collection. It was so large that it squashed one
of the small frogs: :The group held a race to measure which
of the frogs or toads jumped the highest and the farthest.
The children aid not have much luck keeping toads and frogs
--they.'died when Eheweather grew colder.*

The chIldren made notes an the day-to-day progress of
their animal(s) and wrote iepeirts from the information they

found in library books. -.They kept their logs and reports
in an USMES folder. ',An example of "6" of their reports is
shown in Figure C4-1.4

During one se-ssion we discussed the,question, "What is a
living thlpg?" We talked about differences between.verte-

brates athrinvertebrates and classified animals as amphibian,
fish, ieptile, bird, ar mammal. The children decided.to
find out more about their animals. Most of the class broke
into groups; they listed ways to tell whether their pets
were living or not and whether they were vertebrate or in-

.. vertebrate, anerthey classified them according to animal
group. We met as a class to share the reaulta of our obser-
vations. The_children decided to add thisinformation to
their folders and to use it for making signs abOut the ani-
mals when the zoo vas opened to the school. I felt that
this discussion used USMES very suècessfully to illustrate
sdience concepts.

The chilaren used library books on animals and other re-
sources to/learn from their mistakes. The hamster group
decided to house their hamsters together in the belief that
they were friends. Two weeks later, one killed the other'
in a fight. Tiley read in a book that adnit hamsters cannot
live togetheein one cage. After the hamster's death, they
believed what they had read. A few days fater, one of the
gerbils also died. When the gerbil group examined the body,
they agreed that he was not killed by the other gerbil;
They then remembered that when the gerbil& had been pur-
chased, the clerk at the pet shop had said not to put cedar
bedding in'the bage because gerbils are allergic to.'it. The
group admitted that they had run out of pine bedding and had
borrowed Cedar chips from the hamster group.

*Children who want to work with cold-blooded animals such
.:Ls toads and turtles Should research the needs of these
animals as soon as they acquire'them. Classes Iacking'in-
formation on food, warmth, and moisture requirements for
these animals may not be able to.keep.,them alive du'ring the
winter months. See bibliography in Section'T for possible
sources.--ED.

re,
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The children used the following books for information on
their pets:

Your Aquarium by Sylvan Cohen, M.D.
Fish Facts - book about fish
Your First Aquarium by Sigmund J. Albert
Frogs and Toads by Herbert S. Zine
Junior Science Book of Turtles by Henry Hill Collins
How and Why Wonder Book of Reptiles by R. Mathewson
Enjoy Your Guinea Pig by Earl Schneider

During the course of the unit, our class was faced with
many problems that'needed to be solved. Some of our major
difficulties included what to do with the animals overevaca-
tios, how to find a constant food supply, how to keep the
room clean, and hoW to get the Design Lab going so that the
children could work on cage conatruction.

A few weeks before Thanksgiving we held a class discus,-
sion 6 determine what to do with the animals over tfie long
weekend. One person in each group volunteered'to,take their
animal(S) home. ,Th# students brought permission slips frod
home and assigded each animal,a.place to visit. The day be-
fore the animald were to be taken home, the ch4pren cleaned
their animals' cages thorbughly so that their psients would
not know h9w messy they were. Twq girls brought in old hair
brushes which thei usecrto'bruah the rabbifgand the guinea
pig so that,they wbuld look nice when they went home. The
children Measured tood into plastic bags and emptied and
cleaned tfie water bbttles in.preparation for the trip home.
)3ecause all but one lqf the studenEslaking animals.had to
walk from school, each one found tWo friends to help cairy'
the animal (transported in a cardboard box), the empty cage,
the food, and the water bottle....

When the children brought the.animals back toA,class after

Thanksgiving vacation, they shared their experiences with
one another. The girl who had:taken the guinea pig thought
Oat it had been."homesick" because it fiad not eaten the
entire time away from the Class. She said ihezifsd fed 1t
the same type o food it usially ate. .

e g i w o had kept the rab it had her mother helrber
bring the.rabbit back to class. The mother talked about'what
a "frisky little critter" it was, and Varerie told uS thaf

.

it had eaten two plants and urinated on her mother's bed.
She said her family had quickly realized that the rabbit
could not be trusted alone outsiae of the'cage.- She also had
discovered that the rabbit loved cabbage-a. The girl whq.had

..taken the hamster said that it.had slept all day but was

1



active at night; one night the family stayed up until 2:30
A.M. watching it.

The fish group had left their animals in the classroom -

over the Thanksgiving holiday. They had to add two buckets
of fresh water to the tank because water had evaporated and
stopped the pump.

The students decided that we needed a class discussion
on what to do about Christmas vacation. Mahy who asked
their parents if they could bring an animal home over the
ten-day Christmas holiday said that their parentadidn't
like the idea of having "rats" in their homes. The Children
asked me to write a letter to the reluctant parents Miffing
that our animals were not rats. Five students helped me
draft a letter.which the students copied individually:.

December 13, 1974

Dear -Parents,

Help! Help!' Help! Our animals need love
andcare over Christmas vacation. They cannot
stay in our classroom because there will be no
heat and.no one to feed them, ,

kone of our animals are rats. They areall
of the rodent family butthey are not rats.%

We clean and feed them at school.
,Wychocki doesn't haiie tor cleanor,feed-them,:"

Each student who can care for,an inima1 wi11
feed it and clean it; not their parentS. ;

Please help us, let an aniMal Come 'home ibr
Christmas.

gincere1'

iStudentis

ifirS. Nychock,

Many,students 'added theit oft pleas foi an snimgi;IiildSt!,,,,

my, signature. One stndent,prOMised t4,do the dihesaU. . .

during the holiday t! if sha,conld'bring the rabbit hove;
The letter helped. Ina Ow daysola.had enOugh'patsanti

who agreed to lei their child bring an ani;mil
most of the aniMals hid beSntakeii homefor.thahoi00*;,

,
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the students gave:the'room-sothorough Cleaning.'
turtle died dver,Christmas because a student had forgotiOn
to take it.home/

During the year, most Of the groups brdught.inenough...
food or money to buy foodlor their animals to surVive.°
However, we did have:a driticall)eriod following Christmas'',

vacation when we had no:food in the classroom and pomOhey.
to purchase.foed. Welield a claas discussion abouf'th.&,
problem, and the students decided t011xink dry cereal lrOm
ho,me and to asfv,the local grocery atore,forspoiled:orUn-*

sold vegetables.:Onestudent wrote.a letter to teaCherS:lu'
the sehool requestAng that.they ask their'students,to ng
inextt4 or spoiled food for the.animali.in our flzoo. .

letter is shown in Eigure b4-2. ,Thefatherr another stp- "
dent in our class'brought in a paper:bag
flower seeds,.corn, and alfalfa yellets. -Children'in ihe
class wrote "Thank you'; notes to the. father, _and he'Was'so

itOressed with their thoughtfulness that he.Atained-twol
100-pound hags of mixed grain from the'cereal plant.Where
he worked. This huge suPpiysolved the 'feeding problem for_
mAtly of the animals. _The children also made daily trips ,to °.

the.grocery store for diseard'ed vegetables.

Use of the Design Lab,was one of the'majór problems OUt,:,.
class experienced,during Work on Sáholoy.;_ZOo. .7For two.months
we had no one to stall the Design Lab. The school hireOn
outside Design I:ab Manager Who left after two,weeks, 'After
Christmas vacation we tried bringing the.Desigi Lab into,the
classroom. We carried all the tools and availal4e wood-and
Tri-Wall into the'room aud discusSed the.use'of each item.
Many tools, such as the4Chisel and planer, werp unfamiliar
,to the.students.. Several thildren'found the Design Lab
"How To" Cards and began reading:through thed:-/Ach'student

alSoreceived a letter about the tools and alermission
to be signed by his or her parenta before he or'shecoule
use them. Most parents signed the slip; a few gave permis-
sion to their children td use the hand tools but not.the,
I)ower tools.

The students felt that we 'heeded to make a schedule for
using some of iL tools. 'We had enough Measuring instrd-
ments in the room, but there was onlypne'handsaw. At,first
the.clasS discussed,having different groups' icork'duringdif-
ferent times ofthe !day. However, everyone wanted to work
during MIES time so that they would.not miss luncb!or re-
cess. The students decided tha( each group could'use the
,handsaw for twentY minutes of.each OSMES period before giv
ing it'to'andrher group. Several students brought handsaws
frOm.home so that they wouldn't.have to wait to use the

. .
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class saw.

The class also discussed what activities; such as clean-
ing their animals' cages, other groups could be doing while
waiting to use a tool. Some children salvaged sawdust from
the cage construction prpcess and used it as litter for
their animals' cages.

We also had the problem of-a wood shortage. At one
point, the turtle, hamster, and'guinea pig group met to dis-
cuss the possibility of building a large home to house the
three animals together because there was not enough wood to
build individual cages. However, the hamster group felt
that it would be better to bring in wood than to risk the
combination of animals; no one suggested experimenting to
see whether they were compatible. -

Two girls brought wood from home to use for their cages.
Two other girls asked some surprised construction workers
for wood for their school project; the men gave them some
wood and nails.

So many cage constTuction projects were going simulta-
neously that some groUps had to work in the hallway. For
several weeke my room was one huge Design Lab. The noise
from the building and complaints from the janitors finally
led.me to find a manager to run the Design Lab outside my
room. .The Design Lab was open most of the afternoon three
days a,week so that each group had a chance to build its
cage. Details of the children's construction activities
are described below.

I had liought several empty grape crates to school for
children to.use in housing their animals. Hoping to get a
bird later, two boys decided to build a bird cage from two
grape crates, using screen for the top. -The children

wanted to add a perch for the bird. They thoUght of using
my pointer, but fortunately, it was too long. They asked
for a dowel rod fran the math teacher and'fastened it to
the cage. They then spent several USMES periods sanding
the cage and painting it with tempera paint..

The hamster group decided to build-a-playpen for their
hamsters out of wood and wire. The students ,decided that

they would need Wood, chicken wire, and nails for the proj-
ect. TKe-57 alid decided that they needed to figure out the

size of the pen and what material to use for the walls,
floor, and ceiling. They made.a rough drawing of the pro-
posed pen, then tried.to make a model irom construction
paper. When it was put together, they decided that the
size was right for the hamster.

To construct the playpen, they began measuring and cut-
ting the wood. \The frame of their cage called for four

1 4 ,1
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pieces of wood ten inches high. Using the yargIstick, they
measured ten inches on a six-foot 2" x 4". When it.was
their turn to use the saw, one girl held the wood witile the
other began to cut it. They tried'for about f teen minutes
to get the saw going, then asked me for help. kfter several
attempts I got the saw going through the wood anä then hand-

3

ed it to one of the girls; they were disappointed that I
.

didn't cut the, wood for them. .The firbt two pieces of woodA
were croaked. They tried to solve this problem by sanding
the wood, but when I questioned them, they admitted'that
sanding didn't help. They decided to wait until the next
USIES class to recut the wood. When the playpen was fin-
ished at last, the children put the male and female,hamster
in it. The male curled up in a ball and went to sleep iclin=
mediately.

The boys in the gerbil group spent two class sessions
measuring and cutting a large piece of plywood for a gerbil
playpen. After carefully drawing the parts on the wood to
avoid any wastage, they began sawing it with a hand saw and
were surprised at how,difficult this was. They made the

This Ca 9e. 14;ct 6-44 ca. a Qujnea fo, mistake of using chicken wire instead of smaller mesh wire
for their cage, and the gerbils escaped through the holes.
They soon corrected this error,

One girl in the guinea pig group brought in a cage of
wood andfire which she had made at home for her guinea pig
with her father's help. The other children admired the
cage, but many slid that they could do better without the
help of others. ,The children were also critical of the cage
because the girl'painted it purple, and they were afraid
that the paint would harm the animals.

A group of girls in the guinea pig group brought an old
oak bookcase which they decided to disassemble and use to

I. make a cage. (They made the cage with no prior design.)
They had a great deal of difficulty using the wood=for
building. When they tried to pound a nail through.;two
pieces; the.noise was so loud that other students asked
them to stop. They decided to move their project to the
floor since the carpet would help muffle the sound of ham--
mering.

Five boys formed their awn guinea.pig group and begai
building a cage. Their design for the cage is shown in
Figure C4-3. Both groups completed their, cages later in
the year.

Students in the rabbit group first discusSed the design
of a cage for the rabbit early in the year. ',They made some
early attempts to build the cage in the classroom but failed
due to lack of space and the necessfty of toting tools back

.4
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Figure C4-3
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and forth between the room and the Deiign Lab. They decided

toltiait until the Design Lab reopened. When the group dis-
cussed finding a female'companion for Freddie, they wanted

. to redesign their home for Freddie to include the new rabbit

(which they,never acquired): They decided to build a huge
cage that could be separated in the middle by chicken wire
When the female rabbit became pregnant. The children felt
this would be important because they had read that theomale -

would kill the baby rahbits if he lived with them. In their

I design of the rahbit cage (which they called a "hutch") thex
included a litter box, private tedroom, ands play pen, The\-

design is sfiown in Figure C4-4.
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The rabbit group began measuring their wood with a,mea-,
surfng tape, using the measurements stated in their design.
They laid newspaper on the floor and elected two girls to
sit on one end of the wood while another girl sawed% After

they,had cut the wood, they used planes to make it smo,oth.

Tht,children were proud of the huge cage that they,made
but were shocked at how difficult it was to clean. Children
cleaning the cage had to,crawl into it; a most unpleasant
experience', as the rabbit was very messy.

- ,

To raise money to buy wood for the rabbit cage and other
materials, the children held a second bake sale. This

1 'I `4,;
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, sale was conducted like, the first; children made posters
and Issued oral invitations to other classes. After the
sale the class listed the materials that they needed to buy,
including wood, nails,.hinges,

wire.cuttera, a scale, fish
food, and other supplies for the classroom and the Design4

Lab.
-111. A

The disorder of the room was a.continuous problem duringthe course of the unit.- Although the-children cleaned their
k

inimal cages regVlarly, the back of the room accumulatedcemale, ax°444 a:.o0 04045junk and construction material quite rapidly. We spent sev-ernale 2:30044 M ale -/ -Amb, eral sessions cleaning the whole room. At onalpoint when
the Design Lab was in the room, I requested a class discus-

agreed that
th

sion on how to keep the room in order. All the students
the room needed_a good cleaning andat we
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Should decide on a.place to keep everything so theIN.we Could
maintain orderin the future. The boys would z)...c volunteer
for cleanup; I heard one boy state.that it was girls' work,:
.to clean. 'After this remark I stepped in and assigned three
boys to help three girls think of a solntion to the problem.
The,six students asked the janitor if he would lend them a
broom and carry out the broken aquaria in the back of theroom. They spent nearly two hours cleaning and 'assigning
each group a place to keep their ahimals.and equitoment.

Besides constructing homes for the animals and caring for
them, the children became fascinated with watching their
daily behavior and looking up informatioh in books. For the
sake of clarity, the observations of each group are reported
separately below.

Hamster

-e/f
i4

The children n the hamster group became interested in
hamster behavior. One day when ope-of the girls was clean-,
ing out the hamster's cage, she found the hamster had stored

,

his favorite'food, sunflower seeds, in his bed. :The chil-
dren were interested in the hamster's sthring habits and
decided to conduct an experiment,to see how many sunflower
teeds'each hamster could store. They recorded the number ofseeds each hamster put In its pouch at 2:00 P.M. and at
2:30 P.M. each day and made a bar gAph of the results,(af-

.

ter a special session on graphing). The bar graph appears
in ligure C4-5. The children noticed that Goldie, the fe-
male, stored many more than Ermine, the male, who curled up'and went to sleep after a while. The children also tested
Goldie to see if she preferred celery or carrots by putting

4
t.../

4

Figure C4-5
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her in front of both vegetables. Five out of six times she
ate the celery before the carrots.

Two children from the hamster group did some library re-
search on hamsters after school. They wrote reports and
shared their information with other interested students.
Their report included the following facts:

1. Hamsters in the wild live in tunnels.
2. The word "hamster" is German in origin.
3. They look for food at night.
4. They hide food in their inner cheek pouches.
5. They live in Europe and Western Asia, where

they are considered pests because they damage
drops.

6. Wild hamsters are known to grow a foot long;
they have thick hair on their backs".

The children in the group decided to try to mate the male
and female hamsters so that they could have babies. They
referred to a book on hamsters which told them that hamsters
mate during the night. However, the children were reluctant
to leave them alone at night for fear that they would fight.
But whenever they put thaotwo together, other children crowd-
ed around the cage to watch the niating ritual. The children
in the group were upset because they felt that the hamsters

needed privacy, and,they put them together for an hour in
the empty classroom next door. They used the method of get-
ting the animals used to each other described in their book
on hamsters: the male's and female's cages are first placed
next to each other for awhile; then the female is put into
the male cage. However, the hamsters frequently fought.to-
gether or the male crawled into a corner to sleep. Feel4ng
that darkness might induce more romantic behavior, the group
1st& tried locking them together in the supply closet.

After several months of trying to mate the male and, fe-
male hamsters, the children noticed that the female was
looking fatter and that hei nipples were swollen. One morn-
ing they discovered twelve babias in her cage. All the
children were very excited. The children in the hamster
group warned everyone to be quiet and not to touch the
babies. The following day there were only eleven, and the
children concluded after research in a hamster book that one
had died and the mother had este; it.

When the babies bega to get their fur, the children
noticed that some of the hamsters were white like.the father
and some were brown like the mother. Later they made plans

. 150
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Figure C4-6

to mate the female with.a brown hamster belonging to another
class to see if the babies would be all brown. They also
began discussing what to do with the baby hamsters when they
grew bigger.

One girl ir/Ithe hamster group wrote a story about how the
hamster got its name. (See Figure C4-6.)

Gerbil

1- The gerbil group spent some time observing their pets.
The, noticed that gerbils eat seeds, grass, roots, and
grains. In November six gerbils were added to the zoo and
the group decided to give two of them to two boys who would
form a second gerbil group. The boys wanted two that were
compatible. The group of students watched the gerbils at
play far a while to find out which gerbils paired while
playing. Because they wanted to keep them in the.same cage,
the boys selected two and immediately placed their new pets
in an empty aquarium with some old towels which the,gerbils
could shred for bedding.

One of the gerbil groups found their plastic water bottle
broken one morning. They discovered that a crack in the
plastic had broken the vacuum that kept the water from
running out when it was turned upside down, They started to
repair the crack with rubber cement, but other students in
the class joined the discussion and convinced them that the
cement might harm the gerbils. They used masking tape as a
temporary solution. A few days later someone brought in a
plastic doll bottle to use instead of the broken bottle.
The children kept measurements of the amount of water their
gerbils could consume in a day and found that they averaged
about two ounces a day.

When one of the gerbils escaped into the heater, the
children cleverly figured out a way tp capture it. They
took a long paper roll, put food inside, and laid it near
Ole heater. When the gerbil ran into the paper roll for the

4food, the children covered the ends and captured it.

Guinea Pig

The children in the guinea pig group compiled a list of
foods that the guinea pig would eat: green vegetables,
celery tops, lettuce, spinach, apples, tomatoes, and bread.
They tried an experiment to determine its favorite vegeta-



tables. They set it in front of lettuce, carrots, and to-
matoes and watched what it did. The group ran the experi-
ment eight times, making sure to move the vegetables into
different positions. Each time.the results were the same:

.... the guinea pig would first eat the lettuce, gnaw on the car-
rot, sniff the tomato, and return to the carrot. The stu-
dents also discovered that their guinea pig would eat white
bread, but not whole wheat bread, and preferred vegetables
to any kind of bread.

Thethchildren also conducted an experiment to see how much
water eir guinea pig drank in a forty-eight-hour period.
They filled three water bottles with 20 fl. oz. of water
each and attached them all to the guineaspig's wire cage.
At the end of the two-day period themeasured.the total
amount of, water used and decided that the guinea pig had
drunk 45 fl. oz. in two days.*

A substitute teacher in the school donated three new

-4.Qsa,JuL
v
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guinea pigs to the school zoo. The students decided that,
whoever wanted a guinea pig should write a letter, to me ex-
plaining why they wanted it and how they could care for it.
One of the letters I received is shown in Figure C4-7.
After reading their letters, I chose the three students to
receive guinea pigs. These three children wrote letters of
thanks to the substitute teacher and then set about finding
homeS for the new animals.

One-cbild decided to use the ten-gallon aquarium which
had housed the toad (now dead). She cleaned out the dried

:geld dead plants in the bottom and covered the floor
cedar chips borrowed frpm the rabbit group. Another

studs* housed her guinea pig in a cardboard box lined with
newspaper. The.third child found an aquarium with a crack,
jwhich he tried to repair with rubber dement. He asked three
other boys to help him blow. on the cement so that it would
dry before they left at 3:00 P.M.

One Child solved the problem of finding feeding con-
tainers by asking the cafeteria staff for ten empty milk
cartons for holding water and food.

Cue morning, the children were upset over the death of
their favorite guinea pig, a long-haired one named Sandy.
The children decided to put the three remaining guinea pigs

Figure C4-7

Lol

*The children might keep records over a longer time period
on the foods eaten and the ammint of water drunk. They
might bheck whether there was variation from day to day and
dtscuss pusaible reasons for any variation.--ED.

J..
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together to see what would happen. The two females fought
when the.male was present. When the male was not present,
they also fought unless there was food in the cage. They
put the male guinea pig with one of the females, hoping they
would mate and produce young ones. However, the students

Alp noticed that the animals would lose interest in each other
if food was present.

One boy tried an interesting experiment with One of the
guinea pigs. He put seven different cages in a circle,
all equipped with food and water. Thenlhe put the guinea
pig in the center to see if it could find its own cage.,
All three times it went to its own ca:22.

Another of the guinea pig gtoups m sured the total dis-
tance their guinea pig iraveled in tei minutes by marking,
the points where it shifted direction with masking tape,

y measuring between the points, and adding all the measure-
/. ments together. When they first tried this, they found

that the guinea pig walked 26 ft., 7 in. in ten minutes.
This activity led to the idea of constructing a maze out of
cardboard. One of the girls in the group drew the design
for the maze, which appears in Figure C4-8. The group con-4
structed the maze in the Design Lab and put their guinea
pig, Snowflakes, in one corner and lettuce in another. When
the guinea pig smelled the lettuce, it tried to climb over
the partitions, but the children put out their hands to stop
it. They timed the guinea pig and found that it took four

minutes, thirty-six seconds to get the food. During the
next session, the guinea pig's.time improved, but they con-
cluded that another guinea pig, Dimsey, was smarter because
it took less time to go through the maze. The children re-
corded the following times for the three ttials:

1st

2nd
3rd

Rabbit

Snowflakes Dimsey'

4:31

A:02
3:11

2:03

1r48
2:01

qt.

While waiting to.begin constructing their rabbit cage,
the rabbit group experimented with different ways to make
Freddie the rabbit comfortable. They decided to leave him
outside'lis cage fora whole weekend and blocked off a por-
tion of the room to use as a Peri. One,girl lined the floor.
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with large pieces of plastic to protect it from the rabbit
droppings. The children placed a kitty litter pan in one
corner, hoping that the rabbit would learn to use it. They
used yarn to hang carrots from the bookcase (believing that
the rabbit Would take longer to eat hanging food than food
lying on the floor) and wire to hang the wailer bottle. When
they returned to the rOom the following week, the group dis-
covered not only that the rabbit did not learn to use the

kitty litter, but also that he made a terrific mess'in his
.free corner. After cleaning the corner for nearly two hours,
children in the group decided never to lealie the rabbit
loose in the room.without someone to watch him.

Members of the rabbit group had.several meetings to de-
cide how to raise money for its food. The group decided to
bring in a certain amount of money each week to buy dried
food. They also planned to bring dry bread and unsugared
breakfast cereal from hbme and to visit the local grocery
store and ask for vegetables not suitable for sale. tater,
the group formed a Rabbit Club and elected officers who col-
lected dues so that they could buy a female rabbit. (See
Figure C4-9 for the report of the day.)

On Friday the children in the rabbit group discovered
that they could not find the key t6 his cage. The group
searched for forty minutes with no success. The children
decided to try to get food to the rabbit before leaving for
the weekend. They saick a yardstick through a small hole
in the top of the cage and used it to push the empty food
bowl under the hole. Then they pulled out the yardstick and
used a funnel to pour food through the hole into the bowl.
On Monday many students brought old keys which opened lug-
gage, jewelry boxes, safe deposit boxes, 400rs, and locks.
They tried sixty different keys, but none fit the rabbit
lock. After working the large part of a day on the lock,
two boys managed to move the latch enough to open the door
without destroying the screening. When the rabbit was re-
leased, the children noticed that he needed exercise and
did not want to be picked up.

In the spring some of the children in the rabbit group

made up a story and dressed the rabbit in an Easter Bunny
. outfit as an Easter treat for the primary grades. They

crocheted his outfit themselves from yarn.
The children tried to keep records of the amount of food

and water the rabbit consumed in one day. They found that
he drank about two cups of water a day and ate around two
and one-half cups of dried food as wall as any vegetable he
was given, but they felt theLt he could have eaten almost
any amount of-food he received..

99
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The children had originally planned Il_cepture a wild
rabbit to mate with Freddiei but this idea was abandoned.
Later one of the children looked up the difference between
a rabbit and a hare and realized that a domestic rabbit lik

Apd.4"- "Freddie" was really a hare. Her report is included in
Figure C4-40.
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Bird

-The bird group constructed their cage long before
they obtained a bird. They decided to buy a parakeet b t
had difficulty deciding hoy, to get it. After spending'a
long time building the cage, they still felt that it wesn't/
strong enough to hold a bird, ,When the boys finally bought
a parakeet at the local dime stoie, one boy brought eh old

.biid cage from home.
The group was very excited by their pet and tried to

train it to sit on their fingers. This,proved to be a

aster, however, when they opened the cage door. The b rd
flew off the boy's finger and around the classroom! he

next hour was chaotic, but the children finally ceugh the

bird by setting a very clever trap. They took the top off

his cage and stuck h stick through the wire and out of the
top. They moved the branch 4round until-it caught the
bird's eye. When ie saw the moving branch, it flew down
and landed on the stick. The children gently lowered it
into the cage and quickly slapped the lid on.

The children were very upset one morning to find the bird
dead. They had not been able to solve.thelproblem of having
no heat in.the school building at night. One of the boys
expressed his anger with,the bird for not ,being able to live
'in the cold, but the other admitted "I blew it!" The boys

talked about obtaining a new bird but never did.

Fish
c"--

In the fall the Children in the fish group decided to
empty the fifteen-gallon fish tank and move it to a better
place in the room. From home they brought three fish bowls
to house the fish temporarily during the.move. They then
spent several USMES periods emptying, cleaning, moving, and
refilling the aquarium. They added,glean gravel and re-
planted the water plants in the bottom_of the tank. The

group discovered that when a large aMount of water had
evaporated from the fish tank, the filter stopped working.
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The childrenshad to, add water often to keep this from occur-.

_ring. Later, the group became frustrated with the filter
because it stopped nearly every night, and they had to spend
part of each USMES period to start it again.

The children tried to run a food preference test on the
fish with three different brands of food. Although they
watched the fish to see if they ate one kind befote another,
they saw no preference. When they read the ingredients on
the boxes,,, they saw that all ot them contained the same in-
gredients.

When the children took the fish home for spring vacation;
they forgot to unp/ug the heater, and enough water evapora-
ted fiom,the tank to cause the heater to shatter. They
spent several sessions cleaning up the mess it made of the
tank and returned all the fish to the aquarium a few days
later.

The children in the.fish group were envious of other
children whO, they felt, had more Interesting animals to
worlOwith. One of the girls in the group decided to get a
baby hamster as soon as the young ones in the'litter were
.old enough. I overheard One comment from the group that
"fish might be boring, but at least they're not messy!"

Inatft

This group was rather transitory an& was made up of,chil.:.
dren who got tired of working with other animals. One boy
found ants all over his apartment 'building and decided to
'tatch some and set dp.a colOny. He and another boy iucceed-
ed in capturing some in a jar, but they left thbm on the
window sill and ignored them, and they all died. s

In the spring three girls got tbgether to talk about
bringing in insects and housing' them in an empty tank. Sev-
eral,kinda were collected and observed. The chi ren look-

called Kpow
rary. Some

ted children
of this is given

ons in the class all
e of them; a few

ildren noticed_
e window sill.

ldren pinned
as pa t of

ed up the insects in their collection tn a boo
Your Insects which they checked out of the 1
one also'brought in a snail, and the fasc
watched it eat a worm. One child's acco
in Figurt C4-11.

The children had,been keeping two co
year. One day they observed movement in
weeks later a beautiful moth emerged. The

-that it looked feeble and they let it go on

P Later someone found it dead outside, and the c
4

, the moth with its cocoon to their bulletin boar



a display. The second cocoon hatched soon after. This time
the children took the moth outside immediately after they
had examined and admired it.

During the,spring months, the_children continue4 to write
. reports on their animals to include in their USMES1folders.
The class also made a bulletin board display of some of
their best reports and drawings. 1

In December the class had held a discussion about opening
the zoo to the school in,the spring. They had listed on the .

board questions which needed to be answered before theoplen-
ing, such as "What temperature do our animals need to sur-
vive?" and "How and whdie can we get some new and different
animals?"

During March the children mademore definite plans for
the zoo opening. They decided that they would display pic-
tures of their animals, charts showing the amount of water
or food consumed, and reports and booklets on the tlangs
they hai learned about their animals.

One idea Wet blossomed into a very creative production
on the part of several students was the plan to put on a
"radio program" over the school intercom system to advertise
the opening of the 'ZOO. The children decided that they
would do the following things during this program:

1. Tell animal jokes.
2. Make up and read poems about our zoo.
3. Advertise a "made-pp" Oimal food for their

favorite pet.
4. Play records that have an animal name in the

title.

5. Write a story on "What do the animals do in
Room 260.at'night."

The group of students working on the "radio show" met at
lunch or recess because USMES period was too noisy. They'

originally planned the show for April 3, but school was can-
celled that day due'to a snowstorm., The show was,finally
produced on May 8.

The show consisted of stories; poems, and songs, as well
as animal jokes, music, and a commercial, writtan by dif-
ferent students. One student acted'as announcg while the
students who had written pieces read them aloud. The whole

class concluded the show by singing a song about their zoo
and each animal in it to the tune of "Old MacDonald Had a
Farm." The production was a great success4 and the children

1 ')
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received many compliments on their work. Excerpts from the'
show are given below.

RADIO PROGRAM, SCHOOL ZOO

ROOM 260 HORACE MANN, CHICAGO, ILL.

BROADCASTED ON 5-8-.75

The program began with music, titled
"Animal Square Dance."

1. Michael:

/1 Good afternoon. What you have just heard was
the "Animal Square Dance." This is Room 260
broadcasting live from the top'of Horace Mann De-
mountable. You are listening tOWUSME S.

Michael:

We have a little guinea.pig, a big one too,
if you don't believe me, come to the school zoo.
Speaking of a guinea pig, here is a story about
a guinea pig and his friends.

THE GREAT ESCAPE

Linda:

It was 630 in the morning and Dimsey and
Snowflakes both had brokenout of their cages.
Together they Were hunting for the guinea pig
treat. All of a sudden they passed the hamster
cage. The hamster said, "What are you, and what
are you looking for?" "We're guinea pigs and
we:re looking for the guinea,pig treat, said .

Dimsey. "Well let me out of my cage and let me
come too, 'causel'm just Ilying to get some more
of that hamster treat," said the baby hamster.

"Well come on before Mrs. Wychocki gets back,"
said Snowflakes. So all three'of them were
hunting together looking for their treats, when'
they passed Lisa, another guinea pig: She said,
"Hey man, what's going on this groovey morning?"

u
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"Well, Snowflakes and I are hunting for our
treats, and so is this here baby4Amster," said

, Dimsey. "Well, I'm coming, too," said Lisa.
So the four of them were hunting,for their

treats. Then once again they meetTred, the rab-
bit, and Lisa said, "Hey, man, how many carrots
you got?" "I got plenty for myself and none for'
you, but if you let me out I'll share with all of
you," said Fred.

So that was just what they did. Soon all five
of them were hunting. Four were hunting for
treats, and Fred was just tagging along. Soon

they reached the bird cage; and this is what that
big mouth parakeet_said, "Polly,wants a cracker
and I see five of them." "Well who you think
you are calling us crackers114 said Snowflakes.
"I'm a parakeet, too bad you're not," said the
parakeet. "Well, you better shut up if you want
to stay a prakeet," said Dimwey.

So they again traveled, if that's what you ,

call it, around the room. They passed the ger-
bils and one said, "What is it, where'd it come
from?" "Never mind that, 'cause here comes Mrs.
Wychocki," said-Ahe other gerbils. The rabbit
couldn't help oVei7hearing that so he shouted,
"Everybody, here comes the teacher." So, all the
animals ran back to-their cages and made it just
in a nick of time.

Michael:

How about that story, folks! The Great Escape,
it was written and read by,Linda Windham. .

And now a little music tftled FUNKY PENGUIN, .

[PLAY RECORD TITLED FUNKY PENGUIN.]

Cynthia:

We interrupt this programr"with'a FLASH BULLETIN-
FROM EL PASO, TEXAS. [Read Bulletin.]

STUDENTS ELECT A RAT TO A STUDENT,SENATE SEAT.

ja'
tau



Students at the university elected a hamster
to the Student Senate seat. The hamster by the
name of Stripers, ran under the slogan:

HE IS THE ONLY ONE HONEST ENOUGH TO ADMIf
HE IS A RAT

The itudents are worried because
Stripers is not a registered student:

************************************************ .

All:

ANIMAL DANCE

he parakeet dances on the floor, and the guinea .

pig dances with two feet more.
he goldfish dance on the end of their tail, on

the count of one two, and the ring of the
bell.

he rabbit doesn't dance, but it does the hop,
but when it does dance, it does the rabbit
rock.

he gerbils do the twist when they are in their
cage, but on the ground they are,mostly
afraid.

The monkey dances the proper way, 'cause he
- practices every week and almost every day.

. Animals dance in the strangest way, I wonder if
they sing?

Could they? They may.

************************************************

Cynthia:

If you want a glimpse of any of these
creature's you must come to 260's school zoo
the week of May 13, 1975.

Michael:

(sounding like Woody the Woodpecker he says,)

411*,

THAT'S ALL FOLKS!

,
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Meanwhile, other child'ren in the class worked on prepar-
ing the zoo for the Open House scheduled for May 13-2. The
chIldren detided to expand their class bulletin board Zis-
play into a large exhibit that chil4ren from other classes
could see and read when they came to the Open House. One
Seident from each ahimal group worked on the display. The
children also made posters, such as the one shown in Figure
C4-12, advertising the Open House.

The hamster group decided to make an informational book-
let on hamsters for the zoo. One girl put together a glos-
sary of terms for the back of he booklet. Her report on
this activity is shown in Figure C4-13. The mother of one
of the children typed the.book and duplicated copies.tO,be
distributed at the Open House (one er class)., ,The'group
also weighed the. babyhamsters and included thd weights on a
chart for.the oPening. "Before the Open House tifey grouped
all the hamster cages (about nine in all) in one area of
the classroom. ,

The gerbil group let their visitors hold the gerbils
while they read them inforMation. They displayed the fol-
lowing things on tagbodrd:

1. Mho gerbils are related to
2. What gerbils are
3. Diagram Of their cage
4. sic ort paragraph on gerbil history
5. Diagram showing parts of the gerbil bodr
6. Short creative story on "Super Gerbil"

The.girls working with the male guinea pig made a "Guinea
Pig Guide" to distribute at the Open House. The insi e
pages of the guide are shown in Figure C4-14. The ys who
cared for another of,the guinea pigs made a display with
various diagrams and charts, including a drawing showing the
guinea pi$ body parts. They wrote a descriTtion of the ex-
periment that they had done to find out if the guinea pig
could identify its own cage among a group of cages.

The rabbit group prepared several_charts and drawings
showing a rabbit skeleton, food preferences, and other in-
formation. Children in this group recorded some of their
information on tape for primary children who they felt
would not be able to read many of the reports.

'When the zoo opened for the first time, the children were
very nervous. During the first session they stood around
and said little, but later groups asked many questions which
loosened them uk: Children in the guinea pig group notised
that other fifth graders were often frightened by their '/'

. 1
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guinea pigs, while first graders wanted to hold them. The
gerbils attracted a lot of attention because some of the
children thought they were rats. The children explained
that'they were not rats but, 'like rats, they belonged to the
rolent family. Children asked many informational questions
about the animals, while teachers asked such.questions as
"Do they distract you from your work?" or "Who cleans the
cages?" Following the Open Hoube, the children wrote re-
ports on the experience'such As the oneshown in Figure
C4-15.

et46R(v_E. iflande_61 _ <51/9.

Figure C4-15 .

row
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- D. References.

.1. LIST OF "HOW TO" CARDS

*

BIOLOGY

GRAPIn

'".1gASUREMEN2

- ..
PROBABI.DITY AND-STATISTICS 1

RATIO.5, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

Ate

111

4/

P44
Below are lieted the.current ."How'lo" Card xitles thaN

students working On the School Zoo challelig may find use-

ful-. 'A 'complete lisring Of both the "How To" Cards and the

Design Lab "pow To" Cards is contained in the USMES Guide.
In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the 1ist of

4

Design Lab "How To",Cards.

B 1 How to Plan a Home for your Stall Animal

GR 1 How'to Make a'Bar Graph Picture of Your Data

qg 3 How to Make a Line Graph Picture of Your Data

GR 4 How.to Decide Whether to Make a Bar Graph Picture or

a Line Graph'Picture of Your Daea

GR T How to Show Several Pets Of Data on One Graph

M 1 How to Use a Stopwatch

14, 2 ,How to Zeasure Di ces

M ,9 How to Make a Con n Graph to Use in Changing

Measurements &dm e Unit to'Another Unit

M 10 How to Use a Conves,ion Graph tq Change Any Measure-
ment in One Unit.to Anothy Unit

PS 2 Haw.to Record Dat by Talbang
PS 3 How to Dedcribe Your Set of Data by Finding the

Average
Ps 4 How to Describe Your Set of Data by Using tlie Middle

Piece (Median)
,

,R 1 How to Compare Fractions.or Rati by Making a

Tiiangle Diagram* .

5.

,

"I" * ,

*Presently called Slope Diagram



New titles to be added:

How to Round Off Data
How to Record Your Data
How to Design an Experiment

A cartoon-style set of "How To" Cards for primary grades
is being developed from the present complete set. In mogt

cases titles are different and contents have been rearranged
among the various titles. It is planned that this'additional
set will be available in 1977.

,

:



2: LIST'OF BAtKGROUND PAPERS As students work on USMES lenges, teachers may need
background information that i t readily accessible else-
where. The BackgrOund Papers fulfill this need and often
include deicriptions Of activities andolinvestigations that
students might carry out.'

Below are listed qtles of current Background. Papers that
teachers may find pertinent to School Zoo. Thepapers are
grouped in the categories shown, but in some cases the cate-
gories overlap. For example, some paperslabout graphing
also deal with prObability and statistics.

The Background Papers are being reVised, reorganized, and
rewriiten. .As a result, many of the titles will change. ,

1. 0 $
0

.0 419

BIOWGY

GRAPHING

GROUP DYNAMICS
.

B 1 How to 1,6ve Frogs by Abraham Flexer
B 2 Raising Houseflies by Abraham Flexer
B 3 Identifying Organisms by Abraham Flexer'

GR 3 Using Graphs to Understand Zata by Earle Lomon
GR 4 Representing Several Sets of Data on One Graph by

B'etty Beck.

GR 7 Data Gathering and Generating draphs at the Samelflme
(or Stack'Em and Graph 'EtLat One Fell.,Swoopl) by
Edward Liddle

GI? 2 A Voting i)iocedure comparisdn That May Arise In'USMES
Activities by Earle Loion

BEASU ENT M 3 Determining the Best Instrument to Use for a,Certain
Measui4ment by USMES Staff

PROBAB4LITY AND STATISTICS

4

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

PS 5*Bmand'ning On and Two Sets of Data Part I: A Ge eral
St;a'Irly, and ne-Sample Methods by Lorraine Denb and
James.tandwehr

R 1 Graphic Comparison of Fractions by Merrill Goldbeig
.2 Geometric Comparison of Ratios hy Earle Lomon



3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON-USMES MATERIALS

as.

Reference Books for Teaqhers

1.1.3

The following books re references that may be of use in /.
teaching School Zoo. liat of references on general,mathe-'
matics and science t kcs can be fpund in the USMES Guide. '

(POhlisher's prices, whaire listed; may have changed.)

.0

Elementary cience Study (ESS). GrAy-Hill-Book Co.,
Webster Division, Princetol ",tHightstawn, N.J.

.1Y

/ Animal Activity'. ($2.46)-Teacher's Guide - ActivitY
Wheels.

This bookle 'escribes how to design animal actpity
. wheels and discusses experiments children can try with--,

animals and their.wheels., I

A. Animal
Gives ex
(gerbil

Clfssroom. ($3.78) Teacher's Gui
ription of keeping desert animal

n Ow classroom.

. ehaliior o orms. ($4.20) Teacher's &lid"
If st dents cannot find other insects as fo sourceS,

-
tnealws ii are A viluable alterative.

7

Br
, Describ

source

ne 'Shrimp. ($2.46) Tea'cher's Guide. ,

a raising brine shrimpi, w ich might be a useful
f food for other animals.

T'

. Butterflies. ($3.48) Tealher's G de.
Descri s the coriStruCtion, f nets an& ages fo bt.rtter-
f4s a caterpillars, an food for di fe4:nt ecies,.1

' .

'"s

.'CraVish. ($2.d6kTeacher's Guide.
A ugeful book'describing he cafe of ,c.ryfi

\ .

Earthworms... ( $3 . 54),e Teapkti's Gui '

lwell as-bei resting 'animals in th
-may be Useful is a source f food.

' .. */
1.

^
0 %f g

. .°. E s and T41poles. .('$2.82) Teache
Gives i formation on ho* tosfaise% tadpoles.

sr ' t
1

,

'14'1.

6! . ' ,

N

.44

,

mselvdq,

96ide.

HoW a,00th Escapes fxop AS Co'bob. n. 0$1.0).%" '.',

.
... 4

gscribes life qc1 -afjmoilt and'in. partipulax,'fici* a "

I moth, , 1
. ,,,, ., . ... .,

. ' .. .r
''l ,. - ; . ' 4

4 144 .% , i . Ifr ., ' .1 C."1 :
1

4 A ' 4 ' Nk4.' I! .11

AO ..111 .04' 4 . 4 A

'1 caterpijlar become

',#



. Mosquitos, ($2,61). AResource Book for the
Classroqm,
Raising mosquitos from larvae may provide a food source
fOr small frogs, etc. .

I.

. Pondwatec. ($2.82). Teacher's GUide and Student.
Cards.\,

kvery useful guide if your students ylsh to bring in
por.0 animals. The guide arid accompanying cards will heip

.With making and settihg up-an aquarium.and identifying ,

the creatures found..

. Small Things. ($4.95). Teacher's Guide.
, Some'classes,have found th4 looking at small animals

under the microscope helps'to identify them. This

describes activities children can do with microscopes.
%

. Stream Tebles. ($8.49). Teacher's Guide and Cards.
Although the activities described are mare,geologiCal .

than biological, the descriptiog of making a's-Cream, .

table might be helpful should your class wish to make '
one for their animals.

,

.

Foundational Approaches in Science Teaching.(FAST)..
Write to University_Laboratory School, .University of
Hawaii, Hoholulu, Hawaii for informatibri on animal Tare'
And on raising insects and\crustaceanst

, .

, Merrick, Paul'D. The Housefly as 'a ClassrOom Aninel. '

Educational Science Consultants, P:0, sq; 1674, San

Leandro, California 94517,1967.
This book gives useful information about.raising ióuse-
flies in the classroom. Useful for providing a Onstant
fooa supply for amphibians.and.reptilei. '

,

<,

MINNEMAST Series, Minnesota Mathematics and Science Teaching
Project, University of Minnesota,,720 Washington Avenue,
S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota' 55455.

23, ConditionsAffepting eife: I.

Desdribes.simple experiments to find the preferences of.
A:psects for humidi'ty and light.

National4Wiad1ife Federatkon (NWF) Environmental Investi8a7
,. tions:(Teacherts Guides). 'Written by Minnesota.nviton-

mental Sciences FAuaation,41.nc. Available frowNWF,
1412 Sixteenth*St., .. N.W.,WaithiAgton; D.C. -,

, !,..1.. .,
'
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. Brine Shrimp and Their Habitat. ($1.50).

Describes maintenance and observation of shrimp in the
-classroom.

Change in a Small Ecosystem._ 1$i.50).
Children"can make their own small ecosystems (using pond
water or soil) in,jars and watch them change. This is

useful if children add a.mini-ecosystem to their zob.

. Fish-and Water Temperature. ($1.50).
This book=shows how breathing rates.of fish correlate
with water temperature.

,

Genetic Variation. ($1.50).
Although-thls concentrates on geneic variation lin people'''.

4

and plants, methodology may be useful fcir School Zoo when
ch1ldrep4notice variation in color and.garkings in baby
mammals.

Nuffield junior ScienCe. Distributed h'y Agathon
150 Fifth'Ave.,^New York, N.Y. 10211

. Apparatus:, A-Source Boakof Information
Tells how to make some insect cages easily.*

.

Press, Inc.,

and Ideas.

. Animals arid Plants: A Source Book of Information
and Ideas. 1.
Although the wild animals listed'are British rather than.
American, this book gives a lot of'Veri, Useful informa-:

'tion about 4ousing and caring for mammals, reptiles,
aMphibians afd insects

. Mammals in Classrooms: Teacher's Background Booklet.
Discusses learning'from'observing classroom.mammals. .
-Stich topics aiLinheritance, sense organs, growth; and

.

'behavior are Mvered.
4 .

Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies BIS). Avai.lable

from OBIS, LawxenceHalr of Sciencel Untversity of
.California, Berk4ey, CA 94720.

A '

J.
N,

. Lawm Guide and Pond Guide% ($.60 each)%
Useful for children identifying many Of the common ani-
Pals.and plants,found in itch eavironment. e'

1



The Peterson Field Guide Series, Published. by Houghton
Mifflin.Company. .

Available at most book stores. These guides are more
. detailed than the Golden Nature Guides, and, the'text may

.be too difffcult for students. However, teachers will
find them helpful for identification, and students may
find the excellent pictures useful. Titlea useful to ,A

I

.? classes working on School Zoo include: ,

Conant, Roger, A Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians.
Covers the tastern United States. Also gives advice on

. catching, handling and caring for these animals.

. .,

Klots, Alexander, A Field GUide to thd'Butterflies.
.'

Stebbins, Robert, A Field Guide to Western Reptiles and
Amphibians. Also discusses -capttre and care.

*
Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS). Available from

Rand McNally & Company, Chicago.

These books are teachers' guides useful for classes keep-,
. ing animals in the-Clasatoom: TheS, describe animal $

growth, behavior, and interaction with environment.
,

Organisms Envircinments .

Life Cycles Communities
Populations Ecosystems

Sriedigii'; Robert, Our SMall Native Animals: Their 1)abits

and Care. ($2,50). Dover Publications, Inc., 180-Varick
Streit, New York,...New York'10014.

A:very useful ine4ensive paperback, which describes many
of the commoii mammals, reptiles and amphibians of North 4

America, and gives,advice on how to keep-them in captiy-;
-ity.

Vancouver Environment"Edikation Project,. Virite-to Less&
Aids Service, B.C. Teacher's Foundation, 105-2235
Burrard Street, Vancouyer'9, B.C., Canada.

t

. .A Mouse by Any-Other Name. ,

Describes commercially available live traps, dnd two ways,
to make your own. iVery usefhl if you have escapees.

71. vs;



Resource Books for Children

i 1.)
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Carthy, John. Animal Camouflage: New York: McGiaw-Hill
Book Co., 1974.

Basics of animal color change, mimicry, and other forms
of camouflage. Useful for young chil ren observing -

.animal behavior.

Chinery, Michael. Animal C6mmunities. New York: yranklin
Watts, Inc., '1972.

For older.children.. Chapters on animal language, family
life, ants, and bees may.be useful to,School.Zoo°cIasses.

DeWaard, E. John. What Tnsect Is That? Free. 'Xerox Cor-
poration, 1965. Available from Xerox Education Center:
Columbus, Ohio 43216.,

This booklet is an identification guide for children.
It has a simplified key for children to help classify
common insects found for tha zoo.. .-

.

Elementary Science Study (ESS). Available from McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Webster, Division, Princeton Road, Hightstown,
N.J.

Animal Act,ivity - Experiments for Students. ($1.59).
Discusses:experiments children can do with animals on
activity wheels.

. The Curious Gerbils.
, ($.75).

A.helpfuI booklet devoted to gerbil care and behavior
(4-6th grade level). -

Ewbank, Constance. Insect Zoo: How
for Insects. ($4.50). New York:
1973.

Describes how to'capture and care
'Intermadiate level.

to Collect and Care
Walker & Co., Ilc. *

for various ideects.

,Golden Guides', Golden Press, New York .Very inexpensive
arid available at most-book stores. They have many illus-
rrations and children can use them' tO identify their ani-
mals by looking\a,t ,the pictures. Titles includez--

Butterflies &.Moths
Fishes
Insects
f.

Pond Life.

Reptiles & AMPhibians
Spiders

t r-.
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Ricciuti, Edward R. Shelf PetS: ,How to Take Care of Small
Wild Animals. New York: Harper & Row, 1971.
Contains descriptions ofwild animals commonly kept as
pets--turtles, toads, spiders, crayfish, etc.,,as well
.as two domestic animalshamsters and guinea pigs.
Animal needs are distUssed. Photographs excellent.
Suitable for intermediate level studentS.

Roberts, Hortense Roberta. You Can'Makean Tnsect Zoo.
- Chicago: Children's Press, 1974. .

,

Description of simple cages for such insects as butter-
flies, crickets, and anr. Also deScribes'some of the
common insects children mtght find.

Russell, Solveig Paulspn. Like and Unlike: A Pirst Look
dt Classification. New York: Henry Z. Walck, Inc.,

.1973. ($4.95).
Basics of scientific mefhod%of.classification (family,
order, species,,etc.). .Useful for young children iden-
tifying 'animals in the zoo.

A

Silverste#, Alvin and Virginia. Hamsters--All Aboqt Them.
New York",:. Lothrop Lee & Sheimrd Company, 105 Madison
Ave., 1974. ($5.50).

Hamster characteristics, habitats, and geneticbackground
discussed. Useful section on.selecting liamsters. ,Recom-
mended for fifth graders and up. Authors have also
written books on guinea Pigs and mice.

Zappler, Georg E. and Lisbeth. Amphibian's as Pets. Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1973.

.Describes evolutionary origins of amphibians, common
types,.and some basics of care. For older Children. '

t # ,

Many pet stores selr small booklets about tbecare of spec-.
sific animals, such as guinea pigs, hamsteis, guppies and

. ,

goldfish. Them may beuseful resources for sfudents:

Sources of Live Food and Other If you cannot catch live insects to feed your animals, and
Biological Materials ' cannot raise a breeding colony of houseflies, try your

petshop for mealworms. .Bait stores may have other
live insects, and the biology.departMents Of either a
college or'high sChool may'supply your class'with House-
:flies, fruitflies, mealworms or other inspcts: If,all
else fails, biological 'supply houses will,be able to

%. -7
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o *
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prpvide you with starter colonies of many invertebrates,
but this will cost more.

Eastern

Carolina Biological Supply Co.
Builington, N.C. 27215
919/584-3711

Ward's Natural Science
Establishment Inc.
P.O. Box 1712
Rochester, N.Y. 14603

Western U.S.

Powell Laboratories
Gladstone, OR 97027
503/656-1461

Ward's of California
P.O. Box 1749
MontereymoCA 93940

olina Biological Supply and its sister firm on the west
coast, Powell Labs, are both very reliable and easy to
work with. A request on school stationery will get you
a tree catalog.
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11.
4. GLOSSARY - The follawing definitions may be helpful to a teacher

whose class is investigating a School Zoo challenge. Some
1 of the words are included to give the teacher an understand-,

ing of technical terms; others are included because they are
Commonly used throughout the resource book._

These terms mayrbe used when they are appropriate for the
children's work.:'For example, alteacher may tell the chil-r

dren that whenAey measure wel.ghts of animals, they are
collecting datji. It is not necessary for the teacher or
students to 4arn the definitions nor to use all of the
terms while,orking on their challenge. Rather, the chil-
dren will/bpgin to use the words and understand the mean-'
ings as r.hey become involved*in their investigations.

4 t,

Algae Small,, aingle-telied plants, usually aqlatic, that contain
chlorophyll and are often found in'colonies (e.g., seaweed,
pond scum).

A iold-blooded vertebrate with non-scaly skin whose young
are 'usually aquatic. Examples: frogs, toads, salamanders.

Aguarium A Container filled with water in which aquatic animals and
-

* plants are kept.
/

liverage The numerical value obtained by dividing the sum of the
elements of'a set ot data by their:umber of elements in that
set, e.g., the average *eight of the baby guinea pigs in.the
zoo. Also called themean.

i

IBias A deviation in the exikcted values of a set of data, often
occurring when same factor produces one outcome more fre-

I

quently than others.

4

Amphibian

I BIrd A feathered, warm-blooded animal which has wings (or rudi-
ments of wings). and reproduces by layin$ eggs.

. .
I Calibration Setting-and marking an instrument to correspond to standard

1

/

measurements.
1 'I.,

Carnivore An animal that feeds on other animals: Examples: toads,
spiders. Also, an insect-eating plant.

e

., I
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'Cold-blooded AnimalS

Colony

Community

Copparative Shopping

Animals having a body temperature not internally regulated
but approximating that of their environment. Examples:
invertebrates, fish, reptiles, amphibians. ^

A group Of animals on plants dethe same kind (e.g., ants,
termites, bees) that live and often wory together.

An interacting population of various kin1ds of plants and
animals living.in the same area. -

A method for deteimining the best buy(S) by compari4 the .

costs, quantities, and qualities of different brands of
products.

, ipmplement of a Set -See Set.

Conversion 4
A change from.one form to another\. 'Generally associated
in mathematics and science with the changetfrom one unit of
measure to another or the change from one form of ener& to

tano ther.

Correlation A relationship between tW sets of data.

Cost The amount of money needed to produce or to purchase goods
or services.

Crustacean

k

.Ddta

'Degree

A viater animal with a,hard outside covering. Examples:
shrimp, crayfish, lobster.

Any facts, quantitative infornation', or statistics.

A unit of.measurement of temperature or angle.,

Discount A reduction in,the price or 6ervices, often stated as a per-,
centage of price. This is dote (1) for customers who buy
in large quantities or (2) in order to generate a greater
volume of sales.

Dis tr ibu t ion

Ecosystem

Edi t

(it./

The spread Of data over the range of possible results.

The ineraction between plants and animals and their environ-
ment in a certain locality.

To collect and arrange materials into a finished publication.
or program.

4. LI
1 ( ) )
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Environinent' Tile conditions in whicb an organism lives, including tempera-
ture, .light, water, and other organisms.

kvent

Fish

Force
(-)

,flirequency

Giaph

Bar Graph

I s

A happening;fan.occurrence; something that takes place. ,

Example: an animal successfully solving a problem, such as
running a maze.

A cold-blooded vertebrate that lives ilkthe water and
' breathes by using gills, e.g., golefish, guppy.

A push or a pull.

The number of times a certain event oCcurs in a given unit
of time or in a given total Amber of events.

A drawing or a picture of one or sever4 sets of data.

"

A graph of a set of measures orcounts whose sizes are repre- .

sented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars of
equal widths or lines. Example: the number of quid ounces
of water a,gqinea pig drinks each day of the week.

Day
Fl. Oz.

Water '

Manday 22

Tuesday 17

Wednesday 11
Thursday 16
Friday 12
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A line graph that is used to change one unitof measurement
to another. For examOle, changing meters to feet when buy-

. ing lumber for cages.

Meters Feet,
4.

v,
1 3 . 3

2 6 . I
A 4 13.1

6 19.7
lc) pe -16 glr 10

Line Chart
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ommimummommoim 1 um
MO IMPESIMEMOMM 1111mumwmamminams um a
RICAMONEMMEMWOME MEM

Fect

A bar graph that is represented by circles, triangles, or
. crosses with lines connecting them so that it has the ap-
pearance of a line'graph. (See Line Graph.) This is a
useful representation when two or more sets of data are
shown on the same graph. Example: the number,of seeds dif-

( ferent hamsters stored ori.different days.

Hamster Tues.
Number of seeds stored

Wed. Thurs. Fri.

Brownie

Squirmy

80

37

62

78

28

9

33'

, 15.

0
'14

1 q

io

ommummoummummusomm
MEMMOYMIWIMMUMMO
ENWENEEMENIMEMmosammummummommanumummi
EMEMINHONUMMOMM
IMMINVINEMUNNIE
MEMEMEDNEMEMEMOM
MEMMIMMEREMMOIN
IINUMMEMMMIEMENNO
MEMMINEVEIMMIEM
MIMEAMMINMMIANOMME
MOIMMEMMOMMAIINE
MEMMEMMEMMINNENE
IIMMEINMONMEOMMNImommommommasum
MEMBIUMMUMWEEMnommommummumm
MENMERIEURNUMWE
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Line Graph

C

Slope Diagram*

A graph in which a smooth line.or lines,segments pass-through,

or near points representing members of a set of data. Since
the ling represents an infinity of points,,the variable on
the horizontal axis must be continunus.',If the.spaces be-
cween the markings on the horizontais have,no meaning,.
then the graph is not a line maph, but a line chart (see
Line Chart.) Example: the wei'ght of a young gerbil at dif-
ferent ages.

Age Weight
(As) (oz)

3 1/2

.5 3"
8 1 1/4

12 2

l& 2 3/4
20 3

3

r`2

V I

3

EM
MMTIMEITTIETIVITRIMMI
1111111111111MMILVIIIIIIIIIIMINO
111111111111fflIMMIMIll MOM111111111111MIMEMIII
MillIMEMOMMEM MENU111111111IMIIII
11111111111111MIIIIIIll
11111111111111MAEMMUll
1111MIN MNIII1111111111111111=

EJIMENIMMM11111111.
2 4 10 12 14 14 It 20

45 e Civks)

Noir-
A graphical means of comparing4iaCtions or ratios. To re-
present the ratio a/b, plot the point 0,a) and draw a line
.from (b,a) to the origin (0,0). The slope of this line
represents the ratio a/b. By.comparing slopes of several
lines, different ratios can be co ared; the less steep .the
line, the smaller the ratio. For xample, the diagiam on
the next page shows the ratiorfprice to weight for dif-
ferent sized papkages of(f*h food. The ratio of price to
weight for the large size is smaller than that for the
medium and small sizes, and therefore., the large size costs
the least per ounce.),

4

*Formerly called Triangle Diagram. .?



4r2, Habitat

6

, *. Herbivore

Heredity c

*Hibernation

V
Hypothesis

Inference'

Insect

Size .Weight Price

Small 2 oz. $2.99

Madiuth 8 OZ. $8.49

Large 16 oz. $12.99

a
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Amber of ommtos

The.place or type of'enyironment in which an organism lives.

. A plant-eating animal. Examples: gerbils, caterpillars.

The transmission of qualities from one generation to Another.

The state of inactivity in which many animals pass the
winter. '

A tentatirlOnclusion made in order to teat its implica-
tions or cod-Sequences.

An assutaption derived froth facts or information considered
to be valid and accuiate.

An animal with three pairs of legs and three distinct parts
of-the body: head, thora*,' abdomen: Examples: butterfly;
cricket, grasshopper.

Intersection of Sets See.Set

Inventory

Invertebrate

Key

3 The quantity of goods or materials on hand.

An animal wichout a' backbone. Examples: wqrms,_snails,
insects, spiders, crayfish.

An arrangemenl of the important physical characteristics of
animals or plants desiined to facilitate the identification
of an unknown type.

23()
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dfe Cycle

Mammal

Matrix

Mean

Median

Medium, pl. Media,'

Metabolism v.

MicrooTganism

Mineral

Mode

Nutrient

Omnivore

Ordered Set

Organism

Parasite

A.

. .

The series of stages through which an organi4m_passes during
e :70

1 its life.

Any warm-blooded anima that has haii and suckles its young.

Examples: guinea pig, blisan being.

A chart of data arranged\in rows an0 columns.

See Average. #

The middle value Of a set of data in which the elements have

been ordered from smallest to largest, e.g., median.weight

of guinea pigs. The median value has as many elements above

-it as belo4 it.
k.

N means of communication. 'Examples: publication
e

tele-

vision, radio.

The process by which.an'organism transforms fc to energy

and waste.

An organism that is too
but cah be seen through
bacteria, some types of

Nutritionally, a simple,
need in small quantities
cesses within the body.

small to be seen with the naked eye

a microscope. Examples: amoebae,

algae.

inorganic chemical that animals
for-body structure or-chemical pro-
Minerals are commonly found in food

substances. ,

The element or elements in a set of data thtt occur most

often.

Any chemical substance (found in food or soil) necessary for

an organism's lifeyand growth.

An animal that feeds,on both plants and.animals. Example:

humans, some turtles.

A set of data arranged from smallest to largest.

A living entity. Example: any plant or animal.

An organism,that depends on another living organism for food

or support without eying anything beneficial in return.

Example: lice, worms.

0



Per Cent

Percentage

Predator

Probabilityc,

Propartion

.Range

\

Rbnk

c.

Ratio

Reproduction

Reptile

set

Set Theory

k)

Literally per hundred A ratio in which the denominator is
always 100, e.g., 72 per.cent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 72% , where
the symbol % represents 1/100.

A part of a yhole expressed in hundredths.

An animal tjhat lives by killing and eating other animals.

The Akelihood or chance (expressed numerically) of one
event occurring out of several possible events.

t A statement of equality of tWo ratios, i.e., the first term
divided by the second term equals the third term divided by
the fourth term, e.g., 5/10 = 1/2. Also a synonym fot
ratio: when tWo quantities are in direct proportion, their
.ratidt, are the same.

Mathematical: The difference between the smallest and the
largest values in a set of data.
Biological: a region throughout which a type of organism
or ecosystem naturally occurs.

To order the members of a set according to some criterion,
such as size or,importance. Example: to put nieces'of
data from smallest,to largest.

The quotient of two denominate numbers 'or values indicating
the relationship in quantrty, size, or amount between two
different things. For exgmplev the ratio of the cost of,a
box of fish food compared to leuith of time it lasts might
be $1.19/3 weeks, or $1.19:3 weeks.

The process by which organisms form new manisms of their
own kind.

Any cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrate with scaly skin.
Examples: ,snake, turtle, lizard.

A 4,811, gnawing mammal with large front teeth that grow
continuously. Examples: rat, mouse, hamster, guinea pig,
gerbil.

A collection of characteristics, persons, or objects. Each
thing in a set is called a member or an element.

The branch of mathematics that deals with the nature and
relations of sets.'

127
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Complement of a Set

Intersection of sets

Universal Set

Venn Diagram

Slciiae Diagram

Spec\les
\

Speed \.

Statistice.

Tally

Temperature

Terrarium

Thermometer, Celsius

Thermometer, Fahrenheit

.-

40 Li kJ

I

The set of all elements in the universal set but not in the
given set. For example, if the universal set.is ithe set of
all animals in the zoo, then the setof amphibianb is the
complement of the set of mammals.

The set of glements common to two or more sets. For example,
if set A isall vertebratesi in the zoo and set B is all
carnivores,, the intersection of set A and set B is the set
of carnivorous vertebrates (toads, snakes, lizards) in the

. zoo.

A set that contains all elements relevant tosa particular
prbblem.

A drawing used to illustrate the relationship between sets.

See Graph.

A category of scientific classification referring to a group
of organisms that look alike and can interbreed.

A measure of how fast 'something is moving. The distance )

covered divided,by the elapsed time.

Th4 science of drawing Conclusions or making predictions,
using a collection of quantitative data.

A visible record used,to keep a count of some set of data,
,especially a record of the number of times one or more
events occur. Example: the number of times a guinea pig
finds its way to Its own cage during an.experiment.

A,measure of hotness or coldness. Technically, an indica- ,

tion of the average kinetic enetgy of moleculA. Tempera-
ture is commonly measured-in degrees Fahrenheit'or degrees
centigrade.(Celsius).

A container, partially filled with earth or sand,lin which
plants end sometimes animals are kept.

,A thermometer on which the interval between the noKmai freez-
ing and boiling pornts sf water Is divided int' 100 parts or
degrees, ranging from 0 C to 100 C.

A thermometer on which the interVal between the'normal freez-
ing and boiling points og water is divided into 180 parts or
degrees, ranging from 32 F to 212°F.

0,1,1
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Vertebrate Any animal itith a backbbne. Examples: fish, amphibian,
reptile, bird, mammal.

Vitamin, A complex organicssubstance that an animal usually cannot
make internally but that is,necessary in, small quatlities
for chemical procesdes within the body.

Warm-blooded Animals

Work

0

124

Animals having a relati,vely high and_constant body tempera- ),
ture that is relatively independent of the surrounding
temperature. Examples: birds-, mammals.

Work is done when a force is exerted through a distance.
Work is the product of fhe,foice exerted and the distance
moved:% ,
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E. Skills, ProdesseS, and Areas of Study Utilized in School Zoo:5

.0

0'1'1

4,

The unique aspect of USMES is the deiree to which it'pro-
Vides experience in the process of solving real problems.
Many would agree that this aspect bf learning is so impor-
tant as to deserve a regular place in the school program
even if it means decreasing tc5 some extent.the time spent
in other important areas. ortunately, real problem solving
is also an effective way Of learning many of the skills,
processes, and concepts in a wide range of school subjects.

On the following pages are five,charts and an extensive,
illustrative list of skills, processed, and areas of study
that are tilized in USMES. The charts rate School Zoo
according to its potential, for leatnins in various cate-
gories of each of five subject areas--real problem solving,.

mathematics, science, social science, and language arts.
The rating system is based on the amount that each skill+,
process, or area of study within the subject areas is usedl--.

extensive (1), moder4te (2), some (3), little or'no uqe (-).
(The USMES Guide contains a chart that rates all'USMES units
in a'similar way.)

The chart for real'problem solving presents the many as=
pects of the problep-solving process that students generally
uSe while working efn an USMES challenge. A number of the
steps in the process are used many times and in different
orders, and many of the steps can be performed concurrently
by separate groups of students. Each aspect Ipted in the
chart applies not only to the major problem stated in the
unit challenge but alaoto many of the tasks each small
group undertakes while working on a solution to the major
problem. Consequently, USMES students gain extensive exper-
Pence with the problem-solving proces4

The charts for mathematics, science,',social science, and
language arts identify the specific'skills, processed, and
areas of study thakt may be learned by qudents as they re-
sOond'to a School Zoo challenge and become'involved with
certain activities. Because the students initiate the

,,activities, it is impossible to state unequivocally which
ativities will take place.. It is possible, however, to
doCument activities that have taken place in USMES classes
and identify those skills and processes that have been used
by the students'.

Knowing in advance which skills and processes are likely
to.be utilized in Scho61 Zoo and knowing the extent that
they will be used, teachers-can postpone the teaching

AJLJ
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of those skills in the traditional manner until later in
the year. If the students have not learned them durin
their'USMES activities by that,time, they can study t m in
th usual way. Further, the Charts enable a teacher t in-
tegrate USMES more readily with other areas of classroo
work. For example, teachers may teachifractions during math
period when fractions are also being learned and utilized in
the students' USMES activities. Teachers who have uaed
USMES for several successive years have found that students
are more motivated to learn basic skills when they have de-
termined a need for them in their USMES activitf . During
an USMES session the teacher may allow the studen to

learn the skills entirely on their own or froi othe stu-
dents, or the teacher may conduct a skill session as the
,need for a particular skill arises.

Because different USMES units have differing em ases on
the various aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
.of possible work in the various subject areas,,te chers. each
year might select several possible c enges ased on
their students' previous work in.USMES, for their class to
consider. This choice,should provide studefita with as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as wide a variety of stills, .

processes, and areas of study as possible during their yeard
in school. The charts and lists on the following pages can
also,help teachers with this,type of planning.

Some USMES teachers have used a chart similar to the one
given'here for real problem solving as a reeord-keeping tool,
noting each child's expospg to the various aspects of the
process. Such a chart might be kepe'durrent by'succedding
teachers and passedon as part of a student's perilanent
record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stu-
dent's learning not only by introducing different types of
allenged but also by altering the specific activities in
ich each student takes part. For example, children who

h ve done mostly construction work in one unit may be en-
ouraged to take part in the data collection and datd analy-
sis in their next unit.

Following the rating charts are the lists of explicit ex-
amples of real proble4 solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned and utilized in School
Zoo. Like the charts, these lists are based on documenta-
tion activities that have takenvj.ede in USMES cJ ses.

The greaer detail of the lilts allows teachers to ex-

actly'how thelvarious basic skills, processes; and area of

stddy listed in the charta may arise in School Zoo.
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The number of examples in the real problem solving list
'have been limited because the list itself would be unreason-
ably long if all the examples were liste'd for some of4the.
categories. It should aldb be noted that the example(s) in
the first category--/dentifying and Defining Problemshave
been limited to the major problem that is the focus of the
unit. DuringLthe course of their work, the students will
encounter and solve many other, secondary problems, such as
the problem of how to display their data or hoW to draw a
scale layout.

Breaking down an interdisciplinary cOrric4lum like USHES
into its various subject area Components is a difficult and
highly inexact prosedure. Within USMES the various sublect
areas overlap signIVIcantly, and Any subdivision must be to
some excent arbitrary. For example, where does measuring
as a mathematical skill end and measurement as science and
social science procoess begin? How does one distinguish
between the troceAes of real problem solving, of science,
and of social science? *Pen within one subject area, the
problem still remains--what is t1.1 difference between graph-
ing as a skill and graphing as an area-of study? This prob-
lem has.been partially solved by judicious choice of ex-
amples and extensive cross-referencing.

Because of this overlap of subject areas; there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme
presented here waa.developed with muchare and thought by
members of the USMES staff with 110.p from others knowledge-
able in the fields of mathematics:\science, social science,
and language arts. It represents one method of etamining
comPrehensively die scope of USMES and in no way denies the
existence of other methods:

,



REAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Identifying, and defining problem.

Deciding on information and investigations
needed.

Determining what needs to be done first,
setting priorities.

Deciding on best ways to obtain informa:
,tion needed.

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

Making decisions as needed.

. ,111

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills and
processes.

Carrying oat data collection procedures--
observinz, surveying, researching,
lffeasurifig, cladsifying, experimenting,
constructing.

Asking questions inferring.r
Distinguishing fact from'opinion,.'

felevant from irrelevant data,
reliable from unreliable sources.

.1

Overall
Rating

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

133.

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Evaluating procedures used for data
collection and analysis. Detecting
flaws in process or errors oin data.

Organizing and processing
tion:

ta or informa-
.

Analving and interpreting data or informa-
'tion.

Predicting, formulating hypotheses, sug-.
gesting possible solutions based on data
collected.

Evaluating proposed solutions in terms of
practicality, social values, efficacir,
aesthetic values%

Trying out various solutions and evaluating
the results, ,testing hypotheses.

Communicating and displaying data or
information.

Working to implement solution(s) chosen
by the cfass.

I /

Making generalizations that might hold true
under similar circumstances; applying
problem-solving process to other real

__problems.

KEY: 1 = extensiveluse,2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, = little or nci use

Overalli

Rating

1

1

1

1

1
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MATHEMATICS

,Basic Skills

Overall
Rating

Olassifying/Categorizing
Counting
COmpUtation Using Operations

Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/Division
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages
Business and Consumer Mathematics/

Money and Finance
Measuring
CoMparing .

Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off
Organizing Data _

Statistical Analysis
Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques
Graphing
Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

Aumeration Systems
Number Systens and Properties
Denominate Numbers/Dimensions
Scaling P
Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence
Accuracy/Measurement Error/

Estimation/Approximation
Statistics/Random Processes/Probability
Graphing/Functions
Fraction/Ratio ,

Maximum and Minimum Values
tquivalence/Inequality/Equations
Money/Finance
Set Theory

V

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

1
1

3

3

3

2

2

1

1
3

3

2

2
2

2

KEY: 1 =

SC I ENCE

Processes

Observing/Describing
Classifying
Identifying Variables
Defining Variables Operationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring

Devices and Equipment.
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,,

Testihg Hypotheses/Modeling
Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalixing/Applying Process to New

Problems

i

Areas of Study

Measurement

Motion
Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solidg, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity
Heat
Light

Sound .

Animal and Plant Classification
Ecology/Environment
Nutrition/Growth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal and Plant Behavior
Anatomy/Physiology

a

Overall
Rating

1

1

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

extensive use', 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use

() 4
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SOC IAL SC I ENCE

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying
Identifying Problems, Variables
Manipulating, Contraling Variables!,

Experimenting

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing'Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
CommuniCaking, Displaying Data,,,

Generali4ng/Applying Process to Daily Lif

Attitudes/Values

Accepting responsibility for actions and
results

Developing interest and involvement in
human affairs

Recognizing the importance of individual
aad group contributions to society,

Developing inquisitiveness, self-reliance,
and initiative,

Recognizing the values of cooperation,
grbup work, and division of labor

Understanding modes of inquiry used in the
sciences, appreciating their power and

- precision'
Respecting the views, thoughts, and

feelings of others
Being'open to new ideas and information
Learning the importance and influence of
values-in.decision'making

Areas of Study

Anthropology
Economics

Geography/Physical Environment
Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local History

Social Psychology/Individual and Group
Behavior -

Sociology/Social Systems

erall
ating

2

1

3

1

1

1

3
3

3

21G

00'

LANGUAGE ARTS

135

Overall
Rating

Basic Skills

Reading

Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words,
/Sentences, paragraphs

Criticdl Reading: Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language
Speaking

Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling

Grammar: Punctuation, Syntax, Usage
Composition

Spdy Skills
Outlining/Organizing
Using References and Resources

Attitudes/Values .

Appreciating the value of expressing ideas
.through speaking-and writing

Appreciating the value of written
resources

Developing an interest in reading and
writing

Making judgments concerning what is read
Appreciating the value of different forms
of writing, differeneforms of
communication

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1
2

1

1

1

KEY: 1 a extensive use, i a moderaie use,
3 a some use, - a little or no use
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN SCHOOL ZOO

Identifying and Defining Problems Students decide that their school needs a zoo, where chil-
dren can observe and learn about animals.

Deciding on Information'and
Investigations Needed

Determining What Needs to Be
Done First, Setting Priorities

Deciding on Best Ways, to Obtain

Information Needed +

After a discussion students decide to collect small ani-
mals and keep them in the classroom.

Students decide to experiment with food, bedding, and ma-
terials for cages to find out which kinds are best for
their animals.

Students decide that they need to research more informa-
tion about animals by reading library books.

Students decide to plan for animal care fiist before ob-
taining the animals.

Childremdecide to research information about animals
first,before showing them to other children.

Children decide td keep animals in plastic cages or card-
board boxes while building permanent cages.

Students decide that each animal should be cared for by a
1, different small group so that there won't be too many

people working 14ith any one animal.

Students call or viiit different lort stores to compare
prices on animals, food, bedding, and homes.

Students experiment to find out which materials for cages
rodents can chew.

Children conduct preference tests to find out different
animals.' favorite foods.

Students decide to research information on animals by
reading library books.

Working Cooperatively rin Groupe Students form groups,to collect, to care for, and to re-

on Tasks search information,on different animals.

Making Decisions as Needed Students decide to work in groups so that more can be
accomplished.

Students decide to build homes for some animals (rodents)
but to purchase homes fOr others (fish).

Children decide to make"cages out of wood because Tri-Wall
is too easy for rodents to chew.

r)



MakingDecisions as Needed (cont.)

Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
, Skills and Processes

,

Carrying Out Deta Collection
Pioceduree - -Opinion Surveying,

Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimentingf Constructing'

Asking Questions, Inferting

137

Students decide to purchase foods for animals that they
seem to prefer.

,Students decide to ad4, more animals to their zoo to-in-
crease its variety.

, Students decide that holding an Open 'House will be the
best way to show the zoo to the rest of the school.

Students measure wood, screening, etc., when making cages
for animals.

Students identify.small animals collected outside.
-o Students use voting procedures to make decisions about

thezpo.
Students write pamphlets and talk about animals in the,

200, to other children.

See also*MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL,SCIENCE, and
_ -IARGUAGE-ARTS-lista.- - -

Children conduCt experiments to find nonchewable cage
material, favorite foods of animals, etc.

Students measure amounts of food and water animals consume.
Students measure the growth olyoung animals.
Students look up information on animals in library books.
Students construct cages from Wood,'screening, Tri-Wall,

etc.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing;
Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying;
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting)
Designing;,and Constructing Measuring Devices and Equip-
ment; Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

See alio SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing;
Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting; Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Students ask whettier different adials respond differently
to toys, other animals; new places, etc. They infer
from observations tilat they do.

Students ask which animals they should keep in their zoo.
They infer that animaldthat are inexpensive to buy and'
adaptable to captivity would bebest.

Students ask what,kinds of ,kood their toads will eat.

They infer from experimentation that they will eat only
living insects,

r) 1
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Asking Questions, Inferring (cont.)
. 4

Students ask whether Tri-4,4ali is suitable for a gerbil

' cage and infer from watching the gerbils chew up card-
board that it is not suitable.

S'
See als SCIENCE list:4 Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testi Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENeE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion, Students recognize'that many superstitions about animals

Releant from Irrelevant Data, +(e.g., toad giving warts) are not borne-out by factual

Reliable from Unreliable Sources oikservation.

ltudents recognize that pet store owners may be good
sources of information on 'fish and rodents.

Evaluating Procedures Vsed for Data
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

Organizing and ProcessinglVata

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Students evaluate the manner in which amount of food or
water consumed, grawth af aniMals; etc.: were measured.

Students discuss wys in which fOodkor bedding preferences
and durabilify of materials for cagel were tested.

Students discuss' ways to obseive aniMals or research in-

formation on them.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Estimati Approximating/

'Rounding Off.

1

Students record growth of animals on a fine graph.

Students make 4 bar graPh showing amou ts.of food or water
an animal consumes each day.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: -Organizing,
Processing Data.

Students decide from results of experiments that Plexiglas
is the safest construction material for making a gerbil

cage.
Students find the.food or foods an animal prefers the most

often (mode).
Students calculate the average amount of food and water

consumed daily.
Students find the average growth over a certain period of

time of animals in a litter.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparix; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE.lists: Analyzing,

Interpreting Data.



Predicting, ForMulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Solutions
Based on Data Collected

Evaluating Proposed Solutions in
Terms of Practicality, Social

Values, Efficacy, Aesthetic Values

Trying Out Various Solutions
and EvaluaVng the Results,
Testing Hypotheses

Student& hypothesize that their guinealoig's favorite
food is lettuce.

After observing students decide that adult male hamsters
are.not compatible and should be kept in separate cages.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses. 0

I

Students
mtt:

aking a zoo consider cost, amount of care, com-
foreof animals, cleanliness of animals, etc., before
choosing animals to include.

Student& consider whether or not wild animals kept in the
zoo should be released at the end of the year or kept
in captivity.

Students experiment with different foods, different homes,
and different beddings tofind out which ones the animal
seems to mfer.

Students exper,iment to find out.which animals are com-
patible.

Students try out different ways of sharing fepding and
cage cleaning tasks.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating; Testing Hypotheses.

\_Communicating and Displaying Data' , Students make a line grapli showing.amounts of food or
or Information

. water consumed each day.

keaplinegraph showing average growl 'rate of

-ttUdents make sketches of cage desl.gns.
t

e'Students,make pamphlets explaining information about ani-
mals. ,

,!

See also. MATHEMATICS list: Graphing, Scaling. ,

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,
Displaying Data:

See aléo LANGUAGE ARTS list.,
,

Working to Impleme.nt Sdlution(s)
Chosen by the'Class

f)() a
44.;qt

Students present the zoo to other classes through an Open
House.
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Making Generalizitions That MIght
Hold True Under Similar CircuMstances;
Applying Problem-Solving Process to
Other Real Problems

Students working on School Zoo apply skills they have
acquired to.Nature Trails,

Students use construction skills developed while making
pages for making other things 'heeded in the.school.

See also. SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying process to
New Problemb.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:. Generalizing/Applying
.Process to Daily Life.

*we
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Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing

ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL ZOO UTILIZING MATHEMATICS

Categorizing characteristics of animals and habitats.
Using the concepts and language of sits (subsets, unions,
.intersections, set notation) for discussing animal clas-
sification.

See also SCIENCE list: Classifyi
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:I Observing/Desdribing/
Classifying.
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Counting Counting votes and decisions made about the zoo.
Counting number of animals, nUmber of seeds eaten, number

of fluid ounces, etc., while collecting data.
Counting to read scal.es on measuring instruments, such as-

meter stick, thermometer.

Counting by sets to find scale for-graph axes.

Computation Using Ophrations:

Addition/Subtraction
Adding one-, tWo-, or three-digit whole numbers to find

total tally, such as number,of seeds stored, or total
measuremept:'such as total amount of water consumed ,

during a certain period.
Subtiacting to find differences between predicted and
actual measurements, such'as food consumption over a
weekend,

Subtracting one-, tWo-, or three-digitg,whole-numbers to
find ranges for graph axes or for moasurement data or
to compare sets of data.

Subtracting to find growth of animals oiler a certain per-
iod.of_time.

Cam utation Using Operations: Mutiplying whole numbers to find area or volume of'cages
ultiplication/DiVision .ard aquaria.

Multiplying or dividing to find scale for graph axes.
MUlti . Lk/ cony

,

Li

ID II 11

Celsius to Fahrenheit, or vice versa. ,-

Dividing to calculate, average vight, average growth rate,
average amount of food consumed.

_0 Dividing to calculate ratios, fractions, or percentages.



Computation Using Operations:
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages

Using mixed numbers to perform calculations, such A
totaling food or water consumption for a given time
period.

Changing fractions to higher oi lower terms (equivalent
fractions) to perform operations such as addition, sub-
traction of animal sizes or weights to c'alculate growth.

Using fractions or decimals in measurement, graphing, or
graphic comparisons.

Calculating ratios or percentages 4om food preference
test data.

Calculating growth rate over a certain period of time.
Using slope diagrams to compare ratios of animal food

prices to quantity of food for different sized packages.
Calculating percentages of animals of each color in a

litter (to observe genetic characteristics).
Using proportiona to increase or decrease ingredients in

a food mixture.

Computation Using Operations: Investigating costs of animals, food, and cage materials
Business and Consumer Mathematics/ for the zoo vs. budget restrictions. .

Money and Finance Adding, Subtracting, multiplying, and,dividing to perform
cost analysis for constructing cages or maintaining the
.zoo.

Measuring

4

Comparing
.10

Converting from inches to feet, meters to feet,,etc.
Using different standard units of measure to measure tem-
perature of animal homes, sizes Of cages, weights of

Aanimals.
Reading measuring devices,accurately when measuring tem-

perature of homes, weights of animals, length of wood,
for-cages.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording
Data/Measuring.

Using the concept of "greater than" and "less than",in

,

4

comparing numbers,or sizes of animals;
CoMparing.qualitative information on animal behavior

gathered from library research with infoimation obeained
from observations.

Comphring information from library research on animal
eating habits with quantitative data obtained from food.

- preference experiments.

1_



*Comparing (cont.)

Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off

Comparing estimated and actual results.of measurements
or counts.

Making gtaphic comparisons of ratios, such as animal
growth rates or unit prices of animal foods.

See',also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Ana1yzing,
.Interpreting Data.

4,,Estimating amount of food or water an animal will consume
on a weekend.

Estimating amounts of materials needed for cage construc-
tion.

Determining when a measurement is likely to be accurate
enough for a particular purpose (e.g., cage construe-
tion).

Rounding off measurements when measuring length, weight,
or temperature.

Rounding off measurements after measuring length% weight,
or temperature.

Organizing Da ta Making charts of animal characteristics, behavior, etc.
Tallying on bar graphs.
Ordering numbers on a graph axis.
Ordering the steps in a process.
Ordering results of food preference tests.
Ordering meters-, grams, or degrees on a thermometer.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,

P ocessing Data.

Statistical Analysis ',/Finding the average growth rate for certain animals or
the average amount of food and water consumed.

Taking repeated measurements of animal size or weight an4
using the median measurement.

Determining the range of animal sizei, amount of food or
water consumed.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
apterpreting Data.

Graphing

r
() .3
4,

Using.alternative methods,of displaying data on an4mal
food preferences, growth rates, eta.

Making a graph form--dividing axes into parts, decidfng
on an apiropriate scale.
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;Graphing (cont.)

Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

,Numeration Systems

>

' Numbir Systems aild Properties

Denoiinate Numberi7Dimensions

Symilletry/Similarity/Congruence

Accuracy/Measurement Error/
Estimation/ApproximatiOn

Representing data on graphs.
Bar graph--plotting amount of different foods eaten

or sizes of differedt animals.
Conversion graph--for converting degrees Fahrenheit

to degrees Celsius to find correct temperature for
animal's habitat.

Line graph--plotting weight of a young animal each
week.

Line chart--plotting amount of food eaten for dif-
ferent animals'on different'days.

Slope diagram7-cost vs. quantity of different brands
or different'sizes of luimal foods.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE'lists: Communicating,
Displaying hata.

Constructing and using geometric figures, e.g., circles,
when making cages.

Using geometric figures to understand and utilize rela-
'. tionships, suCh as area, volume (of cages and aquaria).
Using standard mensurational formulas, e.g., Area =
Lengthex

Measuring and constructing cages using measuring devices.
, Using spatial arrangement of animal cages to convey

information to visitdrs.-

Using metric system (decimal) inmeasuring distances.
Using fractions immeasuring feet.

,

Using,deciiar system in calculatingcobts,of animals,
food, and construction materials". .

See-Computation Using Operations.
-7)0

See Breasur4R9.

See Spetial Visualization/Geometry.

heasuring and Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off.

r)si



Statistics/Random Processes/ See Statistical Analysis.
Probability

Graphing/Functions See Graphing.

Fraction/katios

Equivalence/IneqUality/Equations

%It

See Computation Usink Operations: Fractions/Ratios/
Pertentages.

See Comparing and Computation Uszng Operations.

'\

1 '

Money/Finance See Computation Using Operations: Business and onsumer
Mathematics/Money and Finance.

..-01141,

Set Theory See Classifying/Categprizing.
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Process

Observing/Describing

Classifying

Identifying Varipb1es

;

ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL ZOO UTILIZINaSCIENCE

.

. Defining Variables Operationally,

'

'

Observing and describing various,things about animals,
e.g., behavior, interactions, physical charpteristics.

Describing the zoo and animals in it to others.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Clastifying animals according to phYsical characteristics,
e.g.:warm-blooded "1./s. cold-blooded, herbliore/canivote.

Categorizing Information about animals, e.g.", behavior,
physical characteristics, diet, that can be presented to

others.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SOCIAL,SCIENCE list: 'Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

0
. ,

Identifying food...consumption, water consamption,amount
and type of activity as things to observe in arder-to
tell if an.animal Is healthy.',

Identifying.amountfof watert'amount of warmih (i.e.,
temperature), amount of-space:per aaiMai; as-variables
tnhe contt4110 before coaducring i food preferende
test on hea1tby.animals, .

- ,

Identifying type of food as:,the variable to be chonged
, When 'experimenting'with food preference,

. See*so:,SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying ProbleAs

,

0.

Defining"ampunt of watMeh as the teiperatnie measnred by

- thermometer in.degrees.Celiius (or rOhrenheit)._inside :an

a4Malts home :
2 ?- ..,

Defining hioufitlof water continued as the'totaLamount,an
- anima1 .drini4 durint a 24-1iourperia.d.: .

:0 'befin1ng tYPes of7f8nds it foods,selecied frorethoie food
,grbAPs,that ari*tritionilly gdod forthe-Sidialsbeing

/treSte.d..''

, fl:Difining amonni'and.siYpe,of aCtiv#y as that.attivity
and.;eccirded in.daity lcigwas typically actilie,

siUggishaggressiitei.:pityful etc.
.!"

4-4 '
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Manipulating, Controlling
. Variables/Experimenting '

1

\ 147

Designing and controlling an exAriment to determine which ,4

type of food(s) an animal prefers.
Keeping water, space, tempeTature, and health of an animal

e' the same while experimenting with fookoi preferences.,
Making a zoo that includes a variety of animals.
Experimenting to learnAbout animal behavior: reaction

to humans, other animiTs,'strange enVITORkents, objects,
etc.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: ..Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.

s, 1

Designing and Constructing' Designing and conitructing homes for animals, insect traps,
Maasuring Devices and Equipment or traps for animals that have escaped in the classroom.

Inferr4ng/Predicting/Formulating,. Inferring on the basis of food preference Ao.ats that a.
Airing Hypothesea/Modeling given guinea pig prefers lettuce to carrots and celery.'

Inferring from watching behaVior of hamsters that they
will be happier in separate cages.'

Predicting'color and markings of baby rodents based on
appearance of the_parents.

4
Hypothesizing_that the disappearance of baby,tioads is due .

to the i3resence oi the leopard frog in the same con
__

tainer; taking the leopard frog out and finding that
this is so.

Modeling'a large zoo by collecting a variety of animals.
4,-,See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/,

Foibulstipg, Testing Egpotheses.

Measuring/Colle ting, Recording
Data

Organizing, Processing Data

24o
/

Giving an animal the choice.of sevgFal foods;_recording
which food the animal,eats firdt each time.

Collecting data on animals by daily observation.
-0 Weighing animals to determine groWthrates.
,Measuring amounts of food and water consumed by animali.
Researching information on animals and animal care.from

library books.
Measuring to construct cages'or collecting devices.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Reco ding

. pata/Measuring.

Making charts and graphs of data.
'Organizing data from library research and experiments on.

'animal characteristics and behavior.

1 ,11
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Organizing, Processing Data (cont.)

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Di6playing Dta

Generalizing/Applying Process to

New Problems

A

Ordering size of animals from smallest to largest.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data.

Determining which food an animal prefer ( from the results

of food preference tests.
Calculating growth rates from periodic weight of young

animals.
Calculating average or median amount of food or water

consumed each day.
.Determining that two animals are compatible or incompatible

from the results of observations.
Determining from research that the 6o contains a wide

variety of animals.
Interpreting graphs.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

Showing data on various types of graphs and charts.
Shawing ideas for cages on sketches.
Showing information about animals on displays or in pam-

phlets for.people visiting the zoo.
Demonstrating facts about animal behavior through experi-
ments with animals during an Open House.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying

Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Using knawledge acquired about animals to work on Nature

Trails.
Using knowledge acquired to care for other animals or pets.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.

i) 4 ,)
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Areas of itudy.

Measurement

Motion

Speed/Velocity

Force

Friction

Air Pressure

Weight

LJ

Measuring length with tape measureW, meter sticks, or
rulers.

Measuring weight of animal or food.with a scale of balance.
Measuring temperature of cages with thermorftters.
Using stopwatches to time an animal's running or crawling.
See also MATHEMATICS ltst: Measuring.

Timing animals over a specified distance to determine
their rate of movement.

Observing that force must be used to push a handsaw or
hammer nails into wood for cages.

Observing that saber saws are faster and require less
effort to cut Tri-Wall or lumber than handsaws.

'o Observing that some animals can push,,pull, or lift
objects.

Observing that, as a piece of wood is sanded, it becomes
- smoother and offers less resistance to the, motion of the

sandpaper.

Observing that a hIade becomes warmer when a wood
is sawed vigorously because doing work against e force
of friction generates heat.

Observing that water in an animal's bottle does not run
out the end of the tube because it-is held in by the
pressure of the air around it.

Observing that siphons must be filled completely with
water in order for them to work. Air can exert pressure
to move liquids from one height to a lower height.,

Observing that weight is a measure of gravity while weigh-
ing animals to compare thenvith others or to see how
much they'have grown.

Observing that birds and insects such as butterflies over-
come the force of gravity through the use of their wings.
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Mechanical Work and Energy

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

States of Matter

Properties of Matter

Heat/Temperature

Light

Sound

Observing that animals and people both use energy when

they mave around.
Observing that electrical energy is transformed into me-

chanical,energy when pawer tools are used.
See also FORCE.

Observing that water vapor condenses into water droplets
on the inside of terraria, aquaria, and jars containing

10%
insects.

Observing that water must be added periodically to fish
' tanks because it evaporates into the air.

Observing that materials used in cage construction have
different properties; gerbils Can chew through Tri-Wall
but not wire, wood, or glass%

Observing that paper materials available for posters and
flyers have different colors and different weights.

Observing changes in temperature in animals' containers
by recording the height of mercury in a thermometer.

Noting.that animals' bodies give off heat, which is a
product of the process of assimilating food into the
body.

Observing that a heating pad can warm the bottom of ani-
mals' containers by changing electrical energy to heat
energy.

1

Observing that animals are of different colors, caused'by
the reflection of light of a given colof and the absorp-
tion of Help of other colors by the pigment in the
animal.

Observing that some animals respond td various colors
while others do not. Animals have different abilities
to see colors.

Observing that sounds made,by animals differ in pitch,
tone, loudness, and quality.

Observing that animals respond to sounds in different ways.

`)
4



Animal and Plant ClaSsification

Ecology/Environment r

Nutrition/Growth

Genetics/Heredity/Propigation

Observing that each type of animal has different physical
characteristics which distinguish them from other types
of animals. A scientific system of classification has
been devised for all living things based on physical
differences and similarities.

:Vertebrate

Animal

Invertebrate

Plant

(Guinea Pig)
Warr-blooded

Ciliraket)

Cold-blooded
Reptile (Turtle)
phibian (Toad)

Fish (CuPP5)

Insect (Grasshopper), and

Crustacean (Crayfish)

Others (Snail)

Observing that plants used as foods for animais may also
be classified by physical Characteristics.

Noting that an animal's comfort depends on the kind of
home it has and the care it receives.

.0...Observing that animals captured outside and kept in the
zoo are healthiest and happiest when their living en-
vironment is as-much like their natural habitat as
possible.

Observing that animals kept in terraria are dependent on
plants for food and/or shelter.

Observing that feeding animals regularly is critical to
their survival.

Noting that animals eat plants or other animals or some-
times both.

Observing growth in young animals by weighing or measuring
them and keeping growth records.

Observing that baby animals born in.the,zoo closely're-'4*
semble their parents.

Noticing that baby animals may resemble one parent more
than another because one genetic characteristic may
dominate another.

Observing that not all babies in the same litter look
exactly alike because no two animals have exactly the
same genetic makeup.

1) 4
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Animal and Plant-Behavior Observing that animals move around and respould to differ-

ent stimuli.
Observing emotional responses in animals: affection, de-

pendence, aggression, fear, etc.
Observing learning in animals, e.g., development of feed-

ing and grooming habits in young ones that are weaned.
Observing that animals vary in theirbehavior according

to their type; e.g., mammals engage in a wider variety
of activities than insects.

Noting that animals vary in behavior according to the
individual; e.g., one'guinea pig may prefer lettuce
while another may prefer carrots.

Observing the importance of variety in the life of caged
rodents; e.g., most rodents like human attention, var-
iations in their diet, and some form of exer-cise (e.g.;
exercise wheel, being let out of cage).

Anatomy/Physiology Noting differences in animals based on internal and ex-
ternal structure.

S.



, ACTIVITIEa IN SCHOOL ZOO UtILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE
1

Process

. Observing/Describing/Classifying

Identifying Problems, Va:Lables

153

9
ft,

Observing and classifyii effect's on 'students of handling,
caring for, and learning about'animald.

Observing.students' emotional responaes to animals.
Observing'that mOst people enjpy.animals'and like handling
'many of them.

Categorizing types of information that can'be presented.to
'other students.

See also,MATHEMATICS list: Clbssifyihg, CaIegorizing.
See 'also *SCIENCE list: Observing/pescribing; Classifying.

AsIden ying different attit4des students have towards
. Aa imals.

I. ntifying behavior towards animals,in'the zoo, e.g.,
carelessness or cruelty,,that needs to be changed to
imprOve the welfare of the animals.

Identifying ige and previous experience as important
factors in the way people respond to animals.

Identifying tours, displays, etc., as thctors that could .

be changed to iricrease interest in the zoo.
See also SCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/ Deciding that certain behavior (e.g., cruelty) towards ,

Experimenting animals,should not be allowed.

Eiperimenting withifferent Ways of advertising the
zoo and showing it to other.peop1e. ,

See also SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Inferring that caring for animals makes students more
understanding and sympathetic toward them.

Inferring that certain animals in the zoo are like people
in some ways, and are'not iike people in others.

'Hypothesizing that a certain'type of display wifl incrftsd
interest in zoo; testing1/4hypothesis by counting numbers
of requests for tours.

See'also §CIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
resting Hypotheses.

-
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Collecting, Recording Data/ .

Measuring

Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing; Interpreting Data

Comunicating, Displaying Data

4

.0eneralizing/Appiying Procesii to

Dkily 4fe.

if

,

,

AttitudeS/Values

Accepting Responsibility, for
Actions 00 Results

Using voting grocedure to decide on animals for the zoo,
ways of raising money, etc.

Counting number of peop1e who visit the zoo.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Counting/Measuring.
See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.

Tallying votes when making decisions about the zoo.
Tallyirig number of visitors to the zoo.
Set also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.
See also SCIENCE.list: Organizing, Processing Data.

Comparing qualitative information gathered from interviews
with zoologists,.pet store owners, etc.

, Making a decision based on results of a class vote.
Comparing numbers of people taking tours before and afttr

displays are ehanged.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Making charts or graphs on number of people visiting the .
school zoo.

.4, See MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displayipg Data,
See LANGUAGE ARTS,list.

Using know1edge-if ired from teaching students about
animals to teach people`other things.

Usingicnowledge acquired out animals to improve Rersonal
behavior and behavior of ther people tOward animals and
their environments.

Using knowledge acquired from observing animal behavior
,for hutnan systems; ro a ing simi-
larities-ana differences between the two'

See a1so SCIENCE list: Generalizing/App ing Process
to New Problems.

do Making sure that various tasks (e.g.,
ing, cleaning cages) are done.

dto Scheduling times for an open house.
Being responsible for the welfare of the ani als the

zOo. I
L.1

ng cages, feed-



Developing Interest and Involvement
in Human Affairs

Recognizing the Importance of
Individual and Group Contributions
to Society

Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and Initiative

Recognizing the Values of Cooperation,
Group Work, and Division of Labor

Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used
in the Sciences; Appreciating Their
Power and Precision

Respecting the Views, 'thoughts,
and Feelings of Others
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Making a school zoo for other children to enjoy.

Recognizing that the zoo will benefit not only themselves
but other children in the school.

Recognizing that opening the zoo to the school may make
other people more understanding of animals.

Conducting small and large group sessions with 41p from
the teacherA

Finding solutions to problems encountered in addition to
the main problem of the challenge.

Using the telephone to find information or to get in touch
with experts on animals.

Choosing and developing the best vay to show the zoo to
other people.

Finding that work on
smoothly when done

Eliminating needless
Findihg that work is

the zoo progresses more rapidly and
in groups.
overlap in work.

fun when people cooperate.

Using scientific modes of inquiry to investigate animal
behavior and solve problems when making the zoo.

Using data, graphs, drawings, and written materials to
explain the ZDO and the animals to people.

See also MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists.

( Considering all suggestions and assessing their meiits.
Considering the opinions of others, such as other classes
or maintenance personnel, when maintaining a zoo.

Recognizing and respecting dtfferences in valuewaccording
,to age, experience, occupation, income, interests, cul-
ture, race, religion, ethnic background.

Respecting the thoughts, interests, and feelings of mem-
bers of tiwopposite sex when working in groups.

Recoopizing and respecting feelings of.animals in the zoo.

Being Open to New Ideas and Considering alternative ways of doing various tasks.
Information Conducting library research on animals and their care.

Asking other people for opinions, ideas, and information.
r) t -, '
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Learning the Importance and
Influence of Values in
Decision Making

Areas of Study

Anthropology

Economics

Learning that cost and space are not the only factors to
oeconsider when making a zoo; animals' comfort and the

way the zoo affects other people (other classes, jani-
tors) must be considered.

9

Observing
cultural and g

cribing responses to animals related to
graphic backgrodtd.

Gaining experience in mparative Shopping for animals,
animal food, and mater ls for making animal homes.

Geography/Physical_Environment Investigating difference in animals due to differ4ces
in geography of their native habitats.

Political Science/Government Systems Investigating tate laws concerning captivity of wild
animals and the use of animals in,classrooms.

Determining ne d for rules when cating for animals and
,opening the zo to the public.

Recent Local History
4-

Investigatihg previous attempts to establish a zoo in the
school.

#

Social Psychology/Individual Developing a gimmick for advertising the schotl zoo.
, and Group Behavior Recognizing need for leadership within small and large

4 groups; recognizing differing capacities of individuals
for ibarious roles within groups.

)

Analyzing the effects of a small group making decisions
for a raxger group.

./

Sociology/Social Systems Considering the integral, related nature of the school
community when making a school zoo.

Devising a system of working cooperatively in small and

0 large groups.
.

Working within established social systems to develop a
school zoo.

0
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Sociology/Social Systems (cont.)
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Experiencing and understanding differenis in social
systems in different social groups (children, adults,
women, men, homemakers.)

Recognizing that there are many different social groups
and that one person belongs to more than one social
group.

\

,

\
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ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL ZOO UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Bsic Skills

Reading:

Literal Comprehension--Decoding
Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs

Reading:
Critical Readkng--Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

ral Language:
Speaking

Oral Language

Listening

Oral Language:
Memorizing

Oral Language:

Spelling

Written Language:
Grammar

Decoding words, sentences, and paragraphs while reading
_books on animals or pet care; while reading directions
on animal food packages.

\
\

Obtaining factual information about animals and their
care.

Understanding what is read about animals.
Interpreting what is read, such as biology and physiology

concepts.

Offerineideas, suggestions, and criticisms during dis-
cussions-in small group work and during class discus-
sions.on animal care and on Iwilaing a zoo.

Reporting to class about animal care, data collecting,
. cage construction, etc.
Responding to criticisms of activities.
Preparing, practicing, and giving effective oral presen-

tation to classes or other people visiting the zoo.
Using the telephone properly and effectively to obtain

information or to invite a resource person to speak to
the class.

Using rules of grammar in speaking.

Conducting interviews*of classmates, pet store owners, etc.
Following spoken directions.
Listening to group reports.

Memorizing portibns of oral presentations tg be giVen
during tou )of the zoo.

Using corre t spelling in writing.

Using rules 4f grammar in writing.

)

JO



Written Language:
Composition

Study Skills:

Outlining/Orgaalzing

Study Skills:

Use of References and Resources

Writing to communicate effectively:

preparing written reports-and_papphlets using notes,
data, charts, grapAs, drawings, etc., explaining tHe
animals' habits, genetic background, etc.
writing posters advertising the zoo.
preparing write-ups of rules to follow while visiting
the zoo.

Taking notes when consulting authorities-or books about
animals.

Planning presentations; experiments, etc.
Organizing ideas, facts, data for inclusion in pamphletd

about animals.

Using the library to research 4ftformation on animals.
Using dictionary and encyclopedia to locate information.
Inviting a zoologist or other expert to speak to ttte

159

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the Value of Expressing
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

Appreciating the Value of
Written Resources

Developing an Interest in
Reading and Writing

L

class and answer questions.

Using indexes and tables of contents of books to 'locate
bt desired information.

Using "How To" Cards for information on making animal.
homes, etc.

Finding that classmates and teacher may approve of an
idea if it is presented clearly.

Finding that other students may appreciate the zoo if if
is explained clearly and with enthusiasm.

Finding that certain desired information can be found in
books, on animals, e.g., identification of amphibians,
reptiles, or insects.

Willingly looking up information on animals and pet cart.
Looking up further or more detailed information.
Showing desire to work on drafting pamphlets.

r)
,
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Making Judgments Concerning
What is Read

Appreciating the Value of Different
Forts of Writing, Different Forms
of Communication

eP

Deeiding whether what
ticular animal.

Deciding how reliable
ing is..

DecidineMaNkei.N0e
whether it ays-wha
may need improvement

is read'is applicable to the par-

'the information obtained from read-

()written material is.appropriate,
I-It is supposed to Say, whether it

Finding that how information canbe best conveyed is de-
termined in part by the audience to whom ie is directed.

Finding that certain data or, information can be best
Anveyed by,writing it down, making sketches, drwing
graphs or charts, etc.

Finding that information on animals and caie can be most
easily shared by speaking.

Finding that certain data or infortation should.be written
down so that it can be referred to at a later time.

Finding that spoken instructions are sometimes better than
written instructions, and vice versa.


